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Abstract
In this study, we address the wind farm layout optimization (WFLO) problem and tackle the
issue of optimal turbine placement by incorporating additional aspects of an economically
driven target function. Firstly, we have analyzed the effect of wind direction on a given turbine
arrangement. Based on the direction-dependent wake pattern, practitioners sometimes shut
down certain turbines on their farms. Our method computes which turbines should be shut
down in which wake situation. On this basis, we have developed a method of finding new
turbine setups that rarely require shutdowns and are, in a certain sense, “robust” against
changes to the wind direction. Secondly, we have presented a partial coverage Jensen wake
model in three-dimensional space and have provided the tools for reducing or avoiding wakeinduced asymmetric thrust on the rotor disc of the turbine, which leads to reduced energy
yield and accelerated wear. This aspect can also be used for finding new turbine setups that
take partial coverage into account and avoid it if necessary. Overall, the application of the
refinements suggested in this study will result in an increased yearly profit achieved from the
produced energy in a wind farm. This is an aspect that decision-makers, such as farm
planners/operators, might depend on in a market that typically possesses narrow profit
© 2021 by the author. This is an open access article distributed under the
conditions of the Creative Commons by Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium or format,
provided the original work is correctly cited.
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margins. Our methods find entrance into the open-source research framework that comes as
the package wflo for the statistical software R.
Keywords
Wind energy; wind farm layout optimization (WFLO); R package; active wake control; partial
coverage; wind direction; open data

1. Introduction
Finding the optimal spatial arrangement for the locations of turbines inside a wind farm is known
in the literature as wind farm layout optimization (WFLO). Since turbine arrangements have an
effect on the wake pattern of wind in the farm under investigation, downwind turbines are
requested to avoid the wake that upwind turbines cause, as wake reduces the wind speed and
therefore leaves less kinetic energy for the downwind turbine, rendering it less effective in energy
harvesting. WFLO is a mathematically challenging task. Even minor changes in the location of one
turbine can change the entire problem space, i.e., the wake pattern that all other turbines face
when they are to be placed. WFLO is said to be nondeterministic polynomial time (NP)-hard, which
means that no algorithm exists that can find an optimal solution in nondeterministic polynomialtime.
Founding contributions by Mosetti et al. [1] and Grady et al. [2] made restrictive assumptions
such as turbines can only be placed on a rather coarse grid of possible locations (discrete domain
rather than a continuous domain), flat terrain, unique (or limited numbers of) wind directions and
speeds, etc. Subsequent research successively relaxed these assumptions. For example, Wang et al.
[3] discussed a continuous problem domain, and Quaeghebeur et al. [4] utilized (pseudo-)gradients.
Most approaches employed gradient-free methods, as these methods (e.g., metaheuristic
algorithms such as genetic algorithms or simulated annealing) perform quite well at exploring the
problem space, given that this space does not have too many dimensions. For example, Chen et al.
[5], Park et al. [6], and Yang et al. [7] used these methods in their studies. However, higherdimensional spaces are the domain of gradient-based approaches, as Thomas and Ning [8] pointed
out in their work.
Many researchers used wind farm efficiency or annual energy production (AEP) as their target
function, e.g., see the studies by King et al. [9] and Park et al. [6]. However, a more realistic approach
considers what wind farm operators are really pointed out, AEP maximization is not a meaningful
goal. Thus, researchers recently have tended to consider economically-driven target functions. Wu
et al. [11] considered a profit-driven function which also enabled them to flexibly incorporate costor revenue-influencing drivers of the optimization problem, e.g., inner-farm wiring. Profit is defined
as revenue minus cost, and revenue is the sale price times the production quantity. Here, AEP takes
the place of yearly production quantity, which leaves sale price and cost to vary spatially and/or
temporally. As an alternative, Yang et al. [7] discussed the wake effect uniformity instead of AEP or
profit maximization as an alternative target.
Our contribution to the wider WFLO scope, which has found only minor investigation in the
literature so far, is two-fold: Firstly, we take into account the fact that wind direction frequently
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changes in most real-world wind farms. Most WFLO approaches account for one major wind
direction only (using the empirical mode inherent to the measured wind direction data, the polar
coordinate system vector mean, or an arbitrary choice), or use a limited number of two, three, or
four distinct wind direction regimes at each optimization run without interrelations between them.
However, as an optimum (a distinct turbine arrangement setup) found for a given wind direction
could be a bad choice if the wind direction changes by only a small amount, we state that the WFLO
results are, in general, not robust to the changes in the wind direction in that sense: Given a certain
farm setup (once turbines are erected, they can hardly be placed differently), only a faint wake
scenario might manifest if the wind comes from the prevailing wind direction (say, from the East)
since the turbine setup is optimized with respect to that wind direction. If now, instead, the wind
comes from the North, strong wake patterns might occur. This could result in a drastic drop in
energy production (and thus profit), even if the wind speeds from these two scenarios are
comparable. If the profit from the first scenario is 100 and 50 in the second, such a turbine setup
might not be robust. If a different scenario can be found that results in a profit of, say, 90 in the first
scenario (wind from the East) and 85 in the second, that scenario is comparably robust against the
changes in the wind direction. We address such a robust farm setup, not just for two wind directions
but for 360°. This could result in a greater overall profit.
Feng and Shen [12, 13] tackled the 360° problem and used bi-variate Weibull distribution
functions for the 360 sectors of a wind rose. They operated on a real-world dataset and utilized a
genetic algorithm (GA) as well as random search for optimization. Their findings showed that taking
the wind direction into account during the optimization process is crucial for achieving good quality
results.
The studies by Quick et al. [14], Graf et al. [15], and the closely related study by Tingey et al. [16]
deal with this type of problem. Changes in the wind direction can be modeled based on their
probability of occurrence. A way to do so has been presented by Feng and Shen [17]. In this paper,
we have developed a WFLO methodology that provides a robust turbine arrangement, i.e., a turbine
setup that will compromise between wind directions and provide good energy harvesting results
for any wind direction. Our methodology can be applied to almost all WFLO approaches, e.g.,
particle swarm optimization or GA approach for gradient-free optimization, gradient-based
approaches, methods for discrete or continuous domains, and independently, from the wake model
used.
Secondly, we have extended the famous Jensen model (see [18, 19]) to detect whether
downwind turbines are only partially covered by wake. The partial wake Jensen model has been
introduced in a similar fashion by Chowdhury et al. [20] before. However, in this study, we have
introduced a slightly different definition and implementation for the software framework (see
below). Partial wake coverage might result in accelerated wear due to asymmetric physical stress
on the blades, hub, or tower of a turbine, resulting from asymmetric thrust load. Since this can
decrease the lifetime of the turbines or increase their maintenance cost, the partial wake can prove
to be expensive (e.g., see [21]). On the other hand, if a downwind turbine is only partially covered
by wake (instead of full coverage), this could lead to the downwind turbine generating more energy
than expected from a wake model that (incorrectly) classifies that turbine as fully covered. As the
Jensen model is a two-dimensional model, the downwind “points” are either classified as either
inside or outside the wake. Partial coverage is not taken into account. However, information about
partial coverage could be important during the optimization stage. We have developed a simple
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implementation of a tool for identifying partial coverage. Wind farm planners might seek to avoid
partial wake, i.e., to place downwind turbines in full wake (accepting an even decreased wind energy
yield due to wake) or avoid wake altogether (accepting sub-optimal micro-local wind-speed-related
energy harvesting potential). At least, a wear forecast of partial wake situations is desirable before
actually installing a wind farm. In all cases, a partial wake situation must be detectable in the
mathematical model. Our contribution, in this case, is an interface to link between the rather simple
geometric computations necessary for partial wake detection while keeping the major advantages
of the Jensen model: its simplicity and fast computation.
All of our work can be run using the open-source wflo package for the statistical software R, and
thus a maximum of comparability is ensured. The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides additional details, motivation, and context for the two topics discussed in the
introduction. Our methods have been discussed in Section 3, and the results obtained from them
have been presented in Section 4. Conclusions drawn from the study have been presented briefly
in Section 5.
2. Contributions and Context
This section provides the details of the contributions of this study to the topic of WFLO. We
discuss the wind direction robustness in WFLO (a 360° model) and the partial wake coverage model.
2.1 Wind Direction Robustness
The wflo package contains a benchmark solution embedded in a standard wind farm area, and a
WFLO result obtained using heavy GA computations (see Croonenbroeck and Hennecke [22]).
Similar approaches have been presented by Baker et al. [23], Parada et al. [24], and Gualtieri [10].
Figure 1 shows the wake pattern of 20 turbines. The top view of the standard wind farm area with
the turbines themselves are represented by golden points, consecutively numbered, and their
computed Jensen wake cones have been shown as they are shed down by the prevailing wind
direction at the respective points of location for each of the turbines positioned in the square
domain (5 × 5 km).

Figure 1 Wake pattern of a wflo benchmark solution. The light gray arrows represent
the prevailing wind direction, whereas the darker gray arrows denote its standard
deviation.
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Wind information, as a part of wflo, are rich as they provide the prevailing wind direction data
not only once for the entire farm area but once per raster point. In other words, there are 14.3 M
locations within the total covered area at which the prevailing wind directions and their respective
standard deviations are provided. In valleys or around distinct mountains, the prevailing directions
might change drastically within a rather small area. Within the standard wind farm area used in this
study, spatial changes are only minor. However, one downside of this is that there is no full wind
direction distribution for each of the points. Thus, no wind rose can be plotted and no weighting of
wind directions dependent on their probability of occurrence (relative frequency) is possible. As we
vary the wind directions in our approach, we must assume that all directions are equally probable.
This is per se unrealistic. However, if the direction probability information is available, our general
approach can be easily enriched by a probability-to-occur weighting scheme.
Rather, the spatial wind direction information enables us to denote the directions using arrows,
where, in the respective figures, the light gray arrows represent the prevailing wind directions at a
selection of points (we choose a grid of 7 × 7 per figure), and the darker gray arrows denote the
standard deviations from that major wind direction at each point. A similar spatial notation for the
prevailing wind directions is common in meteorology. As can be seen from the arrow vector field in
Figure 1, the wind is coming mostly from the East-Northeast, and some turbines are situated in the
wake of others. For example, turbine 10 is in the wake of turbines 4 and 18 (multi-wake effect).
Taking the changing wind directions into account during the WFLO stage dates back to the very
beginning of WFLO. Grady et al. [2] used several wind direction scenarios and evaluated their impact
on the optimization results. Most of the subsequent contributions proceeded similarly. Guo et al.
[25] investigated the effect of wind direction fluctuations on wind turbines, whereas Liu et al. [26]
used large-eddy simulations to analyze the environmental effects on the local wind direction. Sun
et al. [27] performed an experimental study on the impact of wind direction on farm turbines,
whereas Routray et al. [28] minimized the losses in a multi-wake scenario. Feng and [29] accounted
for the complex terrain and investigated WFLO on a Gaussian hill.
The first question that might arise is whether it will be beneficial in some cases to shut down
several turbines. As shown in the example in Figure 1, turbine 4 casts its wake on turbines 10 and
18, and thus shutting down turbine 4 might allow for more energy production in turbines 10 and
18. Not the case in this example, but quite imaginable nonetheless is a situation in which a single
turbine casts its wake on four, five, or any number of other turbines, depending on the wind
direction and the setting of the turbine. Practitioners indeed used to control the influence of
negative wake by limiting the power outputs of several turbines by even shutting down the selected
turbines. This procedure is known as active wake control (see Kanev et al. [30] or Kanev [31]).
Shutting down the wake-inducing turbine in such a case could enable the remaining turbines to
harvest more energy from the wind as compared to the case without the shutdown. A thorough
discussion on this topic can be found in the articles by Boersma et al. [32], Annoni et al. [33],
Pedersen and Larsen [34], or Ogujuyigbe et al. [35]. Hence, firstly, we have developed a simple tool
to investigate the shutdown of single turbines and to compute whether such a shutdown would be
beneficial to the entire farm.
In the second step, we have used the developed tool to not only compute but also optimize a
“shutdown pattern” based on a given wind direction in the farm area under investigation. The
results are not an arbitrarily chosen shutdown plan but an optimized one, i.e., a turbine pattern that
maximizes the farm profit. This procedure could then be applied to other wind directions. In effect,
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a catalog of pre-computed optimized plans for 360°of wind directions can be built. Then, in practice,
if the wind direction changes, such a database of pre-computed optimizations (see [36] for a similar
idea) can be used as a quick look-up table in order to augment the automatized wind farm control
system by, if beneficial, shutting down certain turbines.
Thirdly, possible shutdowns of turbines might be beneficial in a given wind farm. Shutdowns are
kind of a last resort, something to avoid if at all possible. Shutting down the precious turbines is not
generally desirable. Instead, turbines should be positioned such that shutdowns are rarely
necessary. This is the basic principle of WFLO: given a wind direction, the turbines should be
arranged in a manner in which each of them produces maximum profit. However, as WFLO usually
optimizes over only one wind direction, the found setup is also only valid for that given wind
direction. Other directions might give strong wake patterns that again call for unwanted shutdowns.
For example, Figure 2 presents the wake patterns that arise in the case of four wind directions
(North, East, South, and West) in the benchmark turbine arrangement, where many undesirable
wake situations are observed to arise. In this sense, we claim that the WFLO results are not robust
against changes in the wind direction. Therefore, in this study, we have considered not just one but
all 360° of wind directions into account and optimized the turbine setup that provides the best
profits for all wind directions. The results might be less beneficial in comparison to an optimization
based on only one wind direction, but they provide greater profit for wind directions that deviate
from that.

Figure 2 Wake patterns of the four main wind directions in the wflo benchmark
arrangement. Light gray arrows represent the prevailing wind directions, and darker
gray arrows denote their standard deviations.
2.2 Wake Asymmetric Thrust Load
Shakoor et al. [37] and Abdulrahman and Wood [38] have discussed partial coverage in their
studies. Scott et al. [39] used experimental setup to measure the impact of partial wake on the
downwind turbines, whereas Howland et al. [40] provided partial wake statistics for a typical wind
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farm and showed the means, to a certain degree, to use the mechanical controls of turbines to avoid
partial wake coverage (wake steering, see [21]). The physical aspects of fatigue load and the
appropriate countermeasures have been vividly discussed in the literature recently, e.g., by Sajeer
et al. [41], Rong et al. [42], and Huo and Huo and Tong [43]. The groundwork has been analyzed and
presented in detail by Burton et al. [44]. However, in this study, we do not discuss the engineering
part of this problem but provide the mathematical tools to detect a possible asymmetric thrust load
wake position of turbines and to find turbine setups that are less prone to partial coverage.
Situations in which a downwind turbine is only partially covered by the wake of an upwind
turbine are usually not modeled by most wake coverage models. However, even partial wake will
reduce the amount of energy produced by the downwind turbine, and it imposes an asymmetric
thrust force on the actuator disc of that turbine, resulting in fatigue load of the turbine and a
probable reduction in its life span. Figure 3 shows the partial wake visualized in this study. Panel A
(left) shows a full-wake situation. The downwind turbine is fully covered by the wake cast by the
upwind turbine. Panel B presents a (most desirable) situation in which the downwind turbine is
completely unaffected by the wake of the upwind turbine. Panels C and D show the partial wake
condition in which the swept area of the rotor of the downwind turbine is partially covered by the
wake cone emitted by the upwind turbine, but parts of the disc are outside the wake. The covered
fractions of the discs (usually a biconvex (lens-shaped) surface) are shown by red color.

Figure 3 Four states of wake-induced load: (A) full wake, (B) no wake, (C) partial wake
with center outside, and (D) partial wake with center inside.
Apart from additional turbulence and increased wear due to inconsistent turbine loading that is
probably caused by changing wind directions, we propose a simple enhancement to the popular
Jensen model to take partial wake into account during the WFLO stage. As a result, the partial wake
can be quantified and penalized accordingly in the WFLO target function.
3. Methodology
In this study, we have worked with wflo and have either used or extended its built-in
functionality. wflo is a recently published open-source package for the statistical software R. The
wflo package (see [45]) provides a high-resolution dataset as well as convenient functions to deal
with WFLO problems. It implements the widely used Jensen wake model, provides an interface to
all-purpose optimization procedures, and employs an economically-based (i.e., profit-oriented)
target function, as according to Wu et al. [11], optimizing the energy yield or farm efficiency alone,
as is done in many research contributions, is not always a meaningful goal. wflo provides
standardized test conditions and thus works as a framework that ensures comparability among
research contributions.
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A typical WFLO result consists of a set of 𝑛 pairs of 𝑥 and 𝑦 values, possibly longitude and latitude
coordinates, denoting the locations of turbines in the wind farm area under investigation. However,
this result is based on either a single wind direction (and thus one direction of wake cast by the
turbines) or various wind directions measured at several locations in the farm. The wind directions
used in wflo are the prevailing directions at each raster cell of size 200 × 200 m and based on these,
several turbines might be located within the wake of other turbines.
By default, wflo uses a standardized wind farm area in Germany of size 5 × 5 km, and as each
raster cell is of 200 m edge length, the area consists of 25 × 25 cells. For each cell, information such
as the wind direction, wind speed, and AEP are pre-computed for the turbine type that is used by
default in the wflo settings, and other variables, e.g., for topography, are available. AEP, as provided
from the dataset, is computed based on the typical formula (e.g., see [46])
𝑁

𝑈max

AEP = 8766 ∑ ∫
𝑚=1 0

1
𝜌𝐴𝑈 3 𝐶𝑃 (𝑈, 𝜌)𝑝𝑚 d𝑈,
2

(1)

where 8766 determines the number of hours in a year (adjusted for leap years), 𝑁 is the number of
turbines in a wind farm, 𝜌 is the density of air, 𝐴 is area per turbine swept by the rotor, 𝑈 is wind
speed, 𝐶𝑃 is the power coefficient, and 𝑝𝑚 is a probability density function that denotes the
occurrence of wind speeds from 0 to 𝑈max . The integration over probabilities is replaced in the
empiric pendant by the sum over the empirical relative frequencies of wind speeds in bins of width
0.5 m/s according to IEC 61400–12–1 (see https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/26603).
Although using raster data, for wflo, the WFLO problem is conceptualized in the standardized
continuous square domain [0,1] × [0,1]. It should also be noted that similar to the present study,
wflo operates on profit, where cost is assumed to be constant, so that optimizing profit is a
monotonous transformation to optimizing AEP, i.e., an optimum found for profit is identical to an
optimum for AEP.
3.1 Wind Direction Robustness
In wflo, the turbine location information is stored such that for 𝑛 turbines, the 𝑥 and 𝑦
coordinates are contained in a 2 × 𝑛 dimensional vector
𝐿 = (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑥𝑛−1 , 𝑦𝑛−1 , 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 )𝑇 .

(2)

To handle turbine patterns (i.e., a plan for possible shutdowns of certain turbines), we use a
simple 𝑛-dimensional bit mask. Here, a set bit (“1”) denotes an active turbine, whereas an unset bit
(“0”) represents a turbine that has been shut down. For an arrangement of five turbines, if machines
1, 2, and 4 are to be kept operable and machines 3 and 5 are to be shut down, the bit mask would
be 𝐵 = (1,1,0,1,0)𝑇 . A short function then processes 𝐿 and 𝐵: for each unset bit 𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, the function
removes the entries 2 ⋅ 𝑖 − 1 and 2 ⋅ 𝑖 from 𝐿. The result is a new turbine location vector, 𝐿′, not
containing the turbines marked by the unset bits in 𝐵. With that, the WFLO target function is
invoked. In the wflo package, this is by default the function Profit() that computes the (negative)
economic profit of a given turbine setup, subject to revenue, cost, setup validity in terms of
minimum distances, and wake (for details, see Croonenbroeck and Hennecke [22]). For example,
the wflo benchmark solution consisting of 𝑛 = 20 turbines returns a profit of 11,622,939 €.
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Shutting down turbine 8 using 𝐵 = (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)𝑇 yields 11,072,611 €,
showing that a shutdown of turbine 8 would not be beneficial. It should be noted that we rely on
the profit function of the software as a target, which operates internally using a non-partial Jensen
wake model. An extension to partial wake, discussed in the second part of this article, is planned.
Taking partial wake into account might lead to slightly different shutdown plans, a topic that we
leave for future research.
For a setup of 𝑛 turbines, there are 2𝑛 different possible permutations (shutdown patterns). A
short loop program can iterate over these permutations, generate the respective patterns, compute
their profit values, and store the respective best solution found. If, in the end, the best solution is a
vector of 𝑛 ‘1’s, then having all the turbines operating is advised. Embedding the loop into a function
that performs the described procedure for each of the 360° of wind directions will return the
shutdown plans for each direction. Arranging them row-by-row produces a 360 × 𝑛 dimensional
matrix. If this matrix contains all ‘1’s, we assume that the turbine setup, 𝐿, is robust against changes
to the wind direction and having all turbines running at each wind direction is advisable. However,
if the rows contain ‘0’s, then shutting down turbines at several wind directions will be beneficial. In
that case, the mentioned matrix can serve as a look-up table for shutdown patterns at each wind
direction without having to re-compute. This might be important information for automatized farm
management systems.
Although this procedure needs to be performed only once for a given farm, it requires millions
of profit computations and, therefore, can be slow. As each computation is independent of the
others, parallel computing can be used. The supplemental material presents an R code that
performs the discussed procedure in parallel.
The next step is to perform a wind direction robust WFLO. In the planning phase of a wind farm,
the turbine arrangement can be optimized with respect to the robustness against changes in the
wind direction. We do so by applying a minimal wrapper around the actual target function, i.e., farm
profit subject to the energy sale price, AEP (see Eq. (1)), and cost. If 𝐺(𝐿, 𝜑) returns the target
function value for any wind direction, 𝜑, and any location setup, 𝐿, (see Eq. (2)), then optimizing
360

∑ 𝐺 (𝐿, 𝑖) → max
𝑖=1

𝐿

(3)

will, in the end, produce a turbine setup, 𝐿, that generates the best overall profit while taking all
wind directions into account. The supplemental material contains a short code that implements Eq.
(3) and optimizes it using genoud from the package rgenoud, a reliable GA implementation by
Mebane and Sekhon [47].
3.2 Wake Asymmetric Thrust Load
Based on a given location of a turbine 𝑃1 , denoted (for now) in two-dimensional space by the
coordinates 𝑥1 and 𝑦1 and assuming a wind direction, 𝜑1 , at that location, the question is whether
this turbine sheds wake that only partially covers another turbine, 𝑃2 , located at the coordinates 𝑥2
and 𝑦2 . The algorithm starts by computing the Jensen wake model (see Figure 4). According to
Jensen [18], for a sufficiently large downwind distance 𝑥 (m) (we use the Euclidean distance
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between 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 ), the radius of the wake cone, 𝑟 (m), is based on the rotor radius, 𝑟0 (m), and the
dimensionless wake expansion factor, 𝛼, such that
𝑟 = 𝑟0 + 𝛼𝑥,

(4)

where 𝛼 depends on the hub height, 𝑧𝐻 (m), and the terrain roughness length, 𝑧0 (m). The latter is
usually assumed to be 𝑧0 = 0.1, which is a fair estimate for typical on-shore sites (see [48]). With
𝛼=

0.5
𝑧 ,
log ( 𝐻 )
𝑧0

(5)

𝑟 can be computed immediately. In the Jensen model, one would then proceed to compute the
downstream wind speed, 𝑣 (m/s), based on the incoming wind speed, 𝑢 (m/s), using the deduction
factor
2
2
𝑟0
𝑝 =1− (
)
3 𝛼𝑥 + 𝑟0

(6)

𝑣 = 𝑢 ⋅ 𝑝.

(7)

and then applying

Figure 4 Schematic of the wake model given by Jensen (top-view).
Once 𝑥, 𝑟, and 𝑟0 are known, our algorithm uses trigonometry to compute the Jensen trapezoid
defined by the points 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷, as shown in Figure 4. As the wake cone is directed downstream
from the turbine 𝑃1 in the direction of the wind flow, we compute the rotor disc points 𝐴′ and 𝐵′ of
the downstream turbine 𝑃2 (see Figure 5 for a real-world example). Again, using trigonometry, we
compute the potential intersection points between lines 𝐵 − 𝐶 and 𝐴′ − 𝐵′ as well as between 𝐴 −
𝐷 and 𝐴′ − 𝐵′. We call these intersections 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 . It should be noted that in two-dimensional
space, there are three possible cases: (a) None of the computed potential intersection points
actually represent an intersection of lines. In such cases, there is either full wake (turbine 2 is fully
covered by the wake of turbine 1) or no wake (turbine 2 is completely unaffected by the wake of
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turbine 1), (b) only one out of 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 is an actual intersection (as given by the example in Figure
5), which implies partial wake coverage, and (c) both points represent intersections. The latter is
only possible if different turbine types are used and turbine 2 has a somewhat larger rotor radius
than turbine 1. Since the cone radius is strictly larger than the rotor radius for equally sized turbines,
case (c) is not possible for turbines of the same sizes. In the following, for simplicity but without loss
of generality, we assume that both turbines under investigation share the same rotor radius.

Figure 5 Schematic showing the computation of partial coverage wake (top-view).
Eventually, similar to the procedure performed by Feng and Shen [12], we compute the
intersection area of two circles, one being the rotor disc of the downwind turbine and the other
being the wake cone “disc” of the upwind turbine (the conceived section of the wake frustum cast
by the upwind turbine) at the position of the downwind turbine. These circles are situated in threedimensional space, where the heights depend on the terrain elevations, 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 , and the hub
heights of the respective turbines, 𝐻1 and 𝐻2 , at points 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 , respectively. This suggests a
“complex terrain” (i.e., various elevations), as tackled by Feng et al. [49]. We simplify in terms of the
downstream wind flow and assume that 𝑃1 = (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑧1 )𝑇 with 𝑧1 = 𝐸1 + 𝐻1 and 𝑃2 =
(𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , 𝑧2 )𝑇 with 𝑧2 = 𝐸2 + 𝐻2 . Projecting on a 𝑦 − 𝑧 plane (i.e., with 𝑥 perpendicular to the plane
of the paper), the problem can be sketched as in Figure 6. Here, 𝑎 is the radius of the wake cone
and 𝑏 < 𝑎 is the radius of the rotor disc of the downwind turbine. As shown in the figure, 𝑃2 is
“lower” than 𝑃1 , and thus, it can be concluded that 𝑧2 < 𝑧1 .

Figure 6 Front view of the wake cone disc at the position of the downwind turbine and
its radius 𝑎, and radius b of the rotor disc of the downwind turbine.
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The center of the wake cone at the position of the downwind turbine in two-dimensional space
can be computed using
𝑀=

𝐼1 + 𝐼2
2

(8)

in the vector notation. 𝑧1 is taken to be the height of the downwind turbine to obtain 𝐶 =
(𝑀𝑥 , 𝑀𝑦 , 𝑧1 )𝑇 , since the center of the wake frustum casts a straight line through three-dimensional
space, perpendicular to the tower of the upwind turbine. We now have the points 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 in
three-dimensional space, the radii
√(𝐼1,𝑥 − 𝐼2,𝑥 )2 + (𝐼1,𝑦 − 𝐼2,𝑦 )2
𝑎=
,
2

(9)

𝑏 = 𝑟0 ,

(10)

𝑑 = √(𝐶𝑥 − 𝑃2,𝑥 )2 + (𝐶𝑦 − 𝑃2,𝑦 )2 + (𝐶𝑧 − 𝑃2,𝑧 )2 .

(11)

and the distance

To compute the area, 𝑆, we conveniently use two temporary variables
𝜅=

𝑎2 − 𝑏 2 + 𝑑 2
2𝑑

(12)

𝜆=

𝑏 2 − 𝑎2 + 𝑑 2
2𝑑

(13)

and

and compute
𝜅
𝑆1 = (𝑎2 ⋅ arccos ( )) − (𝜅 ⋅ √𝑎2 − 𝜅 2 )
𝑎

(14)

𝜆
𝑆2 = (𝑏 2 ⋅ arccos ( )) − (𝜆 ⋅ √𝑏 2 − 𝜆2 ) .
𝑏

(15)

and

In the end, it turns out that
𝑆 = 𝑆1 + 𝑆2 .

(16)

𝑆 represents the part of the rotor disc of the downwind turbine that is covered by wake. As the
entire rotor disc area is 𝜋 ⋅ 𝑏 2 , we compute the covered fraction by
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𝐹=

𝑆
∈ (0,1).
𝜋 ⋅ 𝑏2

(17)

For the dimensionless wake deduction factor, 𝑝, according to Eq. (6), one can obtain a partial
wake weight
𝑝𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 1 − (1 − 𝑝) ⋅ 𝐹.

(18)

Replacing 𝑝 (for the full overlap case, i.e., the Jensen model) by 𝑝𝑛𝑒𝑤 extends the Jensen model
to a partial coverage version of the model. For the real-world example given in Figure 5, it turns out
that the downwind turbine is somewhat more elevated than the wake-emitting turbine (𝑃2,𝑧 = 131
m and 𝑃1,𝑧 = 85 m). Thus, seen downstream from 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 is not only shifted to the right but also
somewhat above, as shown in Figure 7 (𝑦 − 𝑧 plane). In the example, the rotor radius is 45 m, and
thus the downwind rotor disc area is 6,361.7 m2 . The wake cone radius is 𝑎 = 82.9 m at a
downwind distance of 𝑥 = 527.2 m, which yields a wake cone “disc” area of 21,590.3 m2 . The
wake-covered area, 𝑆, is 3,447.7 m2 . Thus, 𝐹 = 0.5419, i.e., little more than half of the disc is
covered by the wake. Since, 𝑝 = 0.8037 for this configuration, we obtain 𝑝𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 0.8936.

Figure 7 Front view of the wake cone disc at the position of the downwind turbine
corresponding to a real-world example.
Note that the abovementioned three cases – (a) no intersection, and thus either full wake or no
wake, (b) only one actual intersection, and thus partial wake, and (c) two intersections (not possible
for identical turbines) – are valid for two-dimensional space. In three-dimensional space, two
additional scenarios can arise. In the case (a), if 𝑃2 is inside the wake cone (which can be tested
using a point-in-polygon test such as the Jordan test (see [50])), full wake is not necessarily
guaranteed. Instead, if the downwind turbineis much lower (due to uneven terrain or a lower tower)
or higher (for analogous reasons), its rotor disc might be partially outside the wake frustum. In such
a circumstance, even case (a) results in partial wake. In the case (a), if 𝑃2 is outside the cone, it might
still be possible that partial wake occurs. Given that 𝑃2 is outside but close to the border of the wake
frustum, the downwind turbine rotor disc might still be covered by the wake frustum. Such a
situation is presented in Figure 3, panel C. However, we compute the ratio, 𝐹, of the intersecting
area, which is simple and quick to do. Therefore, without even the need for elaborate case-by-case
analysis, we can conclude that if 𝐹 = 1 (100%), full wake is ensured, whereas, if 𝐹 = 0 , the
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downwind turbine is unaffected by the upwind turbine. If 𝐹 ∈ (0,1), partial wake is present and the
corresponding deduction factor is computed.
4. Results
The wflo benchmark solution is the result of an extensive optimization achieved using the builtin Profit() function. The scenario of attaining profit from the turbine (i.e., for a given turbine setup)
is computed based on revenue minus cost, where revenue depends on the sale price and
production. Production is expressed by AEP (see Eq. (1)), whereas production also varies with the
wake coverage, which itself has an impact on the power coefficient, 𝐶𝑃 , and the perceived wind
speed, 𝑈, at the location of any one turbine in the farm. Varying the turbine locations thus varies
AEP. Finding the maximum-profit turbine locations for the 20 turbines within the bound area can
be done by using GA: each turbine location is a tuple of 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates within the valid domain,
leaving 40 data points that can be evaluated for “fitness” by the profit function. The GA maximizes
fitness over the turbine locations. Details of the early work on GA and an elementary introduction
to it have been provided by Holland [51], and additional details on the actual implementation used
here can be found in the article by Croonenbroeck and Hennecke [22]. The AEP-tiles within the farm
(200 × 200 m, see above) are depicted in Figure 8. Blue shades of the tiles represent the AEP values,
where the lighter blue shades represent higher values and darker shades represent lower values. In
addition, the figure contains the AEP contour curves and an arrow field representing the wind
direction. The golden-colored dots show the turbine locations.

Figure 8 wlfo benchmark solution for a wind farm arrangement of 20 turbines. The blue
tiles and contour curves represent AEP. The light gray arrows represent the prevailing
wind direction, and darker gray arrows denote its standard deviation.
4.1 Wind Direction Robustness
Iterating over 1,048,576 possible permutations for the shutdown plans for the wflo benchmark
solution corresponding to the actual wind directions (mean wind direction of 255°, WestSouthwest) returns an optimum bit pattern of all ‘1’s, indicating that for this setup, all turbines
should be enabled. Computing a set of shutdown plans for wind directions between 1° and
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360° yields a 360 × 20 dimensional matrix. All values turn out to be 1. Under no circumstance is it
beneficial to shut down any of the turbines. From this, we conclude that the benchmark solution is
robust against changes in the wind direction. Depending on the 360 wind directions, the benchmark
setup generates wake patterns at which different numbers of turbines are influenced by wake. The
number of wake-influenced turbines varies between 4 and 13, with a mean value of 8.4. Figure 9
shows the least severe (four turbines influenced at 207° wind direction, left panel) and the most
severe (13 turbines influenced at 147°, right panel) wake situations. Only the wake-causing and
wake-affected turbines are shown here.

Figure 9 Wake patterns corresponding to the benchmark setup for wind directions of
147° and 207°, respectively. Light gray arrows represent the prevailing wind directions,
whereas the darker gray arrows denote their standard deviations.
The wind-direction-dependent WFLO returns the turbine setup yielding a profit of 11,431,176 €
at the actual wind direction1. This is 191,763 € or 2% less than the benchmark solution, which
generates a profit of 11,622,939 €. However, the sum of profits over 360°, computed according to
Eq. (3), is 4,142,347,000 €, whereas, for the benchmark solution, only 3,971,326,542 € are attained,
which is 4% less. This suggests that taking the wind direction robustness into account during the
wind farm planning stage can be beneficial. The number of wake-influenced turbines now varies
between 4 and 11 (i.e., the worst situations seem to be avoided), with a lower mean value of only
7.6. Figure 10 presents the resulting setup. Computing this result is quite time-consuming. Our Intel
Core i7, 3.4 GHz, took more than 100 days to obtain this using genoud(). However, GA-based
optimizations are known to be computationally expensive. Other optimization strategies such as
gradient-based algorithms might be faster.

1

For profit computation, cost can be provided from the actual data to the profit function of the software.
However, if no external cost data is provided, the software assumes a sale price of 100 €/MWh and yearly
cost of 100,000 € per turbine (considering the installation cost, the discounted maintenance cost, and the
discounted dismantling cost, annualized over an assumed life span of 20 years), which is a rule of thumb but
still a realistic estimate for the European electricity market. See also Lai et al. [52].
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Figure 10 Optimization result corresponding to the sum of profits over 360° of wind
directions. The light gray arrows represent the prevailing wind direction, whereas the
darker gray arrows denote its standard deviation.
the wind-direction dependence of WFLO and an already present farm has also been analyzed.
However, as they did not employ an economically-driven target function (instead, they maximized
AEP), they did not report the results in monetary units. Instead, they performed an in-depth analysis
of the impact minor changes in the wind direction from a certain benchmark direction (prevailing
directions at four different sites) have on AEP (sensitivity analysis). They flipped the perspective
around and provided a band within which the wind direction changes are tolerable (and outside
which, they are not) and measured how wide or narrow this band is. In effect, they derived an
optimal wake decay coefficient, 𝑘.Their model contribution named “Park2 model” is now part of
WaSP (Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program), the quasi-standard industry software package.
4.2 Wake Asymmetric Thrust Load
The case study by Croonenbroeck and Hennecke [22] involves several WFLO runs for a problem
involving 20 turbines and provides an overall best result as a benchmark. However, this result does
not take partial wake into account (and is thus referred to as the “old model” henceforth). Thus,
evaluating the provided setup by taking partial wake into account returns the wake pattern
presented in Figure 11 (only wake-causing and wake-affected turbines are shown). The original
outcome amounts to a computed wind farm profit of 11,793,518 €, whereas taking partial wake
into account returns 11,622,939 € (170,579 € less). The latter profit is lower since many turbines
are now still outside the wake cones (incorrectly assumed to be uninfluenced by the wake at all in
the old model), yet are partially influenced by wake; thus, reducing their profitability. In contrast,
turbines that are fully wake penalized in the old model might now be only partially penalized. Table
1 shows the profit contribution given by each turbine to the total farm profit. The second column
shows the profit contributions calculated using the old model, and the third column presents the
contributions calculated using the new model. As can be seen from the table, the turbines 4, 5, 8,
10, 17, and 20 provide lower contributions for the new model compared to the old model.
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Figure 11 Wake interdependence pattern for the benchmark solution, taking partial
wake into account. The light gray arrows represent the prevailing wind direction, and
darker gray arrows denote its standard deviation.
Table 1 Profit contribution from each turbine, including the benchmark result, obtained
using the old and new model and the evaluation done using the old model and the new
model, respectively.
Bench,
Turbine model

old Bench,
model

new New result,
model

old New result,
model

1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

2

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

3

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

4

586,521.1

586,497.3

588,997.5

588,996.5

5

590,916.0

590,695.5

583,900.6

583,890.0

6

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

7

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

8

611,480.1

611,477.3

611,480.1

611,480.1

9

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

10

554,724.1

554,723.8

524,674.9

524,674.9

11

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

12

554,724.1

554,724.1

611,480.1

611,475.8

13

611,480.1

611,480.1

554,724.1

554,724.1

14

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

15

554,724.1

554,724.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

16

611,480.1

611,480.1

554,724.1

554,724.1

new
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17

554,724.1

554,699.4

611,480.1

611,480.1

18

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

611,480.1

19

524,674.9

524,674.9

611,480.1

611,480.1

20

534,748.5

534,740.7

559,042.1

559,042.1

The WFLO optimizer can now access additional information to obtain a turbine setup that
efficiently avoids wake. Hence, a new optimization run was performed in this work. The genoud()
function was used to search for an optimal solution for 375 h, 55 min, and 45 s (or almost 16 days)
on an Intel Core i7, 3.4 GHz. The wake pattern resulting from this calculation is presented in Figure
12. Very few turbines are influenced by the wake. This new outcome provides a profit of 11,673,289
€ as evaluated using the old wake model, but 11,673,324 € when evaluated using the new model
(35 € more). Columns 4 and 5 in Table 1 show the profit contributions for the new results obtained
using the old and the new models, respectively.

Figure 12 Wake interdependence pattern obtained as the solution from the new model
on taking partial wake into account. The light gray arrows represent the prevailing wind
direction and the darker gray arrows denote its standard deviation.
Chowdhury et al. [20], performing a similar study and obtained very similar results. However, as
they had the advantage of having access to a wind tunnel experimental approach, they had the
liberty to actually change the turbine placement and measure the outcome instead of having to
compute the setting. This enabled them to also vary the number of turbines on the farm. We leave
a similar comparison, based on computations instead of experiments, for future research because
of its computational intensity.
Although the differences in our settings are very small, we can conclude that the additional
partial wake information provided using our model helps in finding better turbine arrangement
solutions that also might have their benefit concerning asymmetric wear.
5. Conclusion
This paper discusses the methods of either obtaining the wind-direction-dependent shutdown
plans for installed turbines or showing that a given turbine setup is robust against changes in the
wind direction. For the latter, a WFLO procedure has been presented that purposely returns a wind-
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direction robust turbine arrangement. The additional computation time might be worthwhile at
locations that are known to possess a wide range of different wind directions, which could be
different depending on the seasons. This aspect is usually analyzed by wind surveys and displayed
by the typical wind rose plot.
Most WFLO procedures utilize the Jensen wake model. Commonly known in the literature is the
straightforward extension of this model to encompass the multi-wake phenomenon. However,
incorporating partial wake in three-dimensional space to account for the asymmetric thrust force
on the actuator disc and to have a more realistic wind speed deduction factor at hand is somewhat
more complicated. However, our method provides fast computation and is easy to handle.
Both methods discussed in this study are not just theoretical. They have already been
implemented in free software, ready-to-use via the wflo package. However, in future research,
robustness against wind direction could be extended to a finer resolution of directions (we use only
integer steps but half-degree steps or finer ones are also possible) or even to a continuous wind
direction domain. Alternatively, it would be a straightforward extension to the 360° optimization
procedure to weight profits for the respective wind directions by their probability and/or duration
of occurrence. The data can be extracted from the usual empirical wind surveys or by wind direction
density estimations.
A partial coverage Jensen wake model is still a Jensen model. Smooth Gaussian wake models or
even computational fluid dynamics models using Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations or
large eddy simulations are extensions usually discussed in the literature. Future research can adapt
our partial coverage features to those models.
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Abstract
Most of the hydrogen storage vessels meant for vehicles to run the electric motor via a fuel
cell during transport are designed for drives of only a few tenths of kilometers per day. The
present report, however, describes a vessel model that is conceived to hold the hydrogen
energy only for short periods during transport, such as a few hours. This would include
transport via a light-duty vehicle, a taxi, or a bus, which would load liquid hydrogen at a station
every morning for the day. This is a simple model based on the novel concept of Double Open
Vessel (DOV), in which the liquid H2 is loaded inside an open container inserted inside another
open container. The walls of this DOV are constituted of simplified linings that allow the entry
of thermal heat nearly a hundred times greater than that allowed by the cryo-compressed
vessels with higher insulation. After loading, the liquid evaporates, while the gas flows around
its initial container into which it was loaded, passes through a few porous plugs, and is
gradually released towards the Fuel Cell (or toward an ignition motor). Such a counter-flow of
the gas creates a retroaction effect that insulates the inner container, thereby delaying the
increases in temperature and pressure. The successive porous plugs installed in the space
© 2021 by the author. This is an open access article distributed under the
conditions of the Creative Commons by Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium or format,
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between the two containers form a system of barrages that regulate the gas flow through
successive expansions of decreasing pressures. In addition, these catalytic plugs convert a
portion of the loaded hydrogen into its ortho variety, acting as a heat pump, while temporarily
storing the other portion. Collectively, these effects maintain the internal pressures below
150 bar. The proposed design for the DOV models is convenient to manufacture and has a
lighter weight, and consequently, a low cost.
Keywords
Hydrogen energy; hydrogen storage; hydrogen catalysis; hydrogen for transport

Hydrogen is a versatile, storable, sustainable, and universal carrier of carbonless energy [1, 2].
One of the major fields of application of hydrogen is the automotive sector for addressing the twin
threats of petrochemical resource depletion and extreme climate change conditions. Another
important application is the efficient conversion of hydrogen energy into electricity using energy
fuel to propel Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs) [3, 4].
The current on-road fuel performance of FCEVs is approximately 1 kg H2/100 km traveed for
drives in the range of500-1000 km. Therefore, the FCEVs are capable of providing the mobility
service of conventional cars along with being efficient as a form of collective transportation, such
as trucks, trains or buses, naval or aerials, etc. However, a predominant barrier limiting the
widespread application of the FCEV technology is the concern of the on-board storage of hydrogen
[5-11].
Therefore, the present study proposes a model of hydrogen vessel, termed as a DOV (Double
Open Vessel), for loading and storing liquid hydrogen in commercial hydrogen-powered FCEVs,
where it would be either connected to the electric motor or directly to the internal combustion
engine (referred to as the ICE model). The incorporation of the proposed vessel model as a part of
hydrogen production and distribution, however, requires overcoming various scientific and
technological challenges and fulfilling several economic and ecological requirements. Moreover,
what is referred to as green production, currently requires huge amounts of electricity to electrolyze
water, although future technologies such as solar UV light-based and nuclear devices are hope in
this direction [12]. In addition, storage of huge volumes of fuel might result in the reduction of the
fuel due to chemical transformation, liquefaction processes or dilution in the metallic scourers.
Therefore, fuel distribution through gas networks or via trucks deliveries appears feasible. In such a
case, the number of fuel loading stations becomes an important factor for the large-scale efficient
distribution of hydrogen energy.
The on-board hydrogen storage in automobiles may be achieved by following three major
conceptual approaches: (1) gas compressed to high pressures (CGH2, e.g., 350-700 atm) [13, 14], (2)
absorption of the hydrogen gas within porous solids [15], or (3) cryogenic liquid hydrogen (LH2) at
temperatures close to its boiling point (20.3 K [16]). However, each of these approaches has certain
fundamental limits of volume, weight, or insulation. While the hydrogen stored as a compressed
gas occupies a relatively large volume, absorption within porous solids adds significant weight, cost,
and thermal complexity to the onboard storage systems. Liquid hydrogen (LH2), on the other hand,
evaporates rapidly during delivery, transfer, and refueling. In addition, LH2 absorbs heat from the
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environment while storage, causing it to pressurize rapidly during the on-board storage (which
typically requires venting after every 3-5 days of inactivity to relieve pressure in an automotive
storage configuration).
Furthermore, the storage vessel models for hydrogen-powered vehicles must compete strongly
with the currently used petroleum fuel vessels. The selection of the best-performing storage model
is based on two main criteria volumetric and gravimetric. Since the fuel volume has to be maintained
below a certain level, liquid or compressed gas forms are essential requirements. Moreover, the
vessels should perform well in terms of high insulation and strong mechanical containment against
the high internal pressures. Therefore, heavy and expensive multi-layer linings and sophisticated
safety devices are necessary components for these vessels. The selection of a hydrogen storage
technology also relies on the factors related to fuel production and distribution as well as on several
social and economic parameters. In addition, the chemistry and physics of these approaches would
be different for each different application scenario. In this regard, the following text includes several
reports and realizations of the Lawrence and Livermore and the Sandia National Laboratories of
California (referred to as the “LLNL” hereafter) as reference.
In the period between 2002 and 2008, successive prototypes of cryogenic-capable pressure
vessels were installed on-board in different successive vehicles, including the following: Ford Ranger
pick-up truck powered by a hydrogen ICE [17], Toyota Prius powered by a hydrogen hybrid engine
[18], and BMW on a customer ICE vehicle [19]. These vehicles registered determinant signs of
progress in terms of the thermal endurance and long dormancy of the storage systems, thereby
demonstrating the efficiency of cryo-compressed (CcH2) hydrogen vessels. The key concept
considered by the “LLNL” is the energy absorption capacity of a vessel with a pre-set maximal vent
pressure, which is represented by the vehicle’s dormancy energy (expressed in Watt-days) relative
to the rate of heat transfer (Q) from the environment. Therefore, the conventional models, which
were designed to hold the energy for weeks, mainly for application in personal cars, were required
to have thick and heavy envelopes for greater insulation and pressure containment [20].
In contrast, the DOV models are based on a pre-set storage period, such as a daily “load and
discharge”. The DOVs, therefore, have a combination of a high-density hydrogen storage system
(cryo-compressed and/or cryo-adsorbed) and a simplified delivery system continuously feeding the
Fuel Cell devices on a per-day basis for mobile applications that are consistent with the established
hydrogen stations and are determined largely by the daily demands of the commercial market. The
novelty of the DOV models proposed in the present study is that these are based on the concept of
energy storage for a finite duration immediately after fuel loading, i.e., the duration for which the
hydrogen energy is available. Therefore, in the following text, the terms “storage period” and
“temporal energy availability” would be used interchangeably as these are considered equivalent
for the proposed model.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. The first section discusses the concepts of DOVs in
the context of the large categories of cryo-compressed and cryo-adsorptive vessels for
transportations with rapid fueling (in ~5 min) at high densities (70-80 g/L) and a commercially
available LH2 pump for low evaporation-caused losses. The second section provides the details of
the DOV components and the hydrogen flow crossing through. The third section summarizes the
thermodynamic principles underlying the regulation of the hydrogen flow in the DOV tanks. The last
section relates the performance of the proposed DOV to the actual technology-and economyrelated forecasts.
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1. Introduction to Different Cryogenic Pressure Vessels
1.1 LH2 and Cryo-Compressed Vessels
Most of the currently existing commercial hydrogen-powered FCEVs use compressed gas storage
vessels at typical pressures of 350 or 700 bar, and these vessels have been tested rigorously to meet
the required automotive performance standards. At room temperature, a pressure of 750 bar is
necessary to store 4.1 kg of hydrogen in 100 L, while a pressure of 150 bar suffices for the storage
of liquid nitrogen (77 K). In order to achieve lower costs and enhanced safety of storage vessels, it
is necessary to reduce the storage pressure while maintaining a high gravimetric and volumetric
density. Storage pressure may be reduced either by the effect of temperature on the density of the
fuel or by means of fuel adsorption. Cryogenic vessels of the insulating “dewar” type are capable of
holding extremely cold liquid hydrogen at ambient temperatures, although this would involve
multiple disadvantages in terms of cost, weight, etc.. Over the last two decades, the Livermore
Lawrence National Laboratories (“LLNL”) have pioneered an approach that combines the different
storage technologies available currently to offer the advantages of both conventional cryogenic LH2
storage and high-pressure storage, thereby developing the cryogenic high-pressure vessels
(designated as CcH2 or CGH2) [20, 21]. The concept is to store hydrogen in a pressure vessel capable
of operating at cryogenic temperatures (as low as 20 K) and high pressures (e.g., 350 atm). Further
studies could explore hydrogen loading at a higher intermediate temperature of 80 K.
The cryo-adsorptive hydrogen storage (CaH2) on activated carbons, on the other hand, was
explored and developed a long time ago in the Quebec Universities, first by Chahine and Bose [22,
23], and subsequently by Bénard et al. [24, 25]. The adsorption of hydrogen on zeolites has also
presented interesting results [26], although the observed performances remain inferior to those
achieved with adsorption on carbon compounds. The best adsorption storage has been obtained
with the use of novel carbon-based microporous materials [23, 27], such as nanoporous activated
carbons [22, 28], single-walled carbon nanotubes [29], and metal-organic frameworks [30]. In
separate studies, Zhou et al. [31] and Richard et al. [25] demonstrated that the same storage density
could also be achieved at a pressure of only 60 bar if the container is filled with the pellets of superactivated carbon AX-21TM.
In another study, an interesting numerical model was developed for the evaluation of adsorbent
based hydrogen storage systems, which simultaneously solved the conservation equations for heat,
mass, and momentum together with the equations for adsorbent thermodynamics [32]. It was
revealed that flow-through cooling could serve as an effective means for heat removal and that the
contribution of pressure work could be significant, depending on the type of the adsorbent used
and the charging procedure employed. Investigations on activated carbon conducted by the
Canadian laboratories in collaboration with German laboratories [33-35] emphasized the unique
performance of the super-activated carbon AX-21, which is now being actively considered, along
with a few MOF samples, a possible sorbent candidate for the most promising results in terms of
effective storage.
However, adsorption vessels are submitted to intrinsic thermal effects, which influence their
dynamic behavior considerably and raise the requirement for thermal management to have a
smooth operation. In order to resolve this issue, the “LLNL” developed an approach that combines
the existing storage technologies to capture the advantages of both conventional cryogenic LH2
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storage and high-pressure storage, thereby leading to the development of cryogenic high-pressure
vessel models.
The cryogenic-pressure vessels comprise a high-pressure inner vessel with its envelopes
composed of a carbon-fiber-coated metal, a multilayer vacuum space insulation (MLVSI), and a
metallic outer jacket. The multilayer vacuum space contains numerous sheets of highly reflective
metalized plastic. While the vacuum space reduces conduction and convection heat transfer, the
metalized plastic sheets reduce the radiation heat transfer. This design minimizes heat transfer in
all forms, leading to the highest performance of thermal insulation available so far [22]. These
vessels could be fueled either with LH2 or compressed gaseous H2 (e.g., 350 atm CGH2) or with
cryogenic hydrogen at elevated pressures (designated as cryo-compressed hydrogen, CcH2).
The “LLNL” also developed the subsequent generations of cryo-compressed storage models with
increasing performances [19-21, 36, 37]. The first generation of these cryogenic vessels installed on
a vehicle (generation 1, 2003-prototype) operated at a maximum pressure of 245 bar with an
internal volume of 135 L and an LH2 storage capacity of 9.3 kg. The second generation of these
cryogenic pressure vessels was stronger (operating at 340 bar) with a greater volume (an internal
volume of 151 L and the outer vessel volume of 297 L) and a greater fuel storage capacity (10.4 kg
of LH2). This generation of vessels was so compact and light in weight that it met the Department of
Energy’s targets for weight and volume for the year 2010 in the year 2006 itself. The third generation
of these vessels, which was designed and constructed in 2009, stored the same amount of hydrogen
(10.4 kg) as the previous generation, although the whole system (225 L) had been constructed 23%
more compact [22]. Even though the thermal insulation thickness of this generation was lower (1.5
cm in generation 3 vs. 3 cm in generation 2), the thermal endurance remains large. The generation
3 vessel installed on-board an experimental vehicle demonstrated the longest driving distance
(10O0 km) with a single H2 tank. In addition, it pioneered in meeting the considerably challenging
DOE 2017 targets for hydrogen storage weight (5.5%) and volume (40 g/L).
A detailed comparative analysis of the two advanced cryogenic hydrogen storage vessels – the
“cryo-compressed” and the “cryo-adsorbed” storage vessels - operating best in the temperature
range of 30-100 K was conducted by the Livermore laboratories [20]. This comparative analysis
investigated the effective increases in the onboard H2 density and dormancy due to the effects of
pressure and/or sorbent materials. The operational properties (variations in the temperature and
H2 content upon refueling with either single-flow pressurized LH2 or the fueling of LN2 at the
temperature of 80 K) were assessed for the MOF-5 and MIL-101 cryo-adsorption vessels and the
CcH2 vessel system. The comparison focused on how the respective storage capacities, vessel
weights, and dormancy values varied as a function of temperature, pressure, and the type of cryoadsorption material used.
In the process of single flow pressurized LH2 fueling, the temperature of the CcH2 vessel
undergoes greater reduction as a consequence of its lower thermal inertia. Therefore, these
systems are more suitable for operation at lower temperatures compared to the cryo-adsorption
systems. The density of the cold hydrogen fluid in the CcH2 system was compared with that of the
combination of cold fluid and cold adsorbent in the CaH2 system without the consideration of the
“vessel age” and the possible internal heat exchangers. All densities are increasing functions of the
storage pressure, and this effect increases with a decrease in temperature. The relative benefit of
the sorbent material was demonstrated to reduce with increasing pressure and decreasing
temperature. As a consequence, the preferred operating pressure and temperature for the sorbents
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are less than 250 bar and 77 K, respectively. At temperatures below 80 K, the sorbent material brings
a density penalty as the skeletal structure excludes cold gas at the pressure of 350 bar. On the
contrary, the optimal conditions for the cryo-compressed vessel are achieved at the temperature of
40 K for pressures above 400 bar.
The key concept considered by the “LLNL” is the energy absorption capacity of a vessel with a
pre-set maximal vent pressure, which is represented as the dormancy energy (expressed in Wattdays) relative to the rate of heat transfer (Q) from the environment [20]. Dormancy is defined as
the period during which the system may sustain the heat leak until the maximal pressure is reached,
beyond which the vessel would release hydrogen. While the “LLNL” continues to use the dormancy
parameter in its analyses, the commercial vehicle storages also utilize dormancy as the key
parameter for LH2 vehicle acceptability.
The CcH2 and CaH2 storage models also present certain limitations and drawbacks, which are
mainly related to the cost, maintenance, losses and safety concerns [38-43]. A major component of
the cost (approximately 75% of the total cost of the pressure vessel) is the carbon fiber composite
wrapping of the pressure vessels, which serves as a strong factor for both safety and operating
pressure requirements [44-45]. The cost targets might be the most challenging ones among all kinds
of DOE targets. High maintenance duties of the high-pressure cryo-pumps at the refueling stations
for LH2 delivery are also expensive [46-47]. In addition, the vacuum stability necessary for the longterm (10 years) performance of the thermal insulation in a cryogenic pressure vessel is an
outstanding technical challenge. Multilayer vacuum insulation, however, demands a vacuum of high
quality. Moreover, typical vacuum insulation performance degrades with time [48-49].
The cryogenic capable pressure vessel for LH2 storage also presents certain issues arising from
evaporation-related losses. A large portion of these issues is significantly reduced due to the highpressure capability of these vessels. However, although the vessels contain hydrogen even as it
warms up and pressurizes, these evaporation-related losses accumulate with each daily short
driving distance, leading to the risk of the vehicle being stranded when parked after a long period.
The general perspective is to view the higher pressures that typically accompany the cryocompressed approach as a negative factor during transports with concerns of high-pressure safety.
The optimal advantages of the cryo-compressed vessels estimated and classified along the
longest dormancy are important. However, dormancy is neither a scientific nor an economic
criterion as it is largely based on the social practice of personal cars and short drives. Most
estimations are based on the drives of only a few tenths of kilometers per day, and there is no
technical or economical advantage in storing the energy inside the individual vessels for long
periods, except for occasional and intermittent drives. A huge proportion of collective transport
occurs via taxis, light-duty vehicles, trucks, buses, trains, and airplanes, which repeatedly load the
required energy prior to each pre-set transportation, with a majority of these requiring daily
reloading of energy as well.
1.2 The Novel Dynamic Concept of Double Open Vessel
The DOV model proposed in the present study is based on a pre-set storage period, such as a
daily “loading and discharging”. This model combines the high-density hydrogen storage (largely
cryo-compressed, with a few cryo-adsorption ones) with a simplified delivery system that
continuously feeds the fuel cell devices periodically for mobile applications. While the “hybrid”
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system in the “LLNL” vessels has both cryo-adsorption and cryo-compression phenomena occurring
either simultaneously or separately at different temperatures, the DOVs provide the potential
benefits of a “hybrid” system in which both cryo-adsorption and cryo-compression phenomena
occur continuously and most efficiently at different moments. The DOV technology provides a
combination of programmed thermal endurance and cryogenic pressure. Therefore, the resulting
system design, operation, and refueling strategies essentially combine the potential benefits of high
storage capacity and flexible refueling with LH2. Moreover, the DOV technology explores the
relationship between the complementary performances offered by the material science and physics
of the two approaches, which are currently applied either to the same hydrogen storage task to
feed a fuel cell and the electric motor or directly to an internal combustion engine. In order to
maintain conciseness in the present report the text ahead would focus on illustrating the storage of
only 5-10 kg of H2, which is typical of the light (or medium) duty vehicles, thereby allowing a
comparison with conventional vessels. A brief discussion on larger loads for heavy duty vehicles will
be provided in the last section of the present report.
The most fundamental principle on which the DOVs are based is that the H2 flow feeds
immediately and continuously after the initial loading of liquid hydrogen, the fuel cell or the ignition
engine. This principle is used in conjunction with light batteries that would, for short periods,
complement, regulate, or smoothen the electric production as required. The auxiliary tanks with
valves complete the construction design of the device by connecting the storage vessel to the
electric or combustion systems. The DOV models receive the fuel onboard the vehicle in liquid form
(LH2), while the fuel supplied to the fuel cell is in the gaseous form at an ambient temperature. The
envelopes in the DOVs are similar to those typically used for the storage of compressed gases,
although the insulation is relatively lower. In traditional vessels, such lower insulation would
increase the heat transfers, resulting in evaporation-related losses. However, in the DOVs, the
hydrogen is naturally propelled toward the fuel cell, while the external heat is continuously
evacuated without any hydrogen loss. Therefore, providing thin insulation through careful vessel
support suffices to limit the heat entry rate within the range of ~ 100 −500 W, which is over 100
times the rate reached in the general prototypes. The continuous discharge of hydrogen gas
maintains the internal pressures below ~ 150 bar. Thinner and simplified insulation implies a
moderate internal pressure, a lower weight (a DOV gravimetric storage target of 10% or higher could
be within reach), and consequently a lower cost.
Another concept on which the DOV model is based is the open hydrogen container, abbreviated
as H, for being loaded in liquid hydrogen (LH2). H is located inside another larger container referred
to as the retroaction R container, as depicted in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 DOV Hydrogen Tank. H-Hydrogen Storage Container; R-Retroaction Container.
R comprises H and the following components: B-Base Chamber, Support, and
Compressed Storage; F-Closing and Decompressing Chamber; E-Insulating
Compartment; M-Macro-porous Catalytic Plug; N-Microporous Catalytic Plug; D-MicroNanoporous Composite Plug; L-Loading Pipe.
The effusing hydrogen vapor flows out of the Hcontainer in which it had been loaded until its
opposite output, thereby serving as an insulating counterflow around the H container. The
continuous feeding of the Fuel Cell, beginning immediately after the loading of the DOV, limits the
pressure increase inside the vessel. The “compressed” and the “adsorbed” storage phases operate
at different temperatures and pressures.
The open DOV is based on cryogenic, cybernetic, hydrodynamic, and catalytic properties,
combining the four thermal functions currently adopted to liquefy hydrogen in the industry,
although in the opposite direction (in evaporating and warming). The hydrogen is loaded in liquid
form at extremely low temperatures and conveyed to the output at room temperature at a pressure
of approximately 5-10 bar. The thermodynamic scheme of the open DOV may be summarized as
follows:
(i) the continuous outflow evacuates a portion of the incoming heat,
(ii) the counter-flow insulates the cold reservoir,
(iii) the obstructing barrages produce successive cooling expansions,
(iv) the magnetic plugs convert a portion of the thermal kinetic heat into rotational
fluxes.
2. DOV Reservoirs
A great variety of reservoir capacities, geometries, and shapes are available for multiple kinds of
transportations. A simple DOV model with a cylindrical geometry and of intermediate capacity
would be described here to explain the basic concepts and underline the complementary functions
of the various components and the way these correlate to generate the desired pre-set energy flow.
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In the last section, a few extensions to different shapes and specializations to various end
applications will be discussed briefly.
This section is devoted to the materials that could be used in the construction of a DOV reservoir.
First, descriptions of the different compartments and their assemblage are provided. Next, the
properties of the enveloping multi-layered linings are discussed from the perspective of both
thermal insulation and mechanical containment. Finally, the materials used in the porous plugs,
along with the available choices and the material characteristics required to achieve a programmed
hydrogen flow are discussed.
2.1 Vessel Components and Assemblage
The different compartments within a DOV reservoir are depicted in Figure 1. In DOV reservoirs,
liquid hydrogen is stored inside a cylindrical container H, which is enclosed within the retro-action
container R on the outside.
The initial loading of a cold hydrogen liquid, into a vessel at the environmental temperature,
introduces a huge imbalance rising the pressure and thereby setting the hydrogen flow in motion.
The compartments are designed to match dynamically the motion, guiding the continuous flow
toward the Fuel Cell.
The inner vessel, designated as the hydrogen storage container H, has a long cylindrical form.
The lower open region of H encases a porous plug M, which fastens a thin loading pipe L that allows
rapid refueling of LH2. The porous plug M is secured using a firm support. The superior and inferior
plates of this support contain a series of holes to accommodate nozzles so as to allow the hydrogen
to effuse backward continuously. The vapor then surrounds the H container and flows inside the
enclosing envelope, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 DOV Hydrogen Flow Path: The hydrogen current is flowing out from
container H, effusing through a series of holes or nozzles and then diffusing across
the Magnetic Macroporous Plug M, allowing it to reach the Base Chamber B, where it
would be compressed. After flowing out from B, the hydrogen current follows an
opposite direction, diffuses through the catalytic porous plug N, stagnates for a while in
the insulated compartment E, and then diffuses through the composite porous plug D
until it is decompressed in the last chamber F. Finally, the hydrogen flows out toward
the Fuel Cell and/or the ignition engine.
The envelope surrounding H, designated as the retro-action container R, is a larger cylindric
vessel designed to receive the gaseous VH2 effusing from H and to convey it to the outlet pipe. The
bottom of the H container is first filled with the porous plug M and then enclosed within a cylindrical
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torus porous plug N. N is encased around H up to its inferior base. The H-N-M assemblage is depicted
in Figure 3a. This assemblage is fixed on an insulating and supporting base B, filed around the loading
pipe L, and altogether encased inside the bottom of R. The plug M is fastened using two pierced
plates- the superior plate and the inferior plate. The superior plate “m” has larger holes compared
to the inferior plate. The base B fastens the H and R containers to each other and also to L, as
illustrated in Figure 3b.

Figure 3 Assemblage of the hydrogen (H) and retro-action (R) containers. (a) The
bottom of the H container is encircled by a cylindrical torus porous plug N up to its
inferior base. After the external encasing of N, a supporting pierced plate “m” and a
porous plug M are filled inside H. (b) The HN-M assemblage is fixed on a pierced plate
b, which is in turn fixed on the supporting base B, filed around the loading pipe L, and
altogether encased inside the bottom of R. (c) The torus porous plug D is filed and
fastened around the upper part of H. H and D are fixed together to an intermediary grid
d, which encompasses, in its middle, a circular covering-plate. Finally, a conic covering
top F closes the R container to which it is fixed, pasted, or fused after securing the outlet
tube f. Finally, a firm metallic ring encircles the link at the level of the D plug.
Moreover, the base encloses a free space designed to receive the hydrogen effusing from H via
M. The compartment B stores hydrogen at high pressures as the current around H is obstructed by
a few lock-gates, of which N is the first one. B is the first compressing chamber to receive the
hydrogen flow and support the pressure force exerted by the hydrogen within H.
The DOV reservoir is manufactured through the successive assembly of all its components. The
pieces are fixed together sequentially, following the three steps illustrated in Figure 3c. First, the
torus porous plug N is filed as a ring around H, which is followed by encasing M inside H. Together
N and M are packed and fastened inside the base B and inside the lower part of the reservoir R,
around the loading tube L. Next, a torus porous plug D is filed and fastened around the upper part
of H. This is followed by plugging together the H container and the D plug to an intermediary grid d,
which encompasses, in its middle, a circular covering-plate that holds and insulates the upper part
of H.
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Finally, after assembling and pasting d and H, a conic top closes the R container after securing
the outlet tube f and managing an empty compartment F. The upper covering top overlaps slightly
with the central part of the retro-action container R to which it is fixed, pasted, or fused. In the end,
a firm metallic ring is encircled around the link at the level of the D plug. The empty compartment
E between the D and N plugs is bordered by the envelope support that holds the two plugs apart.
Similarly, the torus plug M and the base B are surrounded with firm support, apparent in the overall
longitudinal section depicted in Figure 4. All the described components must be fitted tightly with
one another to leave minimum interstitial spaces (between the compartments, supports, and plugs)
that would have to be filled with a paste.

Figure 4 DOV Cross-Section: The cross-sectional view highlights the assemblage and
the complementary functions of the different compartments, plugs, pipes, and
supports within the R container.
2.2 Compartments, Insulation, and Containment
In this section, the DOV concept would be explained using a vessel model intermediate between
the ones for light vehicles (<5.4 kg) and those that could be equipped in a truck, train, bus, or
airplane. This model, referred to as the DOV 10.3 model, is designed to load 10.3 kg of LH2 in a total
volume of 260 L, to furnish gaseous hydrogen (VH2) at room temperature and a pressure of
approximately 5-8 bar for around 8 h. Using this model, owing to the pre-set duty and the energy
held by this quantity of hydrogen, the vehicle could be propelled for 500-1000 km. The model could
be used as part of an assembly of multiple vessels to propel, for example, a bus or a truck, which
will be discussed in the last section (Section 4). The whole DOV reservoir is divided into different
compartments, among which the main one is the hydrogen container H, which receives the liquid
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hydrogen and allows the hydrogen gas to effuse all the way during the pre-set period. The gas flow
path passes through the successive compartments (H, M, B, N, E, D, and F) that partition the retroaction container. An example of the volumes and masses of these compartments is provided in
Table 1 below.
Table 1 DOV Compartments: Masses and Volumes.
Compartments

R

H

M

B

N

E

D

F

DOV

Volumes (L)

237

170

2

3,5

8

23

5

5

260

Masses (kg)

25

50

1,5

3,5

6

2

2

3,6

93,6

The simple cylindrical geometry considered here has a radius of 25 cm and a length of 130 cm,
although it would be interesting to explore other different forms, such as a thinner and longer tube.
The moderate internal pressures of the DOV models would allow new shapes and geometries. The
masses of the envelopes that border and contain the compartments are essentially those of the R
and H containers, 25 kg and 50 kg, respectively. The internal volumes of H and R amount to 170 L
and 237 L, respectively, while the external volumes, including the envelopes (liner + composite +
plastics + jacket) are 20 L and 23 L, respectively, which constitutes a total DOV 10.3 volume of 260
L. The masses of the compartments include the supports in the resin-fiber composites with high
mechanical performances. B and F also include the loading and outgoing systems. As a consequence,
the total mass reaches 93.6 kg, and the corresponding gravimetric ratio reaches 10.3/93.6 ≈ 11%,
which is appreciable and beyond the DOE target. The volumetric ratio, i.e., the ratio of the hydrogen
mass to the total volume is 10.3/260 = 39.6 g/L; this value is difficult to exceed without strong
pressurization and, therefore, remains comparable to that for the other models.
In the case of certain models, it might be necessary to envelop R with an outer jacket composed
of stainless steel, for example, 1.5 mm in thickness, and decrease the glass and polymer thicknesses
by 0.5 mm each, resulting in the total mass of the R wall increasing by 13 kg and the global
gravimetric ratio becoming equal to 10.3/106 ≈ 10%.
The materials that are crucial for the cryo-compressed hydrogen vessels are those to be selected
for the container envelopes. The experimental models by the “LLNL” comprise carbon-fiber-coated
metals, a multilayer vacuum insulation, and a metallic outer jacket, with the vacuum space filled
with numerous sheets of highly-reflective metalized plastic. However, the DOV models aim for
vessels that are lighter and inexpensive. Therefore, the linings in the DOV models do not include an
inner vacuum, and consequently, their overall thermal conductivity is much larger than the vessels
with higher insulation. The linings enveloping both the external R-container and internal Hcontainer could be prepared using multiple layers of composites glass fibers, plastics, mosses,
wools, and polyesters such as polyurethane, which would eventually be metalized. The use of
expensive carbon fibers is avoided for these linings.
A few representative parameters of a potential multilayer 0.8 cm-thick envelope for the retroaction R container are listed in Table 2. In this case, the total mass of the R wall does not exceed 25
kg for a surface area of 2 m2.
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Table 2 R Linings.
R

r(kg/m3)

l (W/m.K)

e (mm)

l/e (W/m2.K)

m (kg)

s(MPa)

Glass Fiber

2500

0,7

3

233

15

3400

Polymer

1000

0,05

5

10

10

500

The heat transfer coefficient of the lining is obtained by combining the thermal conductivity
values of the various layers of the lining, using the following expression:
1
1
𝑒𝛼
1
=
+∑
+
ℎ 𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝛼 𝜆𝛼
In the above expression, 𝑒𝛼 , 𝜆𝛼 , 𝜌𝛼 , and mα denote the thicknesses, the thermal conductivities,
the densities, and the masses of the wrapping components “𝛼” that are listed in Table 2 and Table
3, while kext and kint correspond to the external and internal border conductivities (mainly air or H2
at approximately 10 W/m2.K).
Table 3 H Linings.
H

r (kg/m3)

l (W/m.K)

e (mm)

l/e (W/m2.K)

m (kg)

s (MPa)

Glass Fiber

2500

0,7

3,5

200

16

3400

Aluminium

2700

180

6,35

28346

30

300

Polymer

1000

0,035

2,15

16,3

4

500

The envelope of the hydrogen container H is wrapped around with polymer resins and also with
an aluminum lining, filled with glass fibers, that strengthens at a low temperature. The envelope is
thin (~1-2 cm) and light in weight (50 kg). The glass fibers are composed mainly of the silica SiO2 of
type E, which has a high density with Young’s modulus of 73 GPa. The areas of the R and H containers
in the DOV “10.3” model are 2 m2 and 1.8 m2, respectively.
The total thickness of the H wrapping is 1.2 cm, due to which the global heat transfer coefficient
hH becomes equal to 3.75 W/m2.K (for the R container, hR = 3.3 W/m2.K). The main relevant
parameters of the R and H containers are listed in Table 4.
Table 4 DOV Main parameters.
Containers
H
R

h (W/m2.K)
3,75
3,3

e ( mm )
12
8

M (kg)
50
25

Plimit (bar)
258
203

(h: heat transfer coefficient, e: thickness, M: mass and Plimit: Pressure limit)

The pressure rupture limits are calculated from the values of the constraint coefficients sa :
𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

2
∑ 𝜎𝛼 . 𝑒𝛼
𝑑
𝛼
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The above expression is valid for a cylindrical geometry of diameter d. Introducing a security
coefficient k ≈ 40%, the limit pressure estimated from Plimit = k. Peff leads to Plimit = PH ≈ 258 bar for
the H-container and PR ≈ 200 bar for the R-container.
The vessels for light duty vehicles present similar gravimetric performances of ~10%, although
their volumetric performances are lower ~ 35 g/L. While smaller DOVs require similar cryoadsorption materials, their internal skeletal structures occupy a relatively larger space and become
detrimental. On the contrary, in heavy-duty vehicles and collective transportation, such as trucks,
ships, tankers, or airplanes, the volumetric ratio could become larger.
2.3 Absorbent Materials for Porous Plugs
The cryo-adsorption materials M, N, and D on the model design are to be structured using porous
solids, such as activated carbon compounds [23-25, 33, 34] and zeolites [26], or to be filled with
powdered metal-organic frameworks [30]. The physisorption of molecular hydrogen on materials
with a large surface area at cryogenic temperature has been used widely for the separation and
purification of gases and also in fuel storage vessels for vehicles. Microporous adsorbents with
desorption enthalpies in the range of ~ 5-15 kJ/mol present a variety of pores, classified as
micropores (<2 nm), mesopores (∈ 2-50 nm), and macropores (≥50 nm) [28, 29, 35].
In microporous adsorbents, a large portion of the pore volume might be filled with molecules
that are attracted to these spaces due to the absorbing pull from the solid. In such cases, the
absolute adsorption isotherm corresponds to the total uptake within the pores. On the other hand,
the excess adsorption isotherms of mesoporous and macroporous adsorbents provide information
regarding the relative number of molecules attached to the pore surfaces. The pore size distribution
of a cryo-adsorption material, therefore, reflects the total density of the adsorbate molecules and
not the total number of molecules within the plug.
Several scholars studied the best porous materials capable of storing significant quantities of
hydrogen for application in vehicles. In separate studies, Zhou et al. [31], Xu et al. [27], and Paggiaro
[33, 34] revealed that the gravimetric density of activated carbon adsorbents reached 9% with a
volume efficiency of 17 g/L. Chahine and Bose compared the adsorption of hydrogen on different
activated carbons and zeolites [23-24], while Richard et al. [25] investigated different microporous
materials, such as nano porous activated carbons, single-walled carbon nanotubes [29], and metalorganic frameworks [30]. In addition, Chahine and Bose demonstrated that a storage density value
comparable to the one documented for pressure vessels could be reached at a pressure of just 60
bar if the container is filled with the pellets of super-activated carbon AX-21TM.
The activated carbon microporous materials AX-21, MOF-5, and MIL-101 have cage-like porous
structures, rendering these better as adsorbents for hydrogen compared to zeolites with sorbent
densities between 0.15 and 0.51 kg/L. The performance of AX-21, MOF-5, and MIL-101 is even
better than that of the regular-grade activated carbons [20]. The surface areas of AX-21, MOF-5,
and MIL-101 are of the order of 3000 m2/g, while those of regular-grade microporous carbons are
between 700 and 1800 m2/g. The gravimetric density of hydrogen is approximately 100 g H2/kg of
adsorbent, and its volumetric density is approximately 32 g H2/L in AX-21 carbons at 77 K and 50
atm. The volumetric density of the hydrogen adsorbed on AX-21 is much lower than that of any of
the idealized slit pores, reflecting the low density of activated carbon (~ 0.3 kg/L).
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The preferred operating pressure for these sorbents (AX-21, MOF-5, and MIL-101) is less than
250 bar, a regime that utilizes the density benefit of the cryo-adsorbent prior to the exclusion
density penalty becoming too large. In all sorbents, the stored hydrogen density is an increasing
function of the storage pressure, with the effect increasing with a decreasing temperature. The
adsorbent efficiency correlates with the specific surface area per unit volume of the adsorbent (∈
0.2-1.5 m2/L) defined by the product {specific surfaces (∈ 1.4-2.8 m2/kg) x densities (∈ 0.15-0.51
kg/L)}.
With such performances, the porous plugs M, N, and D may store a maximum of approximately
5% of the hydrogen mass in the micropores, while around the same quantity flows continuously
through the larger macropores. In the described model of 10.3 kg H2, the plugs would contain a
maximum of 2 × 500 g of hydrogen (approximately 10%). The first plug M would have the largest
percentage of macropores, approximately 25% of the total volume, to facilitate the first discharge.
The successive plugs along the current direction, N and D and so on, would have an increasing
number of meso- and micro-pores with an increasing function of retention. In regard to the weight
estimations listed in Table 1, approximately 10% by weight concentration of magnetic oxides was
included in the carbonaceous plugs.
Wang and Johnson [32] performed the molecular simulation of hydrogen adsorption on singlewalled carbon nanotubes and carbon slit pores with diameters ranging from ~6 Å to 20 Å at
Pittsburgh. The simulation was performed at temperatures of 77 K and 298 K and the pressure range
of 1-100 atm. The simulation revealed that the materials were able to hold either one or up to five
layers of adsorbed hydrogen. It was observed that the smallest pores held the most hydrogen on a
per weight basis and per unit volume throughout the pressure range in which the simulation was
performed. The smallest slit pore held a single layer of hydrogen, the highest uptake at the lowest
pressures due to its strongest solid-fluid interaction potential.
However, at the higher pressures, the wider pores exhibited a higher storage capacity. At 77 K,
the total amount of hydrogen adsorbed within the smallest pores remained constant throughout
the pressure range and rapidly reached a value of 0.3 cm3/m2, which was close to the experimentally
observed monolayer coverage of 0.32-0.35 cm3/m2 [50]. In contrast, the two largest pores were not
filled completely even at the pressure of 100 atm. It was, therefore, clear that the optimum pore
size for hydrogen storage depended on the storage pressure. At pressures greater than
approximately 5 atm, the larger pores exhibited higher effectiveness because the weight fraction
was dominated by the amount of available pore space at higher pressures. The storage capacity was
much lower at 298 K compared to that at 77 K. At 298 K, the smallest pore was not filled completely
even at the pressure of 100 atm, and the amount of adsorption was lowered by a factor of 6
(roughly) for the small pores. The gravimetric density increased with the pore width. This was
because, at this high temperature, the pore volume tends to be more important than the solid-fluid
interaction potential.
However, such a description of the pore fillings must be tempered in the perspective considered
in the present study as the thermodynamic conditions of the DOVs differ from those in the above
described quasi-static measurements. The porous plugs of the DOV models are not designed to
operate at the equilibrium quantities of adsorbed hydrogen, and their main function is to rather
regulate the hydrogen flow at constrained fillings of the micro-and nano-pore conditions under the
high pressures of the adjacent compartments. The flow rate is initially governed by the pressure
gradient between the H container and the outlet condition. The relative number and size of the
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pores are utilized to limit the flow rate rather than to increase the number of sorbed molecules.
Hydrogen is retained when the pressure of the adjacent compartments is high and released when
the pressure declines to sustain the flow. Therefore, the partial and transient filling of the pores is
considerably different from that observed in equilibrium conditions and demonstrates a higher
correlation with the flow obstruction caused by the plugs.
The microscopic observation of the kinetic molecular sieving of the hydrogen isotopes in a nano
porous material [51] revealed that the experimental diffusivities of H2 matched reasonably with
those obtained in the simulations conducted with a pore width that decreased with increasing
temperature. It was concluded that at the lowest temperature (30 K), diffusion is governed by the
transport through wider pore mouths because the associated energy barrier is relatively low.
However, the higher kinetic energy with an increase in temperature leads to an increase in the
contribution of the narrower pore mouths, leading to higher energy barriers.
The DOV plugs present an additional complexity: the magnetic plugs M and N have the
complementary and essential function of catalyzing and converting the hydrogen to thermal
proportions as those hydrogen liquefiers [52]. NBS laboratories and Gas companies were the
pioneers in extensively studying the commercial ortho-para converters and selecting these for their
efficient performances in the hydrogen conversion [52-55]. These converters comprise the 3d
transition metal powdered magnetic oxides (iron, chromium, or nickel) diluted, impregnated, or
dispersed inside the selected porous frameworks [56-59]. These are now available as inexpensive
commercial standards. The industrial hydrogen liquefiers require important catalytic steps in
successive stages to cool the hydrogen to a pure para form [60-65]. DOVs, on the other hand, utilize
the converters in the opposite direction to increase the ortho form concentration, thereby utilizing
them as heat pumps.
Since the beginning of this century, novel catalysts have emerged, and their properties are being
studied using novel radiative methods in research laboratories [66]. A few of these catalysts are
magnetic, in the form of self-supported iron or chromium oxides [58, 59] or multiple-decked
sandwiches [67], dispersed inside a porous zeolite [57], or attached to a MOF structure [68-69].
Recently, studies have reported novel magnetic [70] or non-magnetic [71-75] nanocomposites and
topological surfaces.
Advances in molecular surgery have led to the development of novel techniques for open ligands
in the MOF or carbon structures [30, 76]. The pore size and hydrogen volumetric density
optimization enable inserting another adsorbate surface within large-pore MOFs. This is achieved
through impregnation with a non-volatile guest or catenation with another similar framework. It
has been demonstrated that large molecules such as C60 may be inserted into MOF-177 from the
solution phase (the large pores in MOF-177 have a diameter of 11.8 Å, which is sufficiently large)
[77]. Besides reducing the free diameter of the pores, such guests provide additional adsorptive
sites, thereby promote the catalytic efficiency of the structure.
Rowsell and Yaghi were the first ones to describe these novel approaches for impregnation with
reactive species through coordinative unsaturation [30]. This is possible with metal clusters that
have additional terminal ligands of attractive secondary building units bound to them in certain
MOFs. The solvent molecules coordinated to the metal may be liberated, and the terminal ligand
may be removed without detriment to the framework, thereby exposing an open metal site to the
void region. This has typically been achieved for axial ligands bound to metals exhibiting the JahnTeller distortion [78].
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Another approach to construct MOFs with open metal sites is to embed these within a linker.
Chemical modification with topology retention reported for a series of Zn4O-based MOFs [79].
According to the initial studies in this regard, the length and width of the linker appear to influence
the hydrogen uptake at 77 K [80]. A strong binding between H2 and open Ni2+ has also been observed
in open framework phosphate [81], with these nickel-containing materials being particularly
efficient in the ortho conversion of the hydrogen flow.
In summary, studies have revealed numerous porous materials exhibiting a variety of diffusive
patterns through their labyrinthic frames. The simple activated carbons, pyrolyzed graphites, or
even zeolites with embedded ionic fragments would be sufficient for the prototypes meant for
immediate applications. Further complex catalytic plugs with increased storage capabilities,
although already available, should be analyzed further for flow regulation and gate functions in the
second stage.
2.4 Flow and Counter-Flow: The Temporal Phases
Let us consider the dynamic perspective of the entire flow from its origin at the H container up
to its final exit from the R container. The flow dynamics change permanently and continuously,
although four distinct successive steps may be observed. These temporal steps also correspond to
the different physical phases of hydrogen -liquid, fluid, or vapor. Here onward, the term “phase”
would be used for representing one particular step among all the successive evacuation steps. In a
typical liquid hydrogen infrastructure, the filling of a tank usually involves the following three steps:
(1) Filling, (2) Pressure Build-Up, and (3) Boil-Off [15]. In the first step, liquid hydrogen flows into the
container from the trailer along a pressure gradient, causing the pressure with in the vessel to rise,
despite the insulation, due to certain unavoidable heat inputs, until the maximum pressure is
reached, which causes the blow-off valve to open. A portion of hydrogen is blowing out and is lost.
In most procedures, the pressure increase over time during the “Build-up” step is linear [15].
In general, theoretical analyses consider the system to be in thermal equilibrium, i.e., all state
variables are distributed equally throughout the system. In such a case, the system is described by
the first law of thermodynamics and the law of conservation of mass for open systems. In the DOV
models proposed in the present study, hydrogen does not rest at equilibrium, and a fourth step is
introduced in the dynamics, -between the “Pressure Build-Up” and the “Back-off” evacuation steps
- the hydrodynamic steady-flow step. The parameters of the DOV are selected such that this fourth
phase is prolonged to the maximum extent possible. The four filling and evacuation steps (or phases)
may, therefore, be stated concisely as follows: (I) Loading and Boil-Off, (II) Pressure Build-Up, (III)
Steady Flow, and (IV) Back-off.
2.4.1 Loading and “Boil-Off”
Rapid refueling (5 min) of the cryogenic pressure vessel may be accomplished at a low
temperature (20.4 K) and high density (80 g/L) using a commercially available LH2 pump with low
evaporation-related losses.
The DOV filling tube slides inside a fixed cylinder until the apertures located on the top of the
tube penetrate the hydrogen container, as illustrated in Figure 5a. In the filling process, a certain
amount of gaseous hydrogen has to be transferred back from the vessel and is referred to as the
back-gas. The following three kinds of losses occur during this process: the loss of input heat due to
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evaporation to lower the temperature within the pipeline and the hydrogen container; the loss of
the filling volume when the gas replaces the liquid; and the pressure drop due to various restrictions
and frictions within the pipeline. Therefore, the loading tube might be equipped with an adjacent
return to evacuate the vapor created to cool the vessel and the pipeline during the load.
Alternatively, an additional step involving a pulsed alternation of injection and aspiration might be
applied until an appreciable amount of cooling (measurable in terms of economy) is achieved in the
H container. After filling, the external heat reaches the liquid in a few minutes and causes
progressive evaporation.

Figure 5 Temporal Phases in a DOV: The four steps of DOV hydrogen (a) filling, (b)
effusing, (c) diffusing, and (d) evacuation involving the liquid, fluid, and gaseous
physical phases of hydrogen alternating with and following one after the other : (I)
Loading and Boil-Off, (II) Pressure Build-Up, (III) Steady Flow, and (IV) Back-off.
The volume of the H-container is selected such that it is sufficiently large to decrease the
hydrogen density initially to  60 g/L. In this step, a few hundred grams of hydrogen remaining in
the R container from the previous usage, at room temperature, are cooled by the cold H2 vapor
effusing out from the container. Subsequently, the enriched flow diffuses through the various
restrictions, is warmed, and finally reaches the exit flow toward the fuel cell at room temperature.
Inside the H container, the mixture of liquid and vapor becomes turbulent, although for a short
period of a few minutes only, until the completion of the first vapor evacuation. The mixture state
crosses the saturation curve and becomes characteristic of a single fluid phase. The parameters are
selected such that the crossing point that represents the end of that phase reached at time t1 is as
close as possible to the critical point at T1 = 30 K, P1 = 37 bar, and 1 = 50 g.L-1.
2.4.2 Pressure Build-Up
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The flow, being restricted and regulated by the obstructing porous plugs, crosses over the
successive compartments of decreasing pressures along the direction of the flow. However, all these
pressures, although increasing with time in the retro-action container, are limited by the ortho
spinning of the converted molecules, which absorb a portion of the external heat, and the successive
expansions. Moreover, the overall warming inside the retro-action R container is compensated
partly by feed dilution due to gas ejection which, in turn, limits the hydrogen thermal conductivity
and increases the reservoir insulation.
The pressure build-up inside the H container, as illustrated in Figure 5b, increased to~120 bar
after approximately one hour, while the H density decreased to ~40 g/L. The micro-and nano-pores
of the successive plugs were filled by this time, and approximately ¾ th of the stored hydrogen
remained inside the container at the temperature of approximately 80 K. That phase ended with
pressure saturation when the decrease in hydrogen density compensated the increase in the
temperature.
2.4.3 Steady Flow
When the pressure PH inside the H container saturated, the flow reached a quasi-steady regime,
as illustrated in Figure 5c. The catalytic action of the magnetic plugs and also the J-T expansions
decelerated the pressure increase inside the various compartments. The temperature of the H
container increased reasonably along the «built» isobar of approximately 120-130 bar. The end of
the third phase occurred after half of the total energy period approximately, when the H density
decrease had reached the value of approximately 25 g/L and 60% of the stored hydrogen had been
exhausted while the remaining portion had crossed the 150 K isotherm. At this time, the
temperature of the flow in the E compartment of the R container was beyond 200 K and had even
reached room temperature in the F decompressing chamber. The temperature gradient inside the
D plug was due to the rotational excitation of the para manifold in the “J = 2” state, which absorbed
a portion of the incoming heat. Approximately 65%-70% of the molecules had been converted to
the ortho variety, and nearly half of the remaining para molecules had been equilibrated in the
excited “J = 2” rotational state.
2.4.4 Back-Off
When the cumulative density decrease was sufficient, the pressures in the various compartments
were lower, as illustrated in Figure 5d. The various porous compartments desorbed, thereby
absorbing a portion of the incoming heat and delaying the overall warming. The outflow rate then
decreased gradually until it reached ~10 g/min. The system relaxed and asymptotically reached the
ambient temperature after the preset energy period of ~8 h.
3. Flows and Dammings
The DOV functions that influence the flow are complementary to one another, particularly those
of the damming system and of the retro-action scheme. The present section first discusses the
feedback effects allowed by the retro-action scheme in the DOV reservoirs. The cybernetic retroaction delays the heating of the stored hydrogen and introduces automatic self-control of the flow
rate, thereby conferring a certain degree of stability to the system. Next, the thermodynamic
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properties of the hydrogen flow submitted to various restrictions (plugs, supports, holes, nozzles)
are discussed. The plug dammings produce gas expansions, lowering and delaying the pressure and
temperature increases. Finally, the mass and heat transfers and their consequent time delays are
discussed.
3.1 Self-Controlled Evolution by Retro-action
The cybernetic device of a feedback loop is well recognized after the study by Wiener, Shannon,
and Von Neumann [82]. This device was applied in Automatics by H. Nyquist and H. Wade Bode to
study the stability of loop systems. The mechanism applied to the DOV reservoirs combines the
principle of feedback control with that of counter flow cooling currently used in heat transfer
devices and liquefaction procedures. The basic functions of the retro-action container include the
insulation of the stored hydrogen and the control of the flow rate.
The retro-action scheme under operation in the DOV reservoirs is illustrated in Figure 6. 𝑄𝑖 is the
incoming heat from the environment into each compartment 𝑖 ∈ {𝑀, 𝐵, 𝑁, 𝐸 … 𝐷, 𝐹} and 𝑞𝑖 is the
outgoing heat from “𝑖” toward the hydrogen container. The environmental heat flowing inside the
vessel is divided into two portions: one is the stored hydrogen in its H container, and the other is
the one evacuated by the counter-flow to the fuel cell. At any moment, a part 𝑞 = ∑𝑖 𝑞𝑖 of the total
incoming heat 𝑄 = ∑𝑖 𝑄𝑖 is transferred to the hydrogen container while the difference Q - q is
used to warm the hydrogen flow. Finally, the energy increase is evacuated by the outgoing
flow. Therefore, R has the function of delaying the heating of the stored hydrogen. The heat flows
Q and q would be further evaluated and discussed in Section 3.3.

Figure 6 Heat Flows: Hydrogen follows a path that begins with effusing out of its
storage container H into the retro-action container through successive
compartments 𝑖 ∈ {M, B, N, E … D, F} and then flowing out toward the fuel cell or
the ignition engine. Each compartment receives the heat 𝑄𝑖 from the environment and
transfers a portion of it 𝑞𝑖 to the hydrogen container. In total, the retro-action
container receives Q and transfers q.
DOV has a simple topology similar to that of Klein’s bottle (the top being connected to the
bottom). The structure comprising two connected vessels, one inside the other, confers a certain
degree of stability to the system by damping the fluctuations. The retro-action container allows the
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crossing of two flows: heat and matter. One portion of the incoming heat flows out in the direction
of the current, and the other portion flows in the reverse direction toward the current source.
If, for example, the temperature of the counter-current increases, the heat entering in R (in
proportion to the temperature difference) decreases, which limits the heating. Moreover, the
transfer to the H container increases, which increases the internal pressure PH, thereby increasing
the hydrogen flowing out and cooling the counter-current (and the reverse as well). Similar autocontrols apply for the respective H and R hydrogen flow rates and densities and also to the
pressures. If, for example, the counter-current pressure increases, more hydrogen will flow out from
R, and simultaneously, less hydrogen will flow in from the H container, both moderating the initial
pressure increase.
The retro-action container, therefore, allows the cybernetic property to dampen the fluctuations
in these variables. Although the variables vary continuously and might change abruptly on the scale
of a microsecond, particularly when crossing the border between two compartments, the insulating
functions of the linings and the porous plugs, as well as the retro-action control, smoothen these
fluctuations, thereby resulting in a gradual variation in the state variables on the minute scale in
each compartment. At any point in time, each compartment contains a definite quantity of
hydrogen at a definite temperature and pressure common to that compartment. Therefore, despite
the highly irreversible character of the hydrogen warming from 20 K to 300 K, a certain degree of
“quasi-steady-state” is established inside each compartment. They all evolve in time and also in
correlation with each other, each portion of gas with another and also with the plugs, linings, and
supports.
3.2 Thermodynamics of the Damming System
The first characteristic of the DOV-based shortterm hydrogen storage device is based on the
containers apertures; the hydrogen is stored in a non-equilibrium state inside an open system that
is described by the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. In order to control the flow, different
successive porous plugs are included in the vessel, and the hydrogen is constrained as it has to
throttle through these plugs. After the exit, at the entrance of the fuel cell, a simple membrane or
a valve might be placed in conjunction with an auxiliary tank to adjust the flow.
In the model described in the present report, the three plugs M, N, and D were introduced to
illustrate the above-stated principle of the damming system, i.e., the restraining and obstructing of
the counter-current flow. The number, size, and nature of the plugs are adjustable according to the
desired transport function. An arbitrary number of porous rings might be placed around the H
container. The conjugative effects of the retro-action and damming systems regulate the flow rate,
and consequently, the hydrogen vapor state is represented by a thermodynamic quasistationary state defined by the state variables of mass 𝑚𝑖 (t) (and the corresponding density),
pressure 𝑃𝑖 (t), and temperature 𝑇𝑖 (t), which are linked by an equation of the state, at any time t,
in each compartment. The four basic functions of the porous plugs are described briefly below.
“Insulation – expansion – conversion – accommodation”
Insulation: The first insulation is generated by the counterflow that evacuates a portion of the
incoming energy. In addition, the plugs maintain the R and H containers farther apart and decrease
the heat transfers from R to H and vice versa. This insulation is reinforced by the porous structures
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of the plugs. Different metal-organic frameworks, such as powders, embedded structures, and
multiple-decked sandwich clusters, might be introduced to conciliate the different functions of
these structures, namely, insulation, mechanical support, and abundant hydrogen impregnation.
The heat flowing from the environment to the hydrogen stored in the H-container must cross the
successive insulating thicknesses 𝛼: the borders of the R- and H-containers and the hydrogen flow
between R and H. The global heat transfer coefficient between the environment and the H container
results from the following summation:
1
1
=∑
ℎ𝐻
𝛼 ℎ𝛼
Since each heat transfer coefficient ℎ𝛼 is selected to be < 4 W/m2.K, the insulation of the H
container is reinforced by the components of the wrapped lining as well as the hydrogen
counterflow.
In particular, during the initial periods, when the temperature gradient is strong, the counterflow
hydrogen density and thermal conductivities are low. Globally, the heat transfer coefficient of the
DOV remains equal to or below 1 W/m2.K, ranging between 10 and 100 times the value in actual
commercial cryo-compressed devices.
Expansion: Porous plugs obstruct the flow path. It is well recognized that the isenthalpic crossing
of hydrogen flow through the porous plugs produce the J-T expansions when the temperature is
below 200 K. However, in the DOV systems, the expansions are not produced due to enthalpy
conservation but rather because of the continuous depletion of hydrogen due to its irreversible
evacuation. Each plug plays the role of a lock gate that sluices out hydrogen progressively in time
and space along the path from the storage container until the exit. The open and continuous
outgoing at the Fexit together with the selected relative plug porosities construct a system of
obstructing barrages with decreasing pressures in the successive R compartments -the highest
pressures in H and the lowest pressures at the decompressing F chamber (where the pressure
stabilizes around 5-10 bar).
The variations in the pressure of hydrogen with time inside the H container and the E
compartment, denoted as 𝑃H (𝑡) and 𝑃E (𝑡) respectively, are presented in Figure 7. The four
temporal phases are indicated in abscissa. In the Loading and Boil-Off step (I), the pressure 𝑃H
increases progressively as it is moderated by the rapid effusion of the hydrogen flowing out of its
container. On the other hand, the pressure 𝑃H increases at a much faster rate during the Pressure
Build-Up step (II), almost linearly while its curve concavity turns over around the middle of that
phase when approaching the 100bar isobar. Since the pressure inside the R container remains
moderate, the presence of the adsorbent is not detrimental, and the loss in volume due to the
skeletal volume of the adsorbent in the vessel is also compensated by the filling in the micro-and
nano-pores. In the third step (III), a “Steady Flow” is reached when the hydrogen density has
decreased below 40 g/L. In this phase, both pressures 𝑃H and 𝑃E remain stable. Finally, during the
Back-off step (IV) of final discharge, the temperature and pressure curves inverse their concavity,
the pressure relaxes and converges toward the outside and pre-set rated value defined by the fuel
cell procedures. As visible in Figure 7, the increases and successive decreases in the pressures in R
and H exhibit a slight shift in time and intensities, which is consistent with the observation of the
dependence of system dormancy on its maximum pressure reported by the “LLNL”.
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Figure 7 Hydrogen Pressures vs. time: The variations in the pressure of hydrogen with
time inside the H container and the E compartment, denoted as 𝑃H (𝑡) and 𝑃E (𝑡),
respectively, are different in each of the four temporal phases indicated in the abscissa.
After the initial increases, 𝑃H (𝑡) and 𝑃E (𝑡) reach a plateau and relax afterwards. The
pressure increase in the storage container H is faster and stronger compared to that in
the retro-action container R.
Conversion: The magnetic ions that impregnate the porous substrates of the obstructing plugs
exert the catalytic effect on the conversion of the impinging hydrogen molecules during their
random diffusion. Upon the initial loading of the liquid, hydrogen is stored in its lowest para
rotational state (J = 0). When this hydrogen diffuses through the magnetic catalytic plugs M and N,
a portion of the molecules are converted to the higher-energy ortho variety (The J = 1 rotational
level is at 173 K higher approximately). Therefore, the catalytic function cools the hydrogen flow. In
the first step, when the flow temperature of the molecules effusing from the Hcontainer reaches
approximately 50K, nearly¼ th of the hydrogen molecules are converted to the ortho variety. With
the increase in the temperature, a greater number of molecules are rotating, leading to greater
absorption of heat from the environment until half of the molecules are converted by the M and N
plugs at approximately 77 K. Above 200 K, 70% of molecules are converted to the ortho variety by
absorbing a significant portion of the incoming energy (theoretically by a factor of 3/5 to the most,
although at an average of approximately 40%) [56]. When the molecules reach plug D, another
cooling effect begins - the thermal equilibration of the ortho and para manifolds, as described
below.
Accommodation: The interaction of the gaseous hydrogen with the porous solid structure leads
to the following two conditions: a thermal contact between the gas and the solid and the sticking
that results in partial storage. The catalytic conversion described earlier corresponds to a partial
accommodation of the hydrogen gas as a whole with the M and N plugs and at their temperatures.
Higher temperatures of the hydrogen flow are reached at the level of the D plug quite soon, and
when the molecules reach D, another mechanism begins. Since the ortho-para proportion is frozen
as D is not magnetic, the hydrogen gas behaves as a mixture of two distinctly different isomers- the
ortho and the para isomers - that accommodate differently to the D plug temperature, and the
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rotational states of higher energies are excited. In the range of 200-300K, approximately 1/3rd of
the para molecules are excited to the upper (J = 2) rotational level (at approximately 500K higher),
and approximately 10% of the ortho molecules are excited to the further upper (J = 3) level. Both
transitions involve heat absorption, which cools D, thereby contributing to insulating the H
container top. Globally, the hydrogen molecules flowing out of the retro-action container toward
the fuel cell are distributed as approximately 60% ortho (J = 1 and 3), 20% para (J = 0), and 20% para
(J = 2) varieties.
Moreover, the thermal accommodation to the solid plugs leads to partial and transient storage
of hydrogen molecules. In the initial period in which the pressures are increasing, the plugs are
progressively filled with an increasing number of molecules- first in the macropores, subsequently
in the preferential adsorption sites of the micropores, and finally, inside the nanostructure of the
materials (high-pressure dilution). Although the adsorption releases a certain portion of heat in that
initial period, the heating of the plugs due to adsorption is also balanced by a decrease in the heat
entering from the environment, which is proportional to the temperature difference. On the
contrary, in the final period of higher temperatures and lower pressures, most of the molecules are
evacuated due to the vibration of the skeletal structure, and this desorption effect is endothermic,
thereby cooling the counter-flow while attenuating the late density decrease.
The temperature variation 𝑇H (𝑠), illustrated in Figure 8, is represented in the function of entropy
of the stored hydrogen (per unit mass) inside the H container. The temperature increase, as
illustrated in Figure 8a, exhibits the “S” curve form. The four “temporal phases” are indicated in
abscissa. While the “Loading and Boil-Off” step (I) is determinant of avoiding a rapid pressure
increase, 𝑇H stagnates for two reasons- the external heat is delayed due to the extremely low
hydrogen density of the counter-current, and the evaporation consumes energy. In the second
phase, the molecular filling of the plugs limits the temperature increase to approximately 100 K. In
the third phase, the temperature 𝑇H increases sharply and quasi-linearly along the 120-130 isobar.
Figure 8b depicts the crossing of the temperature trajectory successively through the iso-density
curves in the range of 40-30 g/L, illustrating the «plateau» reached by the internal pressure. When
leaving this phase at approximately 130-150 K, the temperature curve concavity turns over, and the
temperature gradually relaxes to 300 K during the last evacuation step.
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Figure 8 Hydrogen Temperature vs. Entropy. (a) The temperature 𝑇H (𝑡) in the
hydrogen container is first delayed due to hydrogen evaporation and the insulating
properties of the retro-action container R until it exhibits a linear increase along a
pressure isobar. Finally, the temperature gradually relaxes to 300 K during the last
evacuation step. (the four temporal phases are indicated in abscissa). (b) The
temperature 𝑇H (𝑡) between 70 K and 90 K (dotted black line), when it crosses
successively the iso-density curves of 40 and 30 g/L, and when the internal pressure
starts to decrease from the 120-130 bar «plateau» in the third phase III. (the isobars are
represented in red, iso-densities in blue, and iso-enthalpies in green).
3.3 Mass and Heat Transfers
This section discusses the DOV system in a further simplified manner by considering the average
temperature of the hydrogen flow in the retro-action R container, denoted as TR. Such an average
value is quite close to the temperature inside the largest compartment E (as the temperatures in
the smaller compartments B and N are lower and those in the D and F compartments are higher).
Although such a description is elementary, it allows an initial overview of the fundamental
characteristics of the system.
The combined effects of heat and mass transfers on the flow rate are due to the correlation
between the retro-action and the damming effects. The mass flow induced by the imbalance
between the pressure inside the H container and the atmospheric pressure is secured by the
damming system. The successive porous plugs p ∈ P {M, N, D…} play the role of lock-gates and
establish a descending staircase of decreasing pressures in the successive vapor compartments v ∈
V{H, B, E, F}. Simultaneously, an ascending staircase of temperatures is established in the
compartments v along the direction of the flow (and in time).
Let us denote the hydrogen mass in the compartment “𝑖” at time t as 𝑚𝑖 and the hydrogen mass
flowing out from “𝑖” per unit time as 𝜇𝑖 . Then, by considering the adjacent compartments (p, v), the
hydrogen mass conservation is expressed as follows:
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𝑑(𝑚𝜋 + 𝑚𝑣 ) = (𝜇𝑣−1 − 𝜇𝑣 )𝑑𝑡
The hydrogen mass 𝑚𝜋 in the plug p is a summation of various molecules, including those flowing
through and those “wandering” in the micro-and nano-pores. Roughly, d𝑚𝜋 is positive in the initial
phases when the plugs load a certain amount of hydrogen, negligible during the quasi-stationary
third phase, and negative in the final phase. The mass balance -dmH = dmR + µS dt indicates that all
the hydrogen molecules issuing from H are either stored temporarily in the retro-action container
or evacuated toward the fuel cell.
The set of equations linked to one another constitute a chain beginning at time t 1, at which
the stored mass m H(t1) = M with 𝜇𝐻 (𝑡1 ) = 𝑄𝐻 (𝑡1 ) = 𝑞𝐻 (𝑡1 ) = 0, until the hydrogen evacuation
at any point in time 𝜇𝐹 (t) = 𝜇𝑆 , denoting the outgoing flow rate toward the fuel cell. The
beginning time of the hydrogen flow t1 would be after the first vapor evacuation when the state of
the hydrogen mixture inside the hydrogen container crosses the saturation curve and exhibits the
characteristic of a single fluid phase. The parameters of the containers are selected such that this
crossing point is approximately at T1 = 30 K, P1 = 37 bar, 1 = 50 g.L-1. The final state (P0 , T0 )
characterizes the outgoing flow from the vessel at any time. 𝑃0 ≈ 5 − 8 bar and T0 ≈ 300 K are
defined by the FC characteristics.
In between, the evolution of the state variables with time follows the energy conservation
equation provided below:
𝑑𝐸𝑖 = {ℎ𝑖−1 𝑑𝑚𝑖−1 − ℎ𝑖+1 𝑑𝑚𝑖+1 } + (𝑄𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖 )𝑑𝑡
In the above equation, 𝑖 ∈ {H, M, B, N, E … D, F } denotes one of the successive
compartments arranged in the direction of the flow and ℎ𝑖 denotes the enthalpy per unit mass
of the hydrogen mass 𝑚𝑖 in the compartment “ 𝑖 ”. Each compartment 𝑖 is warmed by the
incoming heats from the environment denoted as 𝑄𝑖 and the preceding compartment 𝑖 − 1,
while it is cooled by the outgoing heats toward the next compartment 𝑖 + 1 and the heat 𝑞𝑖 to
the hydrogen container (except for the first container H and the last compartment F). The
enthalpic energies 𝐸𝑖 include the energies of the different components of compartment “𝑖”.
In addition to the hydrogen system H2 {ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑, 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠}, it is necessary to
include the warming of the solids S {𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑔𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠}: 𝑈𝑖 (𝑡) = ∑𝑖 𝑈𝑖𝑗 (𝑡), where
𝑗 ∈ {𝐻2 ; S}. In a “vapor” compartment v ∈ V ={H, B, E, F…}: 𝑑𝐸𝑣 = d𝐻𝐻2,𝑣 + 𝑑𝑈𝑆𝑣 includes the
hydrogen enthalpy d𝐻𝐻2,𝑣 = ℎ𝑣 𝑑𝑚𝑣 = (𝑢𝑣 + 𝑃𝑣 𝜌𝑣 −1 )𝑑𝑚𝑣 , while in a porous plug p ∈ P {M, N, D…},
the total enthalpy includes, in addition to those of the solids, the enthalpy of the interaction of
hydrogen with the sorbents denoted as 𝐻𝐻𝜋 . Altogether the enthalpy of the plug p comprises four
portions: those of the hydrogen, fluid and stored, and the warmings of the plugs and surrounding
supports 𝑑𝐸𝜋 = d𝐻𝐻2,π + 𝑑𝐻𝐻𝜋 + 𝑑𝑈π + 𝑑𝑈𝑆𝜋 .
The set of “mass and energy” equations, linked to one another, constitutes a chain
beginning at time t 1, until the hydrogen evacuation at any point of time, with the hydrogen
variables related according to the equation of state. This leads to the variations in the
temperature of hydrogen inside the H and E containers with time, denoted as 𝑇H (𝑡) and 𝑇E (𝑡),
respectively; the qualitative representation of this is provided in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Hydrogen Temperature vs. time: The temperatures 𝑇H (𝑡) and 𝑇E (𝑡) ,
representative of the four temporal phases, are indicated in abscissa. The hydrogen
temperature in the retro-action container begins at 300 K (the wall temperature and
a certain remainder from the previous usage) and then drops because of the cold
hydrogen issuing from H, although warming occurs rapidly due to the incoming
heat. The hydrogen warming in the hydrogen container is delayed initially due to
hydrogen evaporation and the insulating properties of the retro-action container, and
later because of the catalytic and expansion effects. The incoming heat Q is
represented proportionally by the red area, while the transferred heat q is
represented proportionally by the blue area.
The four temporal phases are indicated in abscissa. The temperature 𝑇H increases gradually
during the first “Loading, Boil-Off, and Pressure Build-Up” steps (I) and (II). Subsequently, 𝑇H
stagnates due to the following two reasons: external heat is delayed, and evaporation consumes
energy. The pressure inside the H container, 𝑃H , increases mainly because of evaporation expansion
and restricted evacuation, although such an increase in the pressure implies only a moderate
increase in the temperature 𝑇H occurring because of hydrogen depletion due to both hydrogen
evacuation and filling of the plugs.
In the retro-action container, the temperature 𝑇E decreases from the level of environmental
temperature due to a certain amount of hydrogen remaining in the vessel from the previous usage
until it reaches a minimum value due to the counter-current cooling. In the initial phases, the filling
of the plugs with molecules limits the temperature increase. A similar moderation was also observed
in the thermodynamic investigation of cryo-adsorption at cryogenic temperatures by the “LLNL”,
which revealed that the process was quasi-isothermal.
This behavior is due to the balance between the contradictory effects of the enthalpy of LH2
vaporization, the exothermic nature of the adsorption process, the thermal inertia of the sorbent
thermal mass, and the heating due to pressurization. In the third step of “Steady Flow” (III), the
density of hydrogen in the porous plugs saturates, and the pressure in H reaches a «plateau», while
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the temperature climbs along the isobar. The concavity of the curve 𝑇E (𝑡) has by now turned over
because the temperature in the R container is already high, and the flow rate has reached its highest
value. The warming of the H container is delayed slightly as less heat is entering and the curve
concavity turns around approximately at the end of the step (III), coinciding with almost half of the
pre-set period. Finally, in the last step of “Back-off” (IV), involving the final discharge, all curves
converge toward their outside and ambient standard values (which are defined by the fuel cell
procedures).
The key parameters of a DOV are the energy storage duration  and the hydrodynamic and
thermodynamic resistances. The energy period  is the pre-set time duration for which the hydrogen
is available while feeding the fuel cell. It is, therefore, associated with the energy necessary to drive
the vehicle under pre-defined circumstances. On the other hand, the incoming heat in the vessel is
a function of the multi-layer composition of the linings. In general, a particular lining that wraps the
retro-action container is characterized by a thermal transfer coefficient hR expressed in W.m-2.K-1.
When multiplied by the surface area of the lining AR, it turns into the inverse of the thermal
resistance, i.e., the conductivity (ARhR), which was selected to be between 1 and 10 W.K-1 for the
model proposed in the present study.
According to the equation 𝑄 = ∑𝑖 𝑄𝑖 and assuming a uniform heat transfer coefficient around
R: ℎ𝑖 ≅ hR, the average temperature TR(t) in the retro-action container could be defined as follows:
𝐴
TR (t) = ∑𝑖 ( 𝑖⁄𝐴 ) T𝑖 . However, it must be noted that TR(t) ≈ TE(t) as E is the largest
𝑅
compartment [𝐴𝑖 ≪ 𝐴𝐸 for 𝑖 ∈ {(B, N, D, F)}] and, therefore, the temperatures of the
compartments preceding E (i.e., B, N) are lower and compensate the higher temperatures in the
compartments following E (𝑖. 𝑒. , D, F). Consequently, the heat flowing inside the vessel per unit
time is obtained using the equation dQR/dt ≅ AR.hR (300 - TE(t)), and the incoming heat that has
entered during the total duration , indicated by the slashed red area depicted inFigure 9,
𝜏
corresponds to the integral R() = ∫0 (300 − 𝑇E (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 and the equation QR() = AR.hR R().
Similarly, the incoming heat at any intermediate time point is indicated by the area within the
borders of the vertical lines at 0 and t.
Let us now compare two reservoirs, both having identical envelope areas and thermal transfers,
which would lead to the release of the same quantity of hydrogen in the same duration and toward
identical fuel cells, although the first reservoir maintains the hydrogen temperature at 30 K while
the other one, being equipped with a retro-action container, adjusts its temperature progressively
as the heat flows inside.
The ratio of the heat entering the first reservoir to the heat entering the other reservoir, denoted
as QR/Q0, corresponds to the area ratio R/0, where 0 = (ΔT) = 270  is the rectangular area
encompassing the figure. This surface area ratio θ = 0/R could be considered a retro-action factor.
It is clear that θ represents an amplification that is always larger than 2 and could range between 3
and 5. Similarly, the heat transferred from the enveloping retro-action container to the Hstorage
container is indicated by the red area between the curves 𝑇E (𝑡) and 𝑇H (𝑡) multiplied by the thermal

transfer AHhH: QH() = AH.hH ∫0 (𝑇𝐸 (𝑡) − 𝑇H (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 = AH.hH.H(). At any point in time, the entering
heats QH(t) and QR(t) would then be indicated by the areas H(t) and R(t).
Now, considering the total heat that entered inside the vessel between the initial fueling of mass
MH of liquid hydrogen at 30 K and the final time point when all the hydrogen has flown out from the
vessel at 300 K, the variation in the internal energy of the vessel is U  C. 300. MH, where C 11.65
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kJ.kg-1.K-1 considers the specific heat of the hydrogen at a constant volume and 300 K, i.e., Cv(300 K)
= 10.17 kJ.kg-1.K-1, together with the evaporation energy of 445 kJ.kg-1, although it neglects the initial
thermal energy that is nearly 20 times weaker. Therefore, it requires approximately 3.5 MJ per kg
to transform the hydrogen from a temperature of 30 K to 300 K under standard conditions. If that
energy has been provided only through the external heat QR() = AR.hR.R(). = U  C.300.MH, and,
therefore, with R = 270 /θ, the parameters of the thermal transfer coefficient hR, the energy
period , the retro-action factor θ, and the surface/mass ratio a = AR/MH are linked according to the
following equation:
ℎ𝑅 . 𝜏 ≅ 𝜃. (𝐶/𝑎)
The parameter ‘a’ in the above equation characterizes the surface/volume ratio together with
the volumetric target of the DOV reservoir. The larger the vessel surface, the larger is the incoming
heat and the shorter is the energy period . In the case of the vessel model herewith described, a 
0.2 m2/kg and C/a = 58 kJ.m-2.K-1, based on which the above equation transforms to:
ℎ. 𝜏ℎ ≅ 18 𝜃
The above period h associated with a particular h (in W.m-2.K-1) is expressed in hours. Such an
association expresses the energy conservation QR = U for the DOVscharacterized by a continuous
hydrogen flow induced by the heat that entered in the reservoir characterized by the DOVsurface/H-mass ratio ‘a’  0.2 m2/kg. The retro-action factor θ reflects the overall geometry and the
porosities of the plugs, which for the models investigated here ranges between 2 and 5. The thermal
parameter ‘h’ is a function of the envelope wall components.
If, for example, h = 4 W.m-2.K-1 and θ = 3, the reservoir would dispense the stored hydrogen for
h ≅ 13 h approximately. On the contrary, if the vessel is meant for specific usage, such as for a truck
delivering goods during a short period of, for example, 8 h, an envelope thermal transfer h ≅ 9 W.m2 -1
.K would be sufficient if the retro-action parameter is slightly larger than θ = 4.
4. Short-term H2 Storage for Transport
The selection of the hydrogen storage technology for transport depends considerably on multiple
processes occurring: prior to the fueling of the vehicle, during its operation, and during the stages
of the downstream function of particular end-application. Open storage implies successive energy
transformations (Thermal-Chemical-Mechanical-Electrical). The continuous driving forecasted in
the DOV applications induces the hydrogen mass and energy extractions and transfers. The
connection scheme must correlate the hydrogen flow, the fuel cell, the battery, and the electric
motorization, for which the valves, sensors, and electronic control play central roles.
This section discusses how the technological and economic selections of the DOVs are influenced
by the transport systems, the successive transmission of hydrogen mass and energy until its electric
transformation within the vehicle, and the current status of the hydrogen production and
distribution industry. First, the qualitative evaluation of the DOVs is discussed, followed by a
discussion on the quantitative performance and target evaluations. Next, the model is applied to
further elaborate systems adapted for various heavy-duty transportations. In the end, how the DOV
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models could provide the possible technological answers to a few economic and ecological
challenges is elucidated.
4.1 Open Vessels for H2 Storage
The first DOV option is the cryogenic energy load, in which the hydrogen fuel is loaded into the
vehicle in liquid form. This type necessitates the successive steps of Production-TransmissionDistribution up to the LH2 delivery to the refueling stations.
LH2 is often considered impractical for large-scale transportation as it is expensive and
energetically intensive. However, LH2 has the advantage of overcoming the liquefaction cost and
energy issues. In separate studies, Paster et al. [37] and Aceves et al. [21] analyzed the efficiency
and cost of H2 production and delivery, including liquefaction, compression, distribution, and
dispensing [7, 8]. The results of both studies indicated that all forms of hydrogen delivery (LH2 tanker
truck, CGH2 tube trailer, and pipeline CGH2) cost essentially the same as inexpensive LH2 delivery
and dispensing compensate for the high cost of liquefaction [15, 21, 60-65]. However, the hydrogen
stored as a compressed gas has the fundamental limitations of volume, weight, and insulation; it
occupies a relatively large volume while the materials to absorb hydrogen contribute significantly
to the weight, cost, and thermal complexity of the on-board storage systems.
In terms of cost, the LH2 delivery is considerably less expensive compared to the compressed H2
delivery. This is because the LH2 tanker truck has the capacity of 7 tube trailers typically used for
compressed H2 delivery, which minimizes the labor and truck capital costs. Moreover, dispensing
LH2 at the station is also less expensive. The dispensing of compressed H2 warrants compressors, a
cascade of high-pressure storage vessels, and possibly a refrigerator to avoid excessive vehicle
vessel heating during fueling due to the compression process [83]. LH2 dispensing, on the other
hand, is accomplished with inexpensive and efficient LH2 pumps, which minimizes the fueling station
cost and electricity requirements [20, 21, 83-88]. While the cost of vehicle refueling is essentially
equal for both, the superior density of LH2 offers a key advantage: the compact, high capacity LH2
storage enables a feasible driving range and also costs less as it requires less composite material for
manufacture. In terms of the energy and ecological requirements, H2 would most probably be
produced from renewable solar or nuclear electricity through the electrolysis of water in the future.
The second option is to store the hydrogen energy in a cryo-compressed vessel to feed a fuel cell
alimenting either an electric motor or a combustion engine. The cryogenic pressure vessels offer
the combined advantages of safe, long-range, cost-effective, and practical vehicles at a minimum
ownership cost, even after including the cost of liquefaction. The generation 3 “LLNL” vessel
installed on-board an experimental vehicle presented the longest driving distance (10O0 km) with
a single H2 tank while pioneering in reaching the considerably challenging DOE 2017 targets of
hydrogen storage weight (5.5%) and volume (40 g/L) [21].
Similar to the cryo-compressed vessels, the DOVs are loaded with hydrogen fuel in liquid form
(LH2) while the hydrogen supplied to the fuel cell is in the gaseous form at an ambient temperature.
However, DOVs differ in terms of aiming for short-term H2 storage for vehicles, with regular loading
and dissipation of energy. The DOVs are programmed to continuously feed the fuel cell devices on
a daily basis for mobile applications consistent with the established hydrogen stations and
determined largely by daily requirements.
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The optimal advantages of using cryo-compressed vessels were estimated and classified to
improve and further extend the dormancy [4, 9]. However, such an approach is neither scientific nor
economic and is largely based on the traditional approach of low-cost energies- the social practice
of personal cars and occasional short drives. In the majority of transportations, storing and
maintaining energy inside individual vessels for long periods offers no technical or economical
advantages in terms of performances based on distances covered per day and service production.
There is a huge proportion of collective transportation, such as light-or heavy-duty vehicles, taxis,
trucks, buses, trains, and airplanes, etc., that requires repeatedly loading the required energy prior
to each pre-set transportation.
The DOV tanks are open thermodynamic systems in which hydrogen flows out continuously
toward the fuel cell at flow rates controlled and regulated by cybernetic and catalytic devices. This
is different from the cryo-compressed vessels, in which H2 and the vessel are always at equal and
uniform temperatures. In this context, the analysis here considers the consequences of open H 2
storage in a vessel with a wall volume and temperature-dependent thermal mass that are not in
thermal equilibrium with hydrogen, nonetheless propelling it toward the fuel cell. The DOV system
implies that all stored hydrogen is exhausted after the pre-set period, except for a few hundred of
grams that remain. Consequently, the DOV tanks are used in conjunction with a light battery that
charges the electricity provided by the FC not used by the motor. The battery operating in parallel
with the FC delivers the most when the vehicle is starting while it undergoes charging during a
temporary or permanent stop.
Similar to any filling of liquid hydrogen in a vehicle tank, there is an initial heat loss during the
DOV loadings due to the cooling of the hydrogen container walls. This inconvenience may be
mastered if the vessel has a pressurized LH2 pump within a two-stage compression piston. If such a
pump is available at the station, the vessel is cooled during the load by the low entropy-pressurized
hydrogen inflow without causing the LH2 to vaporize [43].
The DOV models combine the advantages of high-density hydrogen storage with a few
cumulating advantages of the absorbing materials and the counter-current cooling effect. In the
liquefaction procedures, the counter-current cooling and the multi-stage conversion processes are
well recognized [89-93], although these are used, for transport applications, in the opposite
direction to delay the evaporation, warming, and pressurization steps. The chemical operation
involved in the catalyzed o-p conversion and the mechanical operation involved in the successive
expansions introduced by the damming system, in the DOV systems, are necessary for delaying and
regulating the gaseous flow as a function of the daily driving distance and the vessel design pressure.
These characteristics reduce the internal pressures and the insulation thickness and also require
lower containment strength.
4.2 DOV Performances and Targets
This section discusses how the DOVs respond to various functions that allow the target cost
reduction. A key parameter of DOV,  is the programmed period during which hydrogen is available
while feeding the fuel cell. This parameter is, therefore, associated with the energy necessary to
drive the vehicle under predefined conditions and to the driven distance d between two refuelings.
Time and energy are linked. The stored energy E (associated with the stored hydrogen mass M)
relative to the period  leads to a power efficiency P = E/, which is dependent on the type of
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vehicular function and is a function of the DOV characteristics of thermal insulation (heat transfer
h), hydrodynamic flow restriction (retro-action factor θ), catalytic efficiency (o/p), and mechanical
containment (Plimit).
Thermal insulation: The DOV envelopes are similar to those typically used for the storage of
compressed gases, although with much lower insulation. Similar to all cryo-compressed vessels and
pressure vessels, the ones in the DOVs could also be wrapped with aluminum and glass fibers and
surrounded by numerous sheets of highly reflective metalized plastic. In some vehicles, it might be
necessary to enclose the DOV reservoir within an outer stainless steel jacket. In any case, the
thermal resistance to the heat flow entering into the DOV is much lower than that when using the
present vessels. In the latest models developed by the “LLNL”, the insulation performance is limited
to 4 W. In a DOV model with 5 kg of stored hydrogen, the calorific energy stored is approximately
15 MJ. If this energy is dissipated by the vessel under the heat flow from the environment into the
vessel for an approximate duration of 10 h, the corresponding warming power is approximately 500
W, which istwo orders larger in magnitude compared to that of the vessel by the “LLNL” [14, 20, 21,
36, 37]. Such a huge difference allows various cost reductions due to suppression of the vacuum
sheets between the linings, sparing the carbon fibers, lighter vessels compared to the commercially
available ones (the ones with either compressed gas or sorbents or the other different cryocompressed vessels), which results in lighter vehicles with higher fuel economy. Less H2 is, therefore,
necessary for achieving the desired vehicle range and reducing energy consumption. With the
reduced weight and hydrogen pressure, together with the simplified linings and their assemblage,
the DOV models aim to reduce the vessel cost by an order of magnitude.
Mechanical containment: Since the retro-action container delays a huge portion of heat flowing
inside the vessel, the internal pressure of the hydrogen storage container is limited. The netting
analyses have demonstrated that decreasing the design pressure from 700 bar to 100 bar results in
a total vessel mass decrease (composite and liner) by a factor of 2.4 [39-43]. Therefore, the
gravimetry of the hydrogen vessels operating at pressures below 150 bar might be over 10%.
Hydrodynamic resistance: The hydrogen hydrodynamic flow rate depends essentially on the
number, nature, and size of the restrictions, the relative volumes of the compartments, and the
porosity of the plugs. The diffusion through the porous plugs, the subsequent J-T expansions, and
the magnetic catalysis collectively complement and contribute to limiting the overall pressure
increase, thereby delaying hydrogen warming and evacuation. The rate of mass transfer through
the plugs is a complex function of the material (porosity, distribution of the pore sizes, surface
attractivity, etc.) and the thermodynamic parameters (temperature and pressure in each
compartment, heat transfer rates, etc) [89-93]. Reliable estimates are at best furnished by
experimental measurements, and for the present DOV models, are derived from the liquefaction
industrial cycles.
Catalytic efficiency: The homogeneous o-p conversion was considered in the LLNL experimental
prototypes as the cryo-compressed tanks of these prototypes were tailored to retain hydrogen
energy for long periods [94-96]. However, this effect remains quite weak for the following two
reasons: (i) the nuclear magnetic moment of the ortho molecules is nearly 103 times smaller than
the electronic moment, and the conversion rate is proportional to the square of these nuclear
moments; (ii) the liquid hydrogen loaded in the container comprises almost 98% of the para form
with no magnetic moment. On the contrary, a DOV model contains a few barrages composed of
porous magnetic plugs, and there are plenty of efficient catalysts, with even the crushed coal
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presenting open ligands and electronic moments at the surface. The hydrogen molecules diffusing
through these plugs are converted from the initial para form-dominated concentration into a
mixture of the ortho-para varieties [55-60]. Most industrial magnetic converters have been studied
and standardized in the NBS labs [97-104]. In recent years, novel efficient catalysts comprising
nanoparticles inserted either in carbon, graphene, or buckyballs substrates, or metal-organic
powders, or in topological structures [70, 74, 75]. This catalytic effect absorbs a significant portion
of the heat, cooling the flow. In comparison to the translational kinetic motion, the rotational one
absorbs nearly two-thirds of its heat [105-107]. The ortho-para ratio (o/p) reflects the deviation
ofthe hydrogen mixture from the thermal equilibrium. In the DOV models, two targets are fixed.
The first target is fixed for the o/p ratio of the outflow issuing from the second magnetic plug N,
which is required to reach close to 1 in the second phase, 2 in the second phase, and 2.75 in the last
𝑝
Back-Off evacuation phase. The second target is fixed for the para ratio 2⁄𝑝0 of the outflow issuing
from the third (or last) non-magnetic plug D, which is required to reach close to 1 (the equilibrium
proportion above 250 K).
Let us now focus on the important consequences of the DOV retro-action properties in terms of
gravimetric and volumetric performances.
Gravimetry: The DOE 2010 target for the energy density of a hydrogen storage system (including
the container and the other necessary components) was 7.2 MJ.kg-1, which translates into the
gravimetric performance (hydrogen mass/vessel mass) of 6.0 wt. %. The target for the year 2015 was
even higher, warranting a gravimetric performance of 9.0 wt. %, which is close to the expectations of
the automotive industry although this target has not yet been reached by any existing reservoir [5].
It is noteworthy that the gravimetric performance of the DOV tanks might be over10% and,
therefore, greatly oversteps the ultimate target of the US DOE. As presented in Table 2, Table 3, and
Table 4 in Section 2.3, the considerably large thicknesses (approximately 2 cm greater than those of
the H and R containers) and the insulating properties of the lining that wraps the vessel were
considered to secure the performance of a possible prototype. Simpler linings with higher polymer
contributions and lower thicknesses might be sufficient to reach performances of 12%-15% in the
near future. Such performances might be easier to reach in the case of heavy-duty transportations,
particularly if the reservoir volume could be extended.
Volumetry: The DOV models are able to reach a volumetric target of 40 g/L, although further
improvement would be difficult as it would be difficult to delay the evaporation of the liquid for 10
h without dealing with high internal pressures. Therefore, the DOV models are not suited for
reaching the DOE 2017 targets of 5.4 MJ.L-1 and 45 kg H2 per m3.
Safety: The permanence and continuity of the hydrogen gas flow within the open DOV tanks
require eliminating internal regulating valves to reduce the pressure inside the reservoir, although
it would require pipes and sensors to control the pressure, temperature, and tightness outside, prior
to the fuel cell. An auxiliary tank might also complement the regulation chain. Electronic safety
systems for monitoring the pressure, temperature, and tank filling level, along with leak monitoring
and emergency stop measures developed particularly for automotive applications [2], are also
important for regulation and certification. The tank systems have to undergo extensive tests and
fulfill numerous regulations for pressure vessels and tank systems [16]. The DOV aperture requires
avoiding a relief opening device to maintain the vessel pressure within a safe limit, thereby
preventing hydrogen losses. Therefore, the number of necessary valves and sensors to be included
in the transmission line is much less than that required for pressure tanks. The DOV targets must
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also distinguish what might be applicable in the present and near-future from the ones that might
result from the RD advances in the middle-term duration.
4.3 Hydrogen Tank Systems for Mobile Applications
This section provides feedback on the storage systems of different end applications. The
hydrogen storage models differ due to the peculiarities of transportations and the different
characteristics of light-duty vehicles from those of heavy-duty vehicles. Owing to low pressurization,
the shapes and volumetric stages of the DOVs are relatively malleable compared to those of
conventional cryo-compressed vessels, which are limited to spherical or cylindrical forms owing to
high-pressure containment and surface minimization requirements.
Storage systems for automotive applications: In taxis, fleets of personal or collective
vehicles, and light-duty transportations, the DOV models could be adapted to load LH 2 in the
range of 5-10 kg. Elongated models with a length of 2 m are preferred by the automobile
manufacturers for installation along the vehicle’s central tunnel. In light vehicles, the DOV
dimensions are constrained by the limited space available. In these models, volume, weight, and
cost are the critical parameters, while these are comparatively less important for heavy-duty
vehicles.
Mobile storage systems for heavy transportations (trucks, buses, trains, airplanes, naval,
etc.). Since these transportations necessitate holding higher energies for longer durations, it
would be valuable to consider tanks with improved performances [108]. In such cases, Multiple
Open Vessel (MOV) tanks, which enlarge the concept of the DOV models, reiterate the inclusion
of successive retro-action containers, adapt the shapes and volumes for mobile application,
and use advanced models of heat exchangers, are suitable. An example of MOV is depicted in
Figure 10, in which the previously described DOV reservoir is inserted inside two successive
retro-action containers, and the number of porous plugs is multiplied. Inspired by the heat
exchanger models, the corresponding flow path could even be lengthened further in
accordance with the volume increase. Only the outer vacuum jacket would be composed of steel,
while only the inner container parameters would be calculated as a function of aluminum-lined
design pressure. The separating walls in between could be constituted of synthetic material. The
width of the flow path could be further extended to become much larger than that in the DOV
model; the volume of the hydrogen flow path might, therefore, equal that of the hydrogen
container or, at least, represent a significant fraction of it.
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Figure 10 Multiple Open Vessel (MOV) tanks for light-and heavy-duty vehicles.
Multiple flows and counter-flows surrounding an inner hydrogen container. Such a planar cut
section might correspond to a cylindric vessel, or if enlarged to 3D, one floor of a flat vessel
connected by different paths to different levels within multiple reservoirs.
Multiplying the number of the adjacent flows and counter-flows would reduce the pressure
differences and lower the rigidity requirements for the separating walls and their weight. As an
approximate example, if the internal pressure of the hydrogen container would reach 200 bar and
if it is surrounded by 10 canals, the pressure difference between adjacent flows would be 20 bar
approximately. The consequent advantages in terms of containment are obvious.
Since the forms and the volumetric stages of the MOV vessels are more malleable than those of
the conventional cryo-compressed vessels, they would accommodate larger external surfaces and
would, therefore, be flat and elongated as the pressure difference with the environment would be
much lower in these models. This property would be particularly valuable for aerial transports and
would allow aerodynamic adjustments. The disadvantages of such flat forms include a higher
surface/volume ratio, although adapting the surfaces of the vehicle with those of the vessel might
overcome this inconvenience. Moreover, other parameters, such as the insulating factors, could be
increased to compensate for the surface extension. Even curved forms are expected to become
available. It is possible to combine a series of vessels of different types and volumes, particularly
when the vehicle surface divides two media at different temperatures. For instance, at the bottom
of an airplane, by placing a tank below that is partly in contact with the cold atmosphere and a
succession of compartments above, an efficient labyrinthic flow pathway might be efficiently
developed for the airplane wings.
4.4 Hydrogen DOV Economy
At present, over 70 million tons of hydrogen are produced every year [109]. The leading
economies are now evolving plans for using hydrogen alternatives, particularly in the automotive
sector. The future of hydrogen-based transportations depends largely on the successive steps of
green production of hydrogen, storage, distribution, and transformation, while also ensuring that
the specificities of the numerous end-use applications complement each other.
The large capacity tanks benefit from the existing infrastructures at the industrial production
sites and the hydrogen liquefaction procedures have been standardized for application in
spacecraft, which has enabled further association of the energy supply and with the energy demand,
thereby enhancing the overall flexibility of the energy system. The main challenge is to develop
large-scale transport and infrastructure solutions for supplying the loading sites with the necessary
quantities of hydrogen required to fuel taxis, cargo trucks, passenger buses, aircraft tugs, etc.
A recent study by IEA suggests that repurposing the existing infrastructure, including the millions
of kilometers of pipelines in use currently for transporting natural gas, could represent a costeffective solution. This would enable the larger quantities of hydrogen to be transported via pipeline
from production sites while smaller quantities could be transported via truck. In addition, the
necessary infrastructure could be developed at certain locations to support on-site hydrogen
production, particularly if a renewable energy source/supply is in proximity.
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The hydrogen economy in the automotive sector is forecast to grow rapidly until 2025, crossing
the inflection point in 2025. Owing to the advantages of hydrogen, such as its eco-friendliness,
efficiency, flexibility, and convenience of storage/transportation, hydrogen fuel cell-based
transportation is expected to become economically feasible through a gradual decline in costs via
learning and economies of scale. The estimate is that hydrogen would become economically feasible
when its prices come down to approximately USD 3/kg. The roadmap of the hydrogen economy
forecasts hydrogen production at a price of USD 2.2/ kg and hydrogen supply at the price of USD
4.3-4.5/kg by 2030. McKinsey has predicted that enlarged “electrolyzers” and the decline in wind
power LCOE (Levelized Cost of Energy and Storage) would contribute the maximum to the decline
in the prices of hydrogen. As the LCOE of renewable energy has begun declining sharply recently,
the production cost of electrolytic hydrogen is also expected to drop rapidly at a rate higher than
the one anticipated initially.
The text ahead briefly discusses the economic advantages of the DOV hydrogen tanks in three
directions: (1) rapid and flexible growth of extensive transportation networks with a limited number
of hydrogen fueling stations, (2) Accordance with large-scale centralized deliveries for collective
transports, (3) Adaptability to different kinds of transportations.
4.4.1 Transportation Networks
The commonly available on-board H2 storage vessels meant for fuel cell vehicles are aiming in
the wrong direction when targeting to achieve extended dormancy (extending over weeks) for
particular drives, while most of the energy consumption in the transport sector requires frequent
fuelings. It is believed that the expansion of the carbonless energy H2 market would have a greater
reliance on fleet vehicles, at least during its first transition period (which is expected to last up to
2050), meant for either personal or collective displacements or goods delivery.
Definite and periodic refueling is relatively correlated with the various imperatives. Fleet vehicles
shall play a significant role in the market introduction phase. Refueling at a base location would
allow minimizing the requirements for the necessary infrastructure and the associated costs. As a
consequence of the better use of the refueling equipment and higher annual mileages achieved
with a limited number of fueling stations, the fleet FCEVs would reach their economic viability
earlier compared to the individually owned vehicles. Platform-based business models and
“technology packaging” strategies (both human-driven and autonomous fleets based on digital
algorithms) would mount the fuel cell power train on the same chassis that is used for conventional
cars, although on a much larger and ecologically sustainable scale.
Hydrogen fueling stations (HFS) represent a central element in the international programs and
targets for road, naval, or aerial transports. The most frequent and economical approach to deliver
hydrogen in liquid form at the station is via truck or pipes. The size of these refueling stations must
correlate their number within a particular area to the number and requirements of the transport
vehicles in that area. Fleet vehicles loading liquid H2 would require fewer fueling stations, and the
number of such stations already targeted for the next few years would allow commencing largescale commercial programs soon and in an economically suitable manner compared to the
necessary investments that would have been required for developing individual drives.
The development of the hydrogen fueling station (HFS) infrastructure is critical to the growth of
the FCEV industry. Japan was the first nation to adopt a "Basic Hydrogen Strategy" in 2017. The
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hydrogen market in Japan is expected to grow 56-fold to a worth of ~$ 100 billion by 2030. The
increasing demand for hydrogen would particularly impact the market for hydrogen filling stations,
which is expected to grow 6.5 times to a worth of ~$ 300 million by 2030. The number of fueling
stations in Japan would increase from 111 at present to approximately 581 in 2025, and then to
1.321 by 2030. The market for FCs and filling stations is growing at a rapid pace in other nations as
well. China is currently leading among all nations in adopting fuel cell buses, while South Korea
reported the sale of 5,350 fuel cell-based passenger and light commercial vehicles in 2020. The
European Union is also focusing on commercial vehicles, including trains, trucks, and buses.
The U.S. currently has over 45 operational retail HFSs for FCEVs, primarily in California. The
California Energy Commission is funding the deployment of fueling stations for light-duty FCEVs to
support the initial target of deploying 200 stations by 2025, which would be designed to meet the
SAE International fueling standard to ensure the safe dispensing of hydrogen into fuel cell light-duty
vehicles and a few for the heavy-duty vehicles. Typically, HFSs are supplied with hydrogen via tube
trailers, liquid hydrogen tankers, or on-site production. The stations are capable of serving 1,4403,040 fuel cell electric vehicles, which equates to an average capital cost of $640-$1,600 per FCEV
over the lifetime of these stations. The number-of-vehicle calculations are based on 11,866 miles
traveled per year and 61 miles per kg fuel economy, resulting in the hydrogen fuel consumption of
0.533 kg per day per vehicle. There are 63 larger daily-capacity stations (24-hour fueling capacity of
1000-1,620 kg) that are supplied with liquid hydrogen tankers and have four fueling positions, while
48 smaller daily-capacity stations (24-hour fueling capacity of 700-1,000 kg) are supplied with
gaseous tube trailers and have two fueling positions. Table 5 lists the costs involved for these
stations, including the capital cost and the capital cost normalized according to the daily fueling
capacity of the station. An average hydrogen station has a capacity of 1,240 kg/day (median capacity
of 1,500 kg/day) and requires a capital of approximately $1.9 million (median capital cost of $1.9
million) [1, 109-111].
Table 5 Capital cost for hydrogen per daily capacity of the hydrogen fueling stations
delivered by Liquid hydrogen tankers (LHT).
Daily Fueling Capacity Total Capital Cost
per Capacity
1,400-1,620 kg/day

$/1,200-3,000 kg/day

Total Capital Cost
per Capacity
and per Dispenser
300-740 $/kg/day

Total Capital Cost

1,900-4,200 $

Such a network will benefit the DOV and MOV models if the technology succeeds in smoothly
correlating the hydrogen flowing out of the reservoir with the fuel cell energy conversion, the
parallel battery storage, and the electric alimentation of the vehicle motor. The DOV models
accommodate their regular fillings for mobile applications in accordance with the number of
hydrogen fueling stations, which are limited in number as of now, although this number is increasing
rapidly. The transportation networks are in accordance with large-scale centralized deliveries for
collective transports, high-density hydrogen storages, and simplified deliveries correlated to the
established hydrogen stations meant for regular loadings that are largely determined by daily
demands.
4.4.2 Hydrogen Tank Systems (HTS)
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Connecting different energy transmission and distribution (T&D) networks, fuel cells constitute
the key technology to efficiently convert hydrogen into electricity for propelling fuel cell-based
electric vehicles (FCEVs). Currently, the on-road fuel performance of FCEVs is approximately 1 kg of
hydrogen per 100 km traveled within the range ~ 500-1000 km of a continuous drive. Therefore,
FCEVs are capable of providing the mobility service of conventional cars, although with much lower
carbon emissions. However, the feasibility of the hydrogen storage technology requires reducing
the tank weight and costs and achieving the safety targets that are equivalent or even better than
those achieved using the existing gasoline tanks. The currently available commercial hydrogenpowered FCEVs use compressed gas storage, at pressures typically ranging between 350 bar and
700 bar, that have been rigorously tested to meet the automotive performance standards. Several
type III and type IV tank systems of higher energy densities (gravimetrically 0.055 kg H2/kg or 1.833
kWh/kg and volumetrically 0.026 kg H2/L or 0.867 kWh/L) are available for automotive applications.
Better performances for automotive high-density hydrogen storage have been achieved using cryocompressed vessels. Composite containers, although lighter, are expensive, particularly with an
increasing demand for carbon fibers [109, 112]. The costs of the currently available tank systems
vary with the function of the model and the annual tank production expectation. The costs are
comparatively lower for the larger models, meant for medium-or heavy-duty vehicles (MDV, 20 kg
H2; HDV, 80 kg H2) such as automobiles, buses, trucks, planes, ships, etc., as the marginal cost of
increasing the vessel capacity declines considerably as the vessel size increases [13]. A 10-kg
cryogenic H2 system would cost only 30% higher than a 5-kg system, while it would improve the
mass and volumetric efficiency and also reduce the refueling cost. In the vessels with H2 storage of
over 8 kg, the additional cost of cryogenic H2 storage could even be less than $150/kg H2 [13], limited
only by system volume, the chief strength of cryogenic H2 storage. It has been recently estimated
that the costs for the large cryo-compressed vessels for buses could be as low as $10/kWh when
designed for 350 bar [14] and could even be lowered further with the use of MOV models.
The ANL finite element analyses have several requirements for optimal infrastructures. Fuel celldominant architectures were constructed by the DOE for the 700 bar Type 4 vessels. It was
concluded that carbon fiber continues to represent over 50% of the system cost even at high
production volumes (100-500 k/year) and that BOP (Balance of Plant) represents 40% of the system
cost at lower production volumes (10 k/year).
The other impediments for heavy-duty vehicles are the volume and shape of their tanks. There
are various packaging options to be considered for the available envelope dimensions according to
the available stored H2 masses on the trucks: frame-mounted (FM), behind the cab (BTC), and roofmounted (RM). Similarly, for the future application of hydrogen technology in the aircraft industry,
liquid hydrogen storage is the most promising option, although the specific challenge of storing
hydrogen on-board has to be resolved. The hydrogen volume would amount to nearly four times
that of the kerosene volume. Currently, aeronautical engineers consider it difficult to store
hydrogen in the aircraft wing owing to the cylindrical or spherical form requirements.
The US Department of Energy has listed the following categories of barriers for market expansion
A: System Weight and Volume; B: System Cost; C: System Life-Cycle Assessment.
The DOV and MOV models of hydrogen storage systems provide a solution to overcome these
barriers. These models are lighter and of malleable shapes, as they operate at lower pressures.
Moreover, their costs are reduced by avoiding carbon fibers and interstitial vacuum in the multilayer insulation, which also simplifies their maintenance and increases their life. In these models,
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the aperture increases safety, and the simplified assemblage further lowers their manufacturing
costs.
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Abstract
Contact angles were measured for CO2-brine interactions on 20 different rocks that represent
the properties of various CO2 storage depositional environments to characterize the
wettability during geologic carbon storage. Three different CO2 phases (gaseous, liquid, and
supercritical) were considered to investigate the effect of pressure and temperature. Bubbles
were studied in two groups of larger and smaller than 500 μm, the latter being more relevant
to pore scale. Variation was observed among contact angle measurements, even while
controlling the sample preparation and cleanliness. The contact angle variations could mainly
be attributed to natural sample heterogeneity, as shown by an increased range of measured
values for the smallest bubbles studied. Despite these variations, the analysis of 1139 contact
angle measurements on 20 samples under 3 different experimental conditions showed that
92.8% of the angles were below 40°, meaning that the samples were primarily strongly-to© 2021 by the author. This is an open access article distributed under the
conditions of the Creative Commons by Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium or format,
provided the original work is correctly cited.
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moderately water-wet with the average contact angle of 22°. 10% of the angles under
supercritical conditions were between 40° and 60°. This range of angles constitutes 5% and
4% of the measurements under liquid and gaseous conditions, respectively. Therefore,
supercritical CO2 was observed to be more wetting than liquid or gaseous CO2.
Keywords
CO2 storage; wettability; contact angle measurements; natural rocks; statistical analysis

1. Introduction
CO2 storage as a well-known technique to reduce carbon footprint includes injection of CO2 into
depleted oil and gas reservoir or deep saline formations [1, 2]. Under the influence of buoyancy, the
stored CO2 tends to move upward in the formations but can be held trapped by different
mechanisms, most importantly structural and residual trapping mechanisms [3].
Structural and residual trapping of CO2 relies on capillary pressure [4] that depends on CO2-brine
interfacial tension (IFT), wettability behavior of the formation rock [5], and the pore structure of the
rock, as shown in Eq. 1:
𝑃𝑐 = 𝑃𝐶𝑂2 − 𝑃𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑒 =

2𝜎 cos 𝜃
𝑟

(1)

where 𝑃𝑐 is the capillary pressure, 𝑃𝐶𝑂2 is the pressure in the CO2 phase, 𝑃𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑒 is the pressure in the
brine phase, 𝜎 is the CO2-brine IFT, 𝑟 is the pore throat radius, and 𝜃 is the contact angle at the CO2brine-rock contact point (measured in the brine phase), representing the wettability of the rock.
Some of intermediate-wet to CO2-wet rocks that generate contact angles greater than 90°, makes
the capillary pressure negative leading to the failure of structural trapping and significant reduction
of residual trapping [3, 4, 6-9]. Brine as the typical wetting phase in the reservoirs can readily access
all the pores, while CO2 as the non-wetting phase gets trapped in the larger pores [10]. The
wettability behavior of the formation rocks contacted by the invading CO2 is impacted by multiple
elements, such as rock type, surface heterogeneities, pressure, temperature, and brine salinity [3].
Wettability could also be influenced by the presence of organics [6-8], chemicals such as surfactant
and nanoparticles [11], and CO2-brine IFT [12, 13] in both sandstone and carbonate formations [14,
15].
Characterization of wettability through contact angle measurement has been the subject of
multiple previous studies. Some focused on automatically measure the contact angle at in-situ
conditions using micro computed tomography images [16-18]. Others studied interfacial energies
between gas and liquid phases [19, 20], film thickness on the substrate [21], CO2 phases during
trapping [22, 23], wettability of cap rock minerals [24-26], and various acid gases [27]. The impact
of pressure and temperature has also been investigated using common minerals, such as quartz and
calcite [28, 29] and coal [30]. Other studies have focused on the effect of salt type, brine salinities,
and surface charges [31-33] as well as surface contamination [34] and capillary pressure as a
function of saturation [35, 36].
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Despite many experimental attempts to characterize the wettability of formations, there seem
to be discrepancies in the previous contact angle measurements. Other than differences in sample
preparation, CO2-brine equilibration procedures, and experimental conditions, these discrepancies
could mainly be attributed to natural sample heterogeneity generated by localized variations in
topography, surface roughness, and mineral composition across the rock surface. Several
parametric analyses correlated the variability of wettability behaviors to elements, such as rock type
and compositions, CO2 dissolution under different experimental conditions, surface contamination
through preparing and cleaning the samples, and techniques to generate CO2 bubbles and measure
contact angles [37-39].
Some of these uncertainties were addressed in a recent work [40] by performing contact angle
measurements on 6 different sandstone rocks. In this study, 14 other rocks of limestone, dolomite,
shale, and other types are added to the investigation and the data on all the 20 rock samples are
used to characterize the general wetting behavior of CO2 under different experimental conditions.
In a real subsurface system at these conditions, all the contact angles measured in this study could
be present. Therefore, it is believed that the wettability behavior of the system will be best
understood through a statistical analysis of the contact angles created by the bubbles.
2. Experimental Section
Rock samples were cut to size (1 in. × 0.5 in. × 0.126 in.) from the cores of 20 different reservoirs,
including sandstones (Navajo, Nugget, Bentheimer, Bandera Brown, Berea, Mt. Simon and White
Rim), limestones (Edward Brown and Edward Yellow), dolomite (Dolomite B and Dolomite S), shale
(Bakken, Barnett, Eagle Ford and Mancos) and some other types, such as Carthage Marble
(limestone), Austin Chalk, Lueders (carbonate reef), Limestone, and Basalt.The samples were not
polished in order to observe the effects of differences in the surface roughness. The details of the
sample preparation and cleaning along with other experimental procedure details are explained in
our previous study [40] and also included in Appendix A. Synthetic brine was used as the solution
for all the experiments, based on the Mt. Simon formation brine. Table 1 lists the composition of
the brine.
Table 1 Mt. Simon synthetic brine composition [41].
Salt
NaCl
Nal
CaCl2·2H2O
MgCl2·6H2O
KBr
LiCl
SrCl2·6H2O
Na2SO4

g/L
61.67
50.00
78.35
16.53
6.480
9.364
2.434
0.482

Mw(g/mol)
58.443
149.89
147.02
203.33
119.00
42.394
266.64
142.04

mol/L
1.0552
0.3336
0.5329
0.0813
0.0545
0.2209
0.0091
0.0034

The wettability behavior of 20 different rocks in contact with CO2 and brine was analyzed using
a customized contact angle measurement cell as illustrated in Figure 1. The measurements were
performed using a captive method by generating CO2 bubbles underneath the rock samples that
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were immersed in synthetic brine. Details of the setup are described in our previous work [40]. All
lines and parts were cleaned with deionized water to remove any impurities, tested with high purity
nitrogen for leaks, and flushed with CO2 to remove all air. The temperature of the system was
maintained by an oven.

Figure 1 Contact angle measurement setup (left) and diagram (right): a-CO2 cylinder, bEquilibration cell, c-ISCO syringe pumps, d-Measurement cell, e-Light source, lenses and
camera system, f-Image analysis.
First, the entire system was pressurized with CO2 at 800 psig. After brine was equilibrated in the
equilibration cell, CO2 was added, and the CO2-saturated brine was transferred to the measurement
cell. To reach CO2-brine phase equilibrium in the measurement cell, CO2 was circulated between the
equilibration cell and the measurement cell under gaseous (25°C & 800 psig) and supercritical
conditions (45°C & 1800 psig). Once the CO2 bubbles were generated, they were given time to
stabilize in the system, so changes in the contact angles could only be associated with the wettability
alteration rather than CO2 dissolution. The contact angles were measured at the CO2-rock-brine
contact point within the aqueous side. Wettability behaviors were categorized relatively based on
the contact angle ranges defined in Table 2.
Table 2 Contact angles and wettability behaviors [40].
Contact Angle (degrees)
<20
20-40
40-60
60-120
120-140
140-160
>160

Wettability Behavior
Strongly Water-wet
Water-wet
Weakly Water-wet
Intermediate-wet
Weakly CO2-wet
CO2-wet
Strongly CO2-wet

3. Results and Discussions
In the previous work [40], mineralogical and surface characterization of six sandstone samples
were performed using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and the surface heterogeneities were analyzed using
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images and optical profilometry. Additionally, surface
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elemental analysis was conducted using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) to verify the
cleanliness of the samples throughout the experiments. The focus of this study is to analyze the
contact angles on 20 different samples and characterize their wettability behavior.
Contact angles were measured at the contact point of static CO2 bubbles (detached from the
needle), brine, and the rock surface, when CO2 was at equilibration with the synthetic brine under
three experimental scenarios: 1-Gaseous CO2 at 850 psig and 25°C (G-CO2), 2-Liquid CO2 at 1800
psig and 25°C (L-CO2), and 3-Supercritical CO2 at 1800 psig and 45°C (ScCO2). Several bubbles with
different diameters were generated and positioned at different spots on the rock surface. The
variation of contact angles with bubble diameter for all 20 rock samples are depicted in Figures 2,
3, and 4 at G-CO2, L-CO2, and ScCO2 conditions, respectively.

Figure 2 Contact angle versus CO2 bubble diameter for 20 rock samples at gaseous CO2
conditions (850 psig and 25°C).

Figure 3 Contact angle versus CO2 bubble diameter for 20 rock samples at liquid CO2
conditions (1800 psig and 25°C).
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Figure 4 Contact angle versus CO2 bubble diameter (> 500 µm) for 20 rock samples at
supercritical conditions (1800 psig and 45°C).
Bubbles were essentially generated on a random base without controlling the size and position
on the rock surface. The rock type, brine salinity, and environmental conditions (pressure and
temperature) were fixed for each experiment. The influence of CO2 dissolution into brine was
eliminated by equilibrating the system using brine-saturated CO2 bubbles in a CO2-saturated brine
environment. While the contact angles were largely populated between 10° and 40° at each
experimental condition, no consistent trend was observed, which agrees with previous studies [23,
42-45]. Bubbles with a diameter smaller than 500 μm generated at supercritical conditions are of
interest for future studies because they are most representative of the behavior in pores at deep
saline storage conditions. The contact angles associated with these bubbles revealed a higher level
of variation (15°-80°) as plotted in Figure 5. These variations are likely related to the impact of
surface asperities and roughness, which were qualitatively studied before [40] by SEM imaging and
profilometry analysis.

Figure 5 Contact angle versus CO2 bubble diameter (< 500 μm) for some samples at
supercritical conditions (1800 psig and 45°C).
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Variability in contact angles due to highly localized surface heterogeneity was observed across
all the experiments in this study with different rock samples and various CO2 bubble diameters. The
impact of surface roughness on variability of contact angles has been recognized for decades [4650] and addressed in our previous work [40] as well. In this study, a large number of contact angle
measurements and samples are used to discern some general trends on the wettability behavior.
As seen in Figure 6, the histograms of all the measured contact angles across three different
experimental conditions (1139 measurements for 20 samples) are skewed to the right and mainly
concentrated between 10° and 25°. The normal distribution shows that most of the angles (about
92.8%) represent strongly to moderately water-wet behavior (angles smaller than 40°) based on the
categories defined in Table 2. Only a slight portion of the measurements (about 7.8%) relate to
weakly water-wet behavior (angles larger than 40°) as depicted in the distribution. The angles range
between 7° and 88° with a mean of 22° and standard deviation of 11°. The mode and median are
17° and 19° respectively.

Figure 6 Histograms of contact angles across different experimental conditions.
The diagram in Figure 7 also shows that a major portion of the contact angles belongs to strongly
water-wet (green zone) and moderately water-wet (blue zone) behavior, that is 95%, 94%, and 89%
under gaseous, liquid, and supercritical conditions respectively. Additionally, the share of weakly
water-wet (yellow zone) is largest under supercritical conditions (10%) compared to liquid (5%) and
gaseous (4%), meaning the rock samples show more weakly water-wet behavior with ScCO2 that
with L-CO2 or G-CO2. In other words, supercritical CO2 seems to be more wetting than liquid or gas
CO2. Only 1% of the angles represent a wettability behavior that could not be described as waterwet (q > 60°).
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Figure 7 Contact angle distributions and wettability characterization.
The variations in the contact angles of this and previous [40] studies demonstrate that the
physical and chemical characteristics of the rock samples in interaction with CO2 and brine are very
complex and the parameters involved in the process of equilibration and measurements are poorly
understood making the wettability characterization challenging. Despite these challenges, the
results of this study revealed that it is still possible to characterize wettability by controlling
experimental conditions, conducting comprehensive physical and chemical characterization of the
natural samples, and statistically analyzing several bubbles of varying size on different rock samples
at different experimental conditions.
4. Conclusions
The variation of CO2-brine contact angles was investigated in this study using 20 natural rock
samples of different formations. Our previous study on sandstone rocks showed that, despite of
carefully controlling the sample preparation, equilibration process, and CO2 phase behavior, it was
difficult to find any correlation between contact angles and other variables, such as surface
roughness, grain sizes, or chemical heterogeneity caused by different minerals in these grains.
However, this study showed that it is possible to statistically analyze the contact angle
measurements to characterize a general wetting behavior of CO2 on different rocks. By analyzing
1139 bubbles on all 20 samples across three phases of CO2, it was found that most of the angles are
concentrated between 15°and 25°and about 92.8% of the contact angles were below 40°, classified
as strongly water-wet to moderately water-wet. Since all the contact angles measured in this study
could exist in a real subsurface system at the conditions tested, it is believed that the wettability
behavior of the system will be best understood through a statistical analysis of the contact angles
created by the bubbles.
Appendix A:
Details of Experimental Procedure [40]
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Sample Preparation
All samples were cleaned for 5 min. using a Harrick Plasma Cleaner (model PDC-32G) at medium
Radio Frequency (RF) level with air as a carrier gas. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) data
were collected after cutting (before cleaning), after cleaning, and after contact angle measurements
to identify possible effects from surface contamination and also to note any effect that the exposure
to brine and CO2 may have on the surface during those measurements. XPS analysis was carried out
with a ULVAC-PHI Versa Probe III instrument using a focused (100 µm) monochromatized Al Kα Xray source (1486.6 eV). The pass energy of the analyzer was 55.5 eV for high-resolution scans.
Binding energies were calibrated using the C 1s peak for adventitious carbon, which was assigned a
binding energy of 284.8 eV. Elemental atomic concentrations were calculated from high-resolution
spectra using PHI-provided sensitivity factors.
Experimental Setup
The wettability behavior of 20 different rock samples in contact with CO2 and brine was evaluated
using a customized contact angle measurement cell. The contact angle measurements were
performed using captive bubble method by generating ScCO2 bubbles underneath the rock samples
immersed in synthetic brine. The high-pressure Hastelloy® measurement cell was custom designed
for pressures up to 10,000 psig and temperatures up to 150 °C. The cell has two high-pressure
sapphire windows (0.5 in.) to facilitate imaging and lighting. Window holders are designed to be Oring free to avoid any contamination from the O-ring or sealing material. The cell uses metal-tometal (coned and thread) sealing commonly used for high-pressure fittings. The rock samples were
mounted inside the high-pressure cell on a Hastelloy® stand, which is connected to a shaft. The shaft
can be rotated 360° and moved horizontally up to 3 inches. Multiple samples can be mounted on
the sample stand as desired. A separate high-pressure cell serves as equilibration cell. Both
measurement and the equilibration cell are partially filled with brine. In the measurement cell
samples are completely immersed in brine. Then CO2 is added to reach desired pressure. After that
CO2 is circulated in the system from measurement cell to equilibration cell and then back to
measurement cell using pair of pumps. Finally, CO2 and brine are equilibrated overnight under
desired temperature and pressure prior to conducting contact angle measurements. After the
experiment, pumps are used to decrease the pressure of the cells to the CO2 tank pressure and then
needle valves are opened very slowly to vent the rest of CO2. Fluid movement in the system was
achieved by using two Teledyne 260D ISCO® syringe pumps controlled in LabVIEW®. The pumps are
used to bring CO2 to high pressures, generate CO2 bubbles, equilibrate CO2 and brine, and maintain
pressure during the measurements. All the tubing, valves, and fittings are made of 316 stainless
steel. Lighting was provided by a Telocentric HP blue illuminator and visualization by a Leica NC
170HD camera with Z16 APO zoom system. The DropSnake plugin for ImageJ48 was used to analyze
the captured images for contact angle evaluation. Figure 3 illustrates the schematic diagram of the
entire experimental setup.
Contact Angle Measurement Procedure
Before each experiment, all lines and cell parts of the contact angle measurement systems were
cleaned with deionized water to remove any impurities. High purity nitrogen was used to test the
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set-up for leaks and CO2 was used to flush the system to remove all air. The temperature of the
contact angle measurement system was maintained by an oven. Initially, the entire system was
pressurized with CO2 at CO2 tank pressure (800 psig). Once brine was equilibrated in the
equilibration cell, CO2 was added using one of the pumps and CO2-saturated brine was transferred
to the measurement cell. CO2 was circulated between the equilibration cell and the measurement
cell until the phase equilibration between CO2 and brine was reached in the measurement cell. The
circulation process to equilibrate the system was conducted for two different experimental
conditions (25°C & 800 psig and 45°C & 1800 psig) representing CO2 at both gaseous and
supercritical conditions, respectively. For high pressures and supercritical experiments, the
experimental conditions need to be reached before the equilibration process can start. A small head
of CO2 was left above the brine in the measurement cell to facilitate the equilibration. Once the
equilibration was completed, CO2 bubbles were generated and observed for at least 1 h to ensure
there were no changes in the bubble diameter due to dissolution of CO2 into brine. Therefore, any
variation of contact angles could only be related to the wettability alteration of the rock sample
rather than dissolution of CO2 into the solution. After confirming the stability of the bubble
diameter, the bubble images were captured by the camera and the contact angles were measured
at the interface of the CO2 bubble, rock sample, and brine. In order to observe the actual contact
point of the bubble with the rock surface and correctly measure the contact angle, the camera was
slightly tilted with respect to the horizontal line and proper magnification and lighting exposure
settings were selected before capturing the image. Several bubbles were captured and analyzed at
each experimental condition to confirm the repeatability of the measurements. The angles were
measured in the aqueous side (brine) as the denser phase.
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Abstract
In this work, the ash fusibility behaviour of selected agricultural residues and their blends with
lignite was studied, by carrying out chemical, mineralogical, fusibility and thermogravimetric
analyses and calculating slagging/fouling indicators for predicting deposition tendencies in
boilers. Two additives, bauxite, and clinochlore, were used at varying amounts to reduce ash
melting, followed by examining their anti-fusion mechanisms. Initial deformation and
softening temperatures of biomass materials were low for combustion processes operating
above 900 °C due to their high concentration in K, Na, and P compounds. When the additives
were mixed with raw fuels or lignite/biomass blends, the initial deformation of ashes started
at temperatures up to 340 °C higher, whereas the fluid temperature in most cases exceeded
1500 °C. Bauxite was more effective than clinochlore. The positive impact of additives was
attributed to the mineralogical transformations during ashing to phases with a high melting
point through reactions with K, Na-bearing minerals, or CaO of fuel ashes.
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1. Introduction
Renewable energy sources are increasingly being used worldwide to replace the fossil fuel
reserves declining rapidly and reduce environmental emissions. Biomass contributes the highest
share to heat and power generation because of its widespread availability in nearly all countries,
low cost, and carbon-neutral [1, 2]. Although high-quality woody materials have been traditionally
used in the energy sector, they are recently preferred to generate liquid biofuels and chemicals [3,
4], thus increasing their prices and reducing their availability for combustion applications.
Consequently, residual biomass, such as agricultural wastes or naturally grown energy crops, which
are abundantly found globally could meet the European Union Agricultural and Renewables Policy
[5, 6], in line with the circular economy concept.
However, compared to woody biomass, agricultural residues have certain properties that make
their thermochemical conversion less effective. In addition, their ash content is often 5- to 20 times
higher. The ash-forming elements are generally dominated by silicon and potassium, the latter due
to the use of fertilizers during crop cultivation. Such alkaline species, other alkaline earth metals,
and problematic elements chlorine and sulfur may react with each other and/or with silica
compounds through complex mechanisms to produce new chemicals and eutectics with low melting
temperatures [7-10]. These compounds can cause ash slagging, fouling, and corrosion of heat
exchange surfaces, thereby reducing the efficiency and availability of combustion systems and
increasing the power cost [10-15].
To alleviate ash-related operational problems during the combustion of agricultural fuels, several
approaches have been used: a) biomass leaching to remove soluble alkaline compounds, b) blending
biomass with coal in existing infrastructures that offer simultaneously economic, environmental,
and technical (lower ash deposition than stand-alone biomass systems) benefits and c) use of
additives principally based on aluminosilicates [3, 8, 14].
Additives can capture problematic ash species by physical or chemical adsorption, or increase
ash melting temperatures by altering the ash chemistry during combustion [7, 11, 16, 17]. Kaolin
has been proven highly effective in improving the slagging behavior of biomass fuels, such as straws
[4, 7, 18], wood pellets [3, 9], and olive cake [9], by decreasing the initial deformation temperature
of ashes between 200 and 240 °C. Similarly, Ca-based additives and coal fly ash have been found to
mitigate the melting of straws [4, 9, 16], herbaceous biomass [6], wood, and olive cake [9, 16] by
lowering the initial deformation temperature of ashes between 40- and 140 °C and 55- and 90 °C,
respectively.
Although several studies have determined the characteristic fusion temperatures of biomass
ashes and predicted their slagging potential in boilers while using aluminosilicate additives, there is
a lack of data on the efficacy of bauxite and clinochlore minerals, mined in large quantities in several
countries, when added to different biomass types, such as agricultural wastes and perennial nonfood crops. Furthermore, the ash melting behavior of ashes produced by blending biomass materials
with lignite and mixing with additives has not yet been studied. Previous investigations focused on
high-rank coals [10, 15]. However, the properties of ashes formed during the combustion of a fuel
mix cannot be predicted from those of parent fuels. In addition, mutual interactions can occur that
may or may not be beneficial. Therefore, knowledge of the behavior of the final ash materials on
system performance is important to avoid fuel combinations with unwanted properties.
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Based on the above discussion, we studied the ash fusibility behavior of selected agricultural
residues and their blends with lignite by performing chemical, mineralogical, fusibility, and
thermogravimetric analyses and assessing the slagging/fouling propensities. Two additives, namely
bauxite and clinochlore, were used at varying amounts to mitigate ash melting and so the deposition
phenomenon in the combustion units. In addition, their anti-fusion mechanisms were explored in
detail. Given that the exploitation of waste materials for power production is limited in most
countries, current results are expected to offer valuable information to promote these wastes in
fueling combustion enterprises. Moreover, the study of the effect of chemistry and mineralogy of
inorganic constituents of coal/biomass blends on the fusibility behavior of ashes and determining
slagging/fouling phenomena in boilers will provide additional data for the successful operation of
fixed-bed biomass fired appliances, such as grate furnaces or underfeed stokers, and coal/biomass
co-firing units, such as stokers.
2. Experimental
2.1 Raw Materials
The raw materials of this work were one lignite from Western Macedonia mines in North Greece
(ML) and three biomass materials abundantly found in the fields near the area, namely cardoon
(Cynara Cardunculus L, CY), straw of hard wheat (SW), and peach kernels (PEK) provided by a local
juice factory. After homogenization and riffling, all samples were ground and sieved to a particle
size ≤ 200 µm (lignite in a jaw crusher and ball mill, biomasses in a cutting mill). Each biomass
material was mixed with the lignite at a ratio of 30:70, which is typical for co-firing applications in
Europe [19]. Representative samples of fuels were characterized in terms of proximate analysis,
ultimate analysis, and calorific value, following the ASTM standards (D5142, D5373, D5865) and
European CEN/TC335 standards for the lignite and biomasses, respectively.
The additives—bauxite and clinochlore—were selected to reduce the slagging and fouling
tendency of ashes during combustion. These are rich in Al and Si, respectively. These were mixed at
3% and 5% mass fraction to each biomass fuel, corresponding to additive/ash ratios of 0.19-0.32:1,
0.26-0.43:1, 0.58-0.98:1, for cardoon, straw, and peach kernels, respectively. In the case of
lignite/biomass mixtures, additive/ash ratios were 0.13-0.22:1, 0.14-0.23:1, 0.15-0.25:1, for ML/CY,
ML/SW and ML/PEK, respectively. Both additives were characterized by X-ray diffractometry (XRD).
2.2 Analysis of Fuel Ashes and Additive Blends
Raw materials, lignite/biomass mixtures, and their blends with additives were ashed into a muffle
furnace at 550 °C and 1200 °C to study the changes in the composition and thermal behavior. The
decomposition of additives was assessed by thermogravimetric analysis TG/DTG (accuracy 0.2%wt,
sensitivity < 5 µg, temperature precision ±2 °C). The weight loss (TG curves) and the rate of weight
loss (DTG curves) were recorded continuously under nitrogen of flow rate of 35 mL/min, up to 1000
°C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min.
Fusibility test was conducted according to the European standard DDCEN/TS 15370-1:2006 using
a heating microscope equipped with a high definition video camera, model Leitz Wetzlar EM201 of
Hesse Instruments. Ash specimens (produced at 550 °C) were heated up to 1550 °C at a rate of 5
°C/min in an oxidizing atmosphere. The characteristic fusion temperatures, i.e., the initial
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deformation IDT, softening ST, hemispherical HT, and fluid FT temperatures were recorded during
the test.
The crystalline phases of the ashes were detected using an X-ray diffractometer (XRD), type D8
Advance of Bruker AXS. The scanning range was 2- to 70 2θ°, with increments of 0.02°/s. Minerals
were identified using the software DIFFRAC plus Evaluation in conjunction with the JCPDS database.
Chemical analysis of the major inorganic elements of ashes was performed using an X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer, model S2 Ranger/EDS of Bruker AXS.
2.3 Slagging and Fouling Indices
The slagging and fouling indices adopted in the present study are widely accepted, in conjunction
with a pilot plant testing, to predict the deposition tendency of ashes in boilers and were based on
the chemical composition of ashes, according to the standards previously discussed.
For biomass fuels, the alkali index (AI) expresses the amount of alkali oxides in the fuel per unit
energy in GJ [20]:
(1)

Al = kg(K 2 O + Na2 O)/GJ,

when AI = 0.17-0.34 kg/GJ, the deposition tendency is low, whereas when AI > 0.34 kg/GJ the
deposition tendency is high.
The base-to-acid ratio (B/A) is given by [20]:
B/A = %(Fe2 O2 + CaO + MgO + K 2 O + Na2 O)/(Si2 O + TiO2 + Al2 O3 )

(2)

when B/A < 0.5, the deposition tendency is low; when 0.5<B/A<1, the deposition tendency is
medium; when B/A>1, the deposition tendency is high.
The fouling index (Fu) and Babcock index (Rs) are based on the B/A ratio and are expressed as
[12]:
Fu = (B/A)(K 2 O + Na2 O)

(3)

Rs = (B/A)S

(4),

where S is the percentage of sulfur in the dry fuel.
When Fu<0.6 and Rs<0.6, the deposition tendency is low; when 0.6<Fu<40 and 0.6<Rs<2. the
deposition tendency is medium; when Fu>40 and Rs>2, the deposition tendency is high.
The slag viscosity index (Sv) is calculated as follows [12]:
(5),

Sv = SiO2 . 100(Si2 O + Fe2 O2 + CaO + MgO)

If Sv > 72, the slagging tendency is low; if 65<Sv<72, the slagging tendency is medium; and if
Sv<65, the slagging tendency is high.
Finally, the ash fusibility index (Fs) is defined by [12]:
Fs = (4IDT + HT)/5

(6)

Fusibility is low when Fs > 1342, medium when 1232<Fs<1342, and high when Fs < 1232.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Characterization of Raw Materials
The proximate analysis of raw fuels, shown in Table 1, reveals that the volatile percentage of
biomass fuels was considerably higher than that of lignite, ranging between 71 and 81%, whereas
the ash content was lower (5 to 15%). According to the ultimate analysis, the higher oxygen content
of biomass materials, compared to lignite, in conjunction with their lower carbon content, resulted
in a lower calorific value, which nevertheless was significant and comparable to that of lignite. The
concentration of nitrogen in cardoon was significantly high, implying undesirable NOx emissions
during combustion. However, the sulfur content of all samples was low to negligible, suggesting
insignificant SOx emissions during combustion.
The XRD spectra of the two additives used are represented in Figure 1. Bauxite consisted largely
of diaspore, corundum, and hematite, and small amounts of kaolinite, gibbsite, and anatase.
Clinochlore contained traces of quartz and ferrogedrite. Thermograms in Figure 2 show that the
peak of bauxite at 535 °C corresponds to the decomposition of diaspore [21], whereas smaller peaks
of clinochlore at 649 °C and 800 °C represent the evolution of water as steam [22]. The
decomposition of clinochlore occurs above 840 °C.
Table 1 Proximate and ultimate analyses and calorific value of the fuels (% dry weight).

Sample
Cynara
Cardunculus L
(CY)
Straw of hard
wheat (SW)
Peach kernels
(PEK)
Macedonia
lignite (ML)

Volatile
matter

Fixed
Carbo
n

Ash

C

H

N

O

S

GCVa
(MJ/kg)

71.5

13.2

15.3

41.4

6.0

2.8

33.9

0.2

19.2

80.9

7.5

11.6

46.8

7.0

1.0

33.7

-

23.2

76.0

18.7

5.3

49.5

6.1

1.2

38.1

-

20.0

57.5

17.1

25.4

49.9

5.5

1.6

26.6

0.5

25.7

a

Gross calorific value
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Figure 1 XRD spectra of (a) bauxite and (b) clinochlore additives.
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Figure 2 Thermograms of bauxite and clinochlore additives.
3.2 Characterization of Fuel Ashes and Additive Blends
3.2.1 Melting Behavior
The melting behavior of ashes was evaluated by the fusibility test. The characteristic fusion
temperatures of biomass materials, with or without additives, as recorded by the heating
microscope, are compared in Table 2 and Figure 3. The low IDT of all samples, varying between 867
°C and 1010 °C, implies slagging and fouling effects in the boilers, apart from those operating below
900 °C, such as fluid beds. The FT of PEK was particularly high (1500 °C), inferring that hightemperature molten materials were present or formed in this ash during heating. In contrast, CY
presented not only the lowest FT but also the smallest difference between IDT and FT temperatures.
This is known [15] to induce a higher fouling rate inside the combustion units, which was found to
increase in the following order among the fuels tested: CY>SW>PEK.
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Table 2 Fusibility analysis of biomass ashes with or without additives.
Sample

CY
CY+3% baux
CY+5% baux
CY+3% clin
CY+5% clin
SW
SW+3% baux
SW+5% baux
SW+3% clin
SW+5% clin
PEK
PEK+3% baux
PEK+5% baux
PEK+3% clin
PEK+5% clin

Initial
deformation
temperature
(IDT)
(°C)
867
1209
1205
1162
1177
1010
1209
1299
1146
1199
917
1225
1254
1223
1250

Softening
temperature (ST)
(°C)

Hemispherical
temperature (HT)
(°C)

Fluid
temperature (FT)
(°C)

1120
1313
1414
1278
1366
1085
1362
1509
1308
1358
1253
1355
1363
1338
1359

1178
1382
1443
1297
1450
1146
1375
>1550
1312
1372
1421
1445
1465
1361
1392

1190
1435
>1550
1321
>1550
1242
1515
>1550
1404
1421
1500
1532
1532
1420
1470

CY: Cynara Cardunculus L, SW: Straw of hard wheat, PEK: Peach kernels
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Figure 3 Characteristic fusion temperatures of (a) CY, (b) SW, and (c) PEK ashes with or
without additives.
Furthermore, these results demonstrated that when bauxite or clinochlore, which consisted of
high melting point (MP) minerals of Si, Al, Fe, and Mg, were added to biomass materials at
percentages of 3% and 5%wt, all characteristic fusion temperatures were significantly increased.
IDT of ashes commenced at temperatures ~140- to 340 °C higher, whereas FT in most cases
exceeded 1500 °C. As compared to the available literature, both bauxite and clinochlore are superior
additives than kaolin or calcium oxide, which were found to lower the IDT of straws, wood and olive
cake by 200-240 °C and 40-140 °C, respectively [4, 6, 9]. In the case of mixtures with 3% additive,
fusion temperatures were increased as follows: PEK>SW>CY, whereas the expected fouling rate
followed the reverse order, as in the case of raw fuels. Clinochlore was shown to be less effective in
preventing the melting of ashes than bauxite. Moreover, from Table 2, it can be noticed that the
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higher amount of additive did not affect the melting data. Thus, a proportion of 3% of raw fuel was
satisfactory for most combustion processes.
Regarding the blends of lignite with each biomass material, Table 3 shows that characteristic
fusion temperatures were intermediate to each blend component and higher in comparison to each
biomass fuel, except for HT and FT of PEK. The lower melting temperatures were recorded when CY
was mixed with the lignite. However, the fouling rate of the blends was lower than that of lignite.
The addition of either bauxite or clinochlore to fuel mixtures produced an enhancing effect on the
fusion temperature values, as for raw fuels. The increase in IDT temperatures was between 190 °C
and 250 °C, whereas it was lower between 30 °C and 180 °C for FT. Bauxite performed better than
clinochlore, especially for the ML/SW mixture (Figure 4). Thus, the fusion temperature of blends
increased in the order: ML/SW+baux>ML/CY+baux> ML/PEK+baux.
Table 3 Fusibility analysis of lignite/biomass ashes with or without additives.
Sample

Softening
temperature (ST)
(°C)

Hemispherical
temperature (HT)
(°C)

Fluid
temperature (FT)
(°C)

ML
ML/CY
ML/CY+3% baux
ML/CY+5% baux
ML/CY+3% clin
ML/CY+5% clin
ML/SW
ML/SW+3% baux

Initial
deformation
temperature
(IDT)
(°C)
1120
1059
1269
1267
1238
1251
1015
1187

1220
1200
1290
1380
1249
1326
1200
1360

1335
1295
1343
1398
1310
1334
1290
1397

1360
1315
1350
1423
1332
1345
1368
1508

ML/SW+5% baux

1265

1492

1550

1550

ML/SW+3% clin
ML/SW+5% clin
ML/PEK
ML/PEK+3% baux

1180
1240
1069
1253

1275
1328
1200
1440

1293
1333
1362
1448

1392
1410
1400
1490

ML/PEK+5% baux

1276

1452

1460

1499

ML/PEK+3% clin
ML/PEK+5% clin

1230
1254

1319
1323

1332
1332

1354
1360

CY: Cynara Cardunculus L, SW: Straw of hard wheat, PEK: Peach kernels, ML: Macedonia lignite
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Figure 4 Characteristic ash fusion temperatures of ML/SW mixture with or without
additives.
3.2.2 Influence of Chemical Composition on Melting Behavior of Ashes
No Additives Present. The results of XRF analysis of fuel ashes are represented in Figure 5a. The
biomass ashes produced at 550 °C contained significantly higher concentrations of K, Na, and P with
respect to lignite, whereas comparable to increased concentration of Mg. The ash of lignite was
richer in Si, Al, Fe, and Ca. An exception was the Si of straw, the total content of which reached
53%wt in the ash. With an increase in the ashing temperature to 1200 °C, Figure 5b shows that the
amounts of K, Na, and P were reduced by 82- to 94%, 11- to 80%, and 29- to 82%, respectively,
among biomass samples. This suggests that these elements were present as volatile compounds in
the ashes. In contrast, the proportions of Si, Al, Fe, Mg, and Ca increased at a higher temperature,
revealing the association of these elements with more stable or less volatile compounds.
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Figure 5 Chemical analysis of fuel ashes in major elements produced at (a) 550 °C and
(b) 1200 °C.
In Presence of Additives. When fuels were mixed with additives bauxite or clinochlore and ashed
at 1200 °C, according to the XRD results discussed below, the majority of new phases formed
incorporated K. Thus, the concentration of K in the ashes was compared to that determined with
the addition of bauxite (Figure 6) for all biomass materials to investigate the K captured in the solid
phase. The results showed that when the ashes were enriched with additive, the fraction of K
retained in the ash was higher than in the raw fuels. The effect was less pronounced in peach kernel
ash, implying that the additive decreased the volatility of K at high temperatures by promoting ashfixing reactions between K and aluminosilicate minerals. The positive effect of kaolin additive on K
capture ability was reported in previous studies [7, 23]. The chemical composition of lignite/biomass
ash mixtures varied between that of component fuels.
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Figure 6 Concentration of potassium of fuel ashes produced at 1200 °C, with or without
bauxite additive (5% of biomass fuel).
The empirical slagging/fouling indices calculated based on the chemical composition of fuel ashes
(equations 1 to 6) are compared in Table 4. These indices could be a useful tool in providing a quick
pre-evaluation of deposition problems in boilers. In addition, these indicate that the fusion of ashes
is a synthetic result of both acidic (Si, Al, Ti) and basic oxides (K, Na, Ca, Mg, Fe).
Table 4 Empirical slagging/fouling indices of fuels and blends.
Sample

AI

B/A

FU

RS

SV

FS

Deposition
tendency

CY
SW
PEK
ML
ML/CY 70:30
ML/SW 70:30
ML/PEK 70:30

2.55
0.92
0.56

3.73
0.56
4.80
0.80
0.94
0.73
1.22

116.37
10.36
105.12
0.19
3.57
4.23
8.21

0.74
0.40
0.38
-

31.83
82.25
30.39
48.90
43.57
57.33
45.35

929.2
1036.0
1017.8
1163.0
1106.0
1070.0
1128.0

High
Medium to high
High
Medium
Medium to high
Medium to high
Medium to high

CY: Cynara Cardunculus L, SW: Straw of hard wheat, PEK: Peach kernels, ML: Macedonia lignite

With reference to the AI index, all biomass materials have certain fouling potential. The B/A ratio
confirmed the high deposition tendency of the fuels, except for straw, due to the dominance of
basic oxides in ashes in relation to acidic ones. The high content of Si of straw was responsible for
its medium fouling propensity, expressed by this index. Furthermore, Table 4 shows that the fouling
index Fu was high for cardoon and peach kernels and medium for straw; however, it was low for
lignite due to the low percentages of K and Na in the lignite ash. The Babcock index could not be
applied to straw and peach kernel ashes as the content of sulfur in these was not measurable.
According to this index, although cardoon had an extremely low concentration of sulfur, its
slagging/fouling tendency is characterized as “medium: because of a high value of B/A ratio. In
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contrast, this tendency for lignite is characterized as “low,” revealing that the significant amount of
SiO2 in lignite ash could prevent the formation of deposits enriched in sulfur. The slag viscosity index
Sv indicates that fuels with an elevated percentage of silica present a low ash deposition propensity
was low only for straw and high for all other fuel ashes. Finally, regarding the fusibility index (Fs),
the risk of ash melting in combustion boilers was considered high for all fuels studied, and ashrelated problems should be expected in the following order: CY>PEK>SW>ML. For lignite/biomass
blends, Table 4 shows that the deposition tendency remained unaltered with respect to lignite and
was low-to-medium in relation to alkali and sulfur, whereas high in relation to slag viscosity and
fusibility.
3.2.3 Influence of Mineralogical Composition on Melting Behavior of Ashes
No Additives Present. The melting behavior of ashes can be predicted by their mineralogical
composition, as analyzed by XRD. During the heating of ashes at different temperatures, changes in
the crystalline structure can occur, and mineral components might interact with each other causing
variations in ash composition. The XRD analysis results of fuel ashes at ashing temperatures 550 °C
and 1200 °C are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Mineralogical analysis of fuel ashes at different temperatures.
Mineral phases

ML
550 °C 1200 °C

CY
550 °C

Quartz SiO2
Anhydrite CaSO4
Halite NaCl
Calcite CaCO3
Microcline max K(Si3Al)O8
Fairchildite K2Ca(CO3)2
Archerite K(H2PO4)
Hydroxyapatite Ca5(PO4)3(OH)
Fluorapatite Ca5(PO4)3F
Gehlenite Ca2Al(AlSi)O7
Hematite Fe2O3
Muscovite
KAl2(Si3Al)O10(OH,F)2/H2KAl3Si
3O12
Periclase MgO
Albite calcian (Na,Ca)(Si,Al)4O8
Sylvite KCl
Aphthitalite K3Na(SO4)2
Krausite KFe(SO4)2H2O
Hatrurite Ca3(SiO4)O
Portlandite Ca(OH)2
Nyererite Na2Ca(CO3)2

+++
++

++

+++
++

++
++

+
+

SW
1200 °C 550 °C
+++
+
+

+++
+

+
+

+

PEK
1200 °C 550 °C 1200 °C
+

+++

+
+

+

+
++

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+
+

++
+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+
+
++

+
+
+

+

++
+
+
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Whitlockite Ca3(PO4)2
Mullite 3Al2O3.2SiO2
Tridymite SiO2
Brownmillerite Ca2FeAlO5
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
Orthoclase KAlSi3O8
Anorthite
sodian
Ca0.66Na0.34Al1.66Si2.34O8
Rokuhnite FeCl2. H2O
Albite NaAlSi3O8
Niter K(NO3)
Buetschliite K2Ca(CO3)2
Maghemite Fe2O3
Arcanite K2SO4
Lime CaO
Diopside Ca(Mg,Al)(Si,Al)2O6
Larnite Ca2SiO4

+

+

+

+
+

+

+
+

++
+
++
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+
+

++

+++: high intensity ++: medium intensity +: low intensity
CY: Cynara Cardunculus L, SW: Straw of hard wheat, PEK: Peach kernels, ML: Macedonia lignite

Cardoon ashed at 550 °C was dominated by chlorides, sulfates, and carbonates of K and Na, in
agreement with the chemical analysis. Ca and Si were present in moderate amounts as calcite and
quartz, whereas the concentrations of Mg as periclase and P as fluorapatite were smaller. Therefore,
the low IDT 867 °C and FT 1190 °C of cardoon (Table 2) can be assigned to the fusible forms of sylvite
(MP 790 °C), halite (MP 801 °C), aphthitalite (MP 900 °C), krausite (MP 156.6 °C), and nyererite (MP
815 °C) [13, 24-26]. With an increase in the ashing temperature to 1200 °C, as can be observed,
chlorides, sulfates, and carbonates of K and Na were not identified as they were evaporated into
the gas phase or decomposed. In addition, Table 5 implies that calcite was partially decomposed to
lime, forming new phases with SiO2 (larnite, hatrurite) and Fe2O3 (brownmillerite) and absorbing
moisture after ashing (portlandite).
For straw ash of 550 °C, Table 5 shows that silicon was incorporated in high amounts as quartz,
which is consistent with the XRF analysis (Figure 5a) and in lower amounts in feldspars (albite,
orthoclase). In addition, K was present in a high proportion as arcanite, sylvite, and fairchildite. Ca
and P were detected in the forms of calcite, anhydrite, and hydroxyapatite, whitlockite, respectively.
As for the cardoon ash, the fusible forms of arcanite (MP 1070), sylvite, and fairchildite (MP 815 °C)
[13, 24-26] minerals were responsible for the relatively low IDT and ST (1010-1080 °C) of this
biomass material. Sylvite and hydroxyapatite were found to volatilize at a higher temperature of
1200 °C, whereas calcite was decomposed to lime and transformed to gehlenite, most probably by
reacting with an aluminosilicate. Moreover, Table 5 shows that mullite in the 1200 °C ash was
generated from albite.
The XRD pattern of peach kernels ash at 550 °C shows that this biomass ash consisted primarily
of K and P crystalline phases, in accordance with its chemical analysis previously presented, which
appeared in the form of arcanite, niter, buetschliite, and phosphates archerite, hydroxyapatite and
whitlockite. Mg, Ca, and Si were also incorporated in considerable amounts in dolomite, calcite,
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quartz, and feldspars (albite, microcline). Iron was detected in a smaller quantity as rokuhnite. The
low IDT of peach kernels 917 °C (as shown in Table 2) was attributed to the low melting point
minerals arcanite (MP 1070 °C), niter (MP 334 °C), and buetschliite (MP 815 °C) [25, 27]. Increasing
the ashing temperature to 1200 °C led to the evaporation of sulfate, nitrate, and phosphate phases
of K. In addition, rokuhnite was oxidized to maghemite, and albite was partially converted to mullite.
Furthermore, calcite and dolomite were decomposed at this temperature to lime and periclase,
forming a new phase through a reaction with SiO2, diopside (MP>1300 °C) [24]. These mineralogical
transformations during the heating of peach kernels ash to phases with high melting point (between
1300 °C and 1910 °C), combined with the loss of fusible forms of K, explain the high FT of this
material (1500 °C).
The ash of lignite, which was found by XRF analysis to be consisting of higher proportions of Si,
Al, and Ca than those in biomass ashes, presented significant amounts of quartz, aluminosilicates,
calcite, and anhydrite. The contributions of Fe and Mg were small, in the forms of hematite and
periclase, respectively. Accordingly, the higher fusion temperatures of lignite than those of biomass
fuels reflect its composition in minerals with a high melting point (>1300 °C). When the ashing
temperature was increased to 1200 °C, Table 5 shows that calcite decomposed to lime, which
reacted with quartz, hematite, and an aluminosilicate to form the new phases of larnite,
brownmillerite, and gehlenite, respectively.
In Presence of Additives. The crystalline mineral phases identified in the XRD spectra, in the
presence of additives, are listed in Table 6. As shown in Figure 2, diaspore in bauxite decomposed
at 535 °C to corundum, explaining the absence of diaspore phase at 1200 °C. Furthermore,
clinochlore was decomposed above 840 °C to forsterite, spinel, enstatite, and fayalite. When bauxite
was added to cardoon, several new phases were formed. Gehlenite (MP 1593 °C) and merwinite
(MP 1553 °C) [26] were generated by lime and periclase of cardoon ash with the aluminosilicate
additive as follows:
2CaO + SiO2 + Al2 O3 → Ca2 Al2 SiO7

(7)

3CaO + 2SiO2 + MgO → Ca3 MgSi2 O8

(8)

Table 6 Mineralogical analysis of fuel ashes (1200 °C) in the presence of additives.
Mineral phases

CY
Bauxite

Quartz SiO2
Anhydrite CaSO4
Merwinite Ca3Mg(SiO4)2
Leucite KalSi2O6
Microcline max K(Si3Al)O8
Nepheline Na3KAl4Si4O16
Merrihueite K2Mg5Si12O30
Hydroxyapatite
Ca5(PO4)3(OH)

Clinochlor
e

Bauxite

++
++
+
+

SW
Clinochl
Bauxite
ore
++
+
++
+
++

PEK
Clinochl
Bauxite
ore
++
+++
+
+

Clinoch
lore

+
+

+++

+

+

+
+
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Gehlenite Ca2Al(AlSi)O7
Hematite Fe2O3
Goethite FeO(OH)
Periclase MgO
Albite
calcian
(Na,Ca)(Si,Al)4O8
Monticellite CaMgSiO4
Forsterite
ferroan
Mg1.8Fe0.2(SiO4)
Enstatite
aluminian
(Mg0.9Al0.04)(Al0.04Si0.9O3)
Spinel
(Mg0.64Al0.36)(Al0.82Mg0.18)2
O4
Gibbsite Al(OH)3
Hatrurite Ca3(SiO4)O
Tridymite SiO2
Whitlockite Ca3(PO4)2
Mullite 3Al2O3.2SiO2
Brownmillerite Ca2FeAlO5
Kalsilite KAl(SiO4)
Orthoclase KAlSi3O8
Corundum Al2O3
Limenite FeTiO3
Albite NaAlSi3O8
Fayalite Fe22SiO4
Buetschliite K2Ca(CO3)2
Maghemite Fe2O3
Anatase TiO2
Wollastonite CaSiO3
Diopside
Ca(Mg,Al)(Si,Al)2O6
Larnite Ca2SiO4

++
+

++

++

+++
+
+
++

+
++

++
+

+

+

+
+++
++

++

++

+++

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

+
++
+
+
+
++
+

++

+++
+

+

+

++

++

+
++

+
+++
+
+

+

+

+++
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+++

+

++

+++: high intensity ++: medium intensity +: low intensity
CY: Cynara Cardunculus L, SW: Straw of hard wheat, PEK: Peach kernels

Sylvite and arcanite, which were liberated during ashing at 1200 °C, reacted with bauxite to
produce microcline (MP 1150 °C):
2KCl + Al2 O3 . SiO2 + 5SiO2 + H2 O → 2KAlSi3 O8 + 2HCl

(9)

K 2 SO4 + Al2 O3 . SiO2 + 5SiO2 → 2KAlSi3 O8 + SO3

(10)
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Furthermore, bauxite promoted the reactions with K-and Na-bearing minerals of cardoon
evaporated at 1200 °C (as shown above) to form new phases kalsilite (MP 1500 °C) [4] and nepheline
(MP 1550 °C) [28]:
2KCl + 2SiO2 + Al2 O3 + H2 O → 2KAlSiO4 + 2HCl

(11)

K 2 SO4 + 2SiO2 + Al2 O3 → 2KAlSiO4 + SO3

(12)

3NaCl + KCl + 4SiO2 + 2Al2 O3 + 2H2 O → Na3 KAl4 Si4 O16 + 4HCl

(13)

In the presence of clinochlore additive, gehlenite, merwinite, and nepheline were generated
according to equations (7), (8), and (13), respectively. Goethite was produced due to the absorption
of moisture by hematite after ashing, whereas monticellite (MP 1503 °C) [26] was synthesized
following the reaction of lime of cardoon ash with Mg and Si incorporated in clinochlore:
CaO + MgO + SiO2 → CaMgSiO4

(14)

Leucite (MP 1600 °C) [4] instead of kalsilite was found in this case and, additionally, the new
phase merrihueite (MP>1300 °C) [26], through the reaction of sylvite and/or arcanite volatilized
from cardoon ash up to 1200 °C with the magnesium silicate additive. The possible formation
mechanisms are:
2KCl + 4SiO2 + Al2 O3 + H2 O → 2KAlSi2 O6 + 2HCl

(15)

K 2 SO4 + 4SiO2 + Al2 O3 → 2KAlSi2 O6 + SO3

(16)

2KCl + 12SiO2 + 5MgO + H2 O → K 2 Mg 5 Si12 O30 + 2HCl

(17)

K 2 SO4 + 12SiO2 + 5MgO → K 2 Mg 5 Si12 O30 + SO3

(18)

In conclusion, these results show that the FT of cardoon with additives of either bauxite or
clinochlore increased above 1500 °C due to the high melting point mineral phases produced upon
ashing.
Regarding the straw ash, Table 6 shows that when bauxite or clinochlore was added, one new
crystalline phase was generated, leucite, according to equations (15) and/or (16). Tables 5 and 6
show that sylvite and arcanite of straw evolved in the gas phase at 1200 °C and subsequently reacted
with quartz and alumina. Thus, the FT of straw, 1515-1550 °C and 1404-1421 °C in the presence of
bauxite and clinochlore, respectively, was attributed to the high sintering components of the
additives, as well as those of straw, such as quartz (MP 1700 °C), mullite (MP 1910 °C), and gehlenite
(MP 1593 °C) [26, 29].
For peach kernels ash (Table 5 and Table 6), leucite was formed that upon addition of bauxite via
equations (15) and/or (16), or:
2KNO3 + 4SiO2 + Al2 O3 + H2 O → 2KAlSi2 O6 + 2HNO3

(19)
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In contrast, in the presence of clinochlore, lime produced from the decomposition of calcite and
dolomite reacted with quartz to form wollastonite (MP 1510 °C) [24], which could be partly
responsible for the lower FT with respect to raw ash:
(20)

CaO + SiO2 → CaSiO3

The effect of additives, in this case, was to increase IDT and ST of peach kernels ash, as previously
discussed.
The mineral phases of ashes, produced by the co-combustion of lignite with each biomass
material at blending ratios 70:30, were the same as those identified in component fuels. Those in
small amounts could hardly be detected. An example is shown in Figure 7. Apart from the complex
reactions occurring during ash heating with mineral additives, the melting behavior of the ashes was
affected by the dilution effect.
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Figure 7 XRD spectra of ML/CY ash produced at 1200 °C in the presence of bauxite
additive.
4. Conclusions
According to the ash fusibility test, the initial deformation and softening temperatures of
biomass samples, ranging between 867 °C and 1253 °C, were low for boilers operating above 900
°C due to their significantly higher concentration in K, Na, and P compounds. The deposition
tendency increased as follows: CY>PEK>SW>ML. The behavior of lignite was reflected in its mixtures
with the biomass materials.
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When the additives were mixed with raw fuels or lignite/biomass blends at percentages 3- to 5%
and heated at a high temperature, the initial deformation temperature of ashes initiated at
temperatures up to 340 °C higher, whereas the fluid temperature in most cases exceeded 1500 °C.
Clinochlore was less effective than bauxite. The positive impact of the additives was attributed to
the mineralogical transformations during ashing to phases with a high melting point through
reactions with K, Na-bearing minerals, or CaO of fuel ashes. Both bauxite and clinochlore could be
used for reducing slagging/fouling propensity of these or similar fuels in combustion applications.
These results provide valuable information for the operation of lignite/biomass co-firing units
relevant to the control of ash deposition in boilers. Although the mineralogical and chemical
compositions of these ashes are linked to a low environmental impact following land disposal,
further leaching tests and scaling-up of the process are required before any application.
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Abstract
By the adoption of a drag-buoyancy equality model, analytical solutions were obtained for the
drag coefficients (CD) of Taylor bubbles rising steadily in pipes. The obtained solutions were
functions of the geometry of the Taylor bubble and the gas volume fraction. The solutions
were applicable at a wide range of Capillary numbers. The solution was validated by
comparison with experimental data of other investigators. All derived drag formulas were
subject to the condition that Bond number >4, for air-water systems.
Keywords
Slug flow; Taylor bubble; drag coefficient; two-phase flow

1. Introduction
Taylor bubbles characterize the slug flow pattern of two-phase gas–liquid flows in pipes. These
are long gas bubbles with bullet-shaped nose, separated by slugs of liquid filling the entire cross-
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section of the pipe. This flow pattern occurs in several industrial applications, such as the steam
generator of the pressurized water rector, boilers, petroleum industry, desalination processes, etc…
Steam-filled Taylor bubbles can sometimes collapse due to the injection of subcooled water and
thus creating a water hammer with destructive consequences. Accident of this type occurred in San
Onofre nuclear power plant in 1985 [1].
Two types of Taylor bubble shapes are encountered, in practice, one with a round
(hemispherical) leading head and an almost flat trailing end seen in the low viscosity liquids, and
the other has a spherical leading and trailing ends, seen in highly viscous liquids as shown in Figure
1. These phenomena were clarified and fully explained by the results of the experiments of Campos
and Guedes De Carvalho [2]. The steady state rise terminal velocity of the Taylor bubble in stagnant
liquid is given by the following equation of Dumitrescu [3]
(1)

𝑈 = 0.4949√𝑔𝑅

where 𝑅 is the tube radius and 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity. The liquid viscosity was
neglected in the development of this equation, because it was based on inertia-dominated regime.
Davies and Taylor’s [4] equation was similar to Eq. (1) but the constant was 0.464.

Figure 1 The two types of Taylor bubbles rising in (a) highly viscous liquid. and (b) Less
viscous liquid.
Zukoski [5] and White and Beardmore [6] confirmed the applicability of Eq. (1). Clanet et al. [7]
indicated that Eq. (1) is limited to Bond number (Bo >4) for air-water systems. Here 𝐵𝑜 =
𝑅⁄√𝜎⁄𝜌𝑔. Where 𝜎 is the surface tension, 𝜌 is the density of the liquid, and 𝑔 is the acceleration
due to gravity.
Ishii and Mishima [8] obtained the following equation for the drag coefficient of the Taylor
bubble in slug flow
𝐶𝐷 = 9.8(1 − 𝛼)3

(2)
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Here 𝛼 is the gas volume fraction. This equation was not validated by any investigator, as far as
the author is aware. In this equation 𝐶𝐷 decreases with volume fraction, contrary to the author’s
results of the increase of 𝐶𝐷 with the increase in the interfacial surfaces of spherical bubbles [9]. It
should be noted that 𝐶𝐷 of this equation does not depend on liquid properties.
Bretherton [10] derived the following equation for estimating the thickness (𝑚) of the thin liquid
layer between the inside tube wall and the bubble surface (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Partitions of the various flow regions around the flat-ended Taylor bubble.
2

𝑚 = 1.34𝑅𝐶𝑎3

(3)

Here 𝐶𝑎 represents the capillary number (𝐶𝑎 = 𝜇𝑈/𝜎), where 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity, 𝑈 is the
bubble velocity, 𝜎 is the surface tension, and 𝑅 is the radius of the tube.
The theory of Bretherton [9] was recently modified and extended by Klaseboer et al. [11]. They
found that the thickness of the liquid layer (𝑚) may reach (≈ 1/3) of the tube radius at 𝐶𝑎>2.
Gawusu and Zhang [12] performed a numerical study of the Dynamics of Taylor bubble by taking
into consideration the presence of the tiny dispersed bubbles in the wake of Taylor bubble.
Tomiyama et al. [13] performed a numerical simulation of bubbly flow including Taylor bubble. They
predicted the formation of bubble wakes and complicated nature of bubble coalescence.
Baumbach et al. [14] appreciated the balance between the drag and buoyancy forces in their
equation (3.1) of motion of the Taylor bubble in pipes. Under certain flow conditions, the liquid slug
length 𝐿𝑓 region contains small spherical bubbles (Brauner and Ullmann [15], Pinto et al. [16]).
The aim of the present work is to present an analytical solution for the drag forces during the
rise of Taylor bubbles in stagnant liquids in pipes. Most of the reported studies on Taylor bubble
were based on numerical simulations, therefore the present investigation fills a gap in the literature
due to its analytical nature.
2. Theoretical Analysis
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2.1 Flat-ended Bubble with 𝑪𝒂<0.005
Klaseboer et al. [11] results showed that Bretherton’s Eq. (3) is applicable at 𝐶𝑎<0.005. The
volume of liquid displaced by Taylor bubble is given as follows [12] (Figure 1b and Figure 2)
𝑉1 = 𝜋(𝑅 − 𝑚)2 [𝐿𝑔 − (𝑅 − 𝑚)] + (2⁄3)𝜋(𝑅 − 𝑚)3

(4)

The second term here represents the volume of the hemisphere forming the bubble nose.
For 𝐶𝑎<0.005, Eq. (3) gives very small values of the liquid layer (m), hence we may say that
(𝑅 − 𝑚) ≈ 𝑅, and Eq. (4) becomes the following
𝑉1 = 𝜋𝑅2 [𝐿𝑔 − 𝑅] + (2⁄3)𝜋𝑅3

(5)

e buoyancy force is given by the following
𝐵 = 𝜌𝑔𝑉1

(6)

The classical definition of the drag force on the surface of the bubble or any other object in the
flow field, allows us to write the drag as follows
𝐷 = 0.5𝜌𝑈 2 𝜋(𝑅 − 𝑚)2 𝐶𝐷

(7)

For small values of 𝑚 as stated earlier, this equation becomes the following
𝐷 = 0.5𝜌𝑈 2 𝜋𝑅2 𝐶𝐷

(8)

Under steady rise of the Taylor bubble, the buoyancy force becomes equal to the buoyancy force,
particularly when the bubble weight is neglected as it is too small to affect the equality between
drag and buoyancy. Accordingly Eq. (6) is equal to Eq. (8) and we get the following
𝜌𝑔𝑉1 = 0.5𝜌𝑈 2 𝜋𝑅2 𝐶𝐷

(9)

From this equation, the drag coefficient becomes
𝐶𝐷 =

𝜌𝑔𝑉1
0.5𝜌𝑈 2 𝜋𝑅2

(10)

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (5) into this equation and simplifying, we get the following
𝐶𝐷 = 8.16

𝐿𝑔
− 2.72
𝑅

(11)

This equation represents the drag coefficient of a flat-ended Taylor bubble rising in a tube of
radius 𝑅.
2.2 Round-ended Bubble with 𝑪𝒂<0.005
The volume of the bubble in this case (Figure 1a) becomes the following
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𝑉2 = 𝜋(𝑅 − 𝑚)2 [𝐿𝑔 − 2(𝑅 − 𝑚)] + (4⁄3)𝜋(𝑅 − 𝑚)3

(12)

By applying the same procedure as that of Section 2.1, we get the following
𝐶𝐷 = 8.16

𝐿𝑔
− 5.44
𝑅

(13)

2.3 Flat-ended Bubble with 𝑪𝒂>2
According to Klaseboer et al. [11] the liquid layer around the cylindrical portion of Taylor bubble
may reach (≈ 1/3) of the tube radius at 𝐶𝑎>2 (see their Figure 3b). Therefore, (𝑅 − 𝑚) ≈ 𝑅 −
(1⁄3)𝑅 = (2⁄3)𝑅. In this case, the bubble volume becomes the following
2

𝑉3 = 𝜋((2⁄3)𝑅) [𝐿𝑔 − (2⁄3)𝑅] + (2⁄3)𝜋((2⁄3)𝑅)

3

(14)

By applying the same procedure as that of Section 2.1, we get the following
𝐶𝐷 = 8.16

𝐿𝑔
− 1.812
𝑅

(15)

2.4 Round-ended Bubble with 𝑪𝒂>2
Equation (12) is used in the equality of drag to buoyancy as done before, but with (𝑅 − 𝑚) ≈
𝑅 − (1⁄3)𝑅 = (2⁄3)𝑅 to get the following
𝐶𝐷 = 8.16

𝐿𝑔
− 3.628
𝑅

(16)

2.5 Flat-ended Bubble with 0.005<𝑪𝒂<2
With reference to Figure 3b of Klaseboer et al. [11], we may choose any value of Ca within the
above range, say Ca=0.5, hence 𝑚/𝑅=0.22 and (𝑅 − 𝑚) = 0.78𝑅. This value may be substituted
into Eq. (14) to get the following
𝑉4 = 𝜋(0.78𝑅)2 [𝐿𝑔 − (0.78)𝑅] + (2⁄3)𝜋(0.78𝑅)3

(17)

By applying the same procedure as that of Section 2.1, we get the following
𝐶𝐷 = 8.16

𝐿𝑔
− 0.918
𝑅

(18)

By adopting the procedure mentioned above, we should be able to get a range of drag
coefficients covering the range of Ca mentioned above for both types of Taylor bubbles of Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows the variation of the drag coefficient versus the ratio 𝐿𝑔 /𝑅 for Eqs. (11), (13), (15),
and (16).
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Figure 3 The variation of the drag coefficient versus the ratio 𝐿𝑔 /𝑅 for the following: red
Eq. (15); blue Eq. (11); violet Eq. (16); and green Eq. (13).
Figure 3 shows that the stream-lined round-ended bubbles of Figure 1a (Eqs. (13) and (16))
encounter less resistance during its upward rise in the pipe, hence the drag coefficients are smaller
than those of the flat-ended bubbles of Figure 1b (Eqs. (11) and (15)).
2.6 𝑪𝑫 as a Function of Gas Volume Fraction
In two-phase flow, engineers prefer the dependence of the 𝐶𝐷 on volume fraction 𝛼 that can be
obtained as follows (Figure 2)
𝛼=

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔

(19)

This ratio is done on a finite length along the pipeline, in this case [𝐿𝑔 + 𝐿𝑓 ].
2.6.1 𝐶𝐷 at 𝐶𝑎>2 for Flat-ended Bubble
Following Figure 2 and substituting Eq. (14) into (19) yields
2

𝛼=

𝜋((2⁄3)𝑅) [𝐿𝑔 − (2⁄3)𝑅] + (2⁄3)𝜋[(2⁄3)𝑅]3
𝜋𝑅2 [𝐿𝑔 + 𝐿𝑓 ]

(20)

Further simplification of this equation gives
𝛼=

(4⁄9)[𝐿𝑔 − (2⁄3)𝑅] + (16⁄81)𝑅
[𝐿𝑔 + 𝐿𝑓 ]

(21)
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This equation gives the ratio

𝐿𝑔
𝑅

needed in our 𝐶𝐷 Eq. (15) as follows
𝐿𝑓
−𝛼
− (8⁄81)
(
𝐿𝑔
𝑅)
=
𝑅
𝛼 − (4⁄9)

To get positive values of

𝐿𝑔
𝑅

(22)

, 𝛼<(4⁄9)

Akagawa et al. [17] developed the following correlation for the length of the liquid slug
𝐿𝑓 = 1.0⁄(0.001𝐿𝑔 0.55 + 0.093𝐿𝑔 −0.52 )

(23)

where 𝐿𝑓 and 𝐿𝑔 are in centimeters. Substituting this equation into Eq. (21) yields the following
𝛼=

(4⁄9)[𝐿𝑔 − (2⁄3)𝑅] + (16⁄81)𝑅
[𝐿𝑔 + (1.0⁄(0.001𝐿𝑔 0.55 + 0.093𝐿𝑔 −0.52 ))]

(24)

The adoption of Akagawa et al.’s [17] correlation made us use the centimeter dimension for 𝐿𝑔 ,
𝐿𝑓 and 𝑅. Assuming 𝑅=2.54 cm, the above equation becomes the following
𝛼=

(4⁄9)𝐿𝑔 − 0.249
[𝐿𝑔 + (1.0⁄(0.001𝐿𝑔 0.55 + 0.093𝐿𝑔 −0.52 ) )]

(25)

A range of values of 𝐿𝑔 was used in this equation to get multiple values of 𝛼 that were plotted
and shown in Figure 4. This plot is useful for engineering applications, particularly where transparent
pipes are used. A measure of the bubble length will be conducive to the local value of the volume
fraction with the help of this plot for R = 2.54 cm and Ca>2. We cannot go beyond the indicated
range of 𝛼 (0.25-0.) because Taylor bubbles tend to coalesce and form annular flow in pipes (Delfos
et al. [18]).

Figure 4 Gas volume fraction vs. bubble length for R=2.54 cm and Ca>2.
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Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (15) to obtain 𝐶𝐷 as follows
𝐿𝑓
−𝛼 ( ) − (8⁄81)
𝑅
𝐶𝐷 = 8.16 (
) − 1.812
𝛼 − (4⁄9)

(26)

Values of 𝛼 are obtained from Eq. (25) and plugged into this equation to get 𝐶𝐷 as shown by the
blue curve in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Drag coefficient vs. volume fraction for R = 2.54 cm and Ca>2; Blue for flatended bubble (Eq. 26) and red for round-ended bubble (Eq. (30)).
2.6.2 CD at Ca>2 for Round-ended Bubble
In this case we substitute eq. (12) into eq. (19) to get the following
4
𝜋(𝑅 − 𝑚)2 [𝐿𝑔 − 2(𝑅 − 𝑚)] + ( ) 𝜋[(𝑅 − 𝑚)]3
3
𝛼=
2
𝜋𝑅 [𝐿𝑔 + 𝐿𝑓 ]

(27)

For (𝑅 − 𝑚) ≈ 𝑅 − (1⁄3)𝑅 = (2⁄3)𝑅, this equation becomes the following
𝛼=
This equation gives the ratio

𝐿𝑔
𝑅

(4⁄9)[𝐿𝑔 − (2⁄3)𝑅] + (32⁄81)𝑅
[𝐿𝑔 + 𝐿𝑓 ]

(28)

needed in our 𝐶𝐷 Eq. (16) as follows
𝐿𝑓
(8
⁄
)
81
−
𝛼
(
𝐿𝑔
𝑅)
=
𝑅
𝛼 − (4⁄9)

(29)

Here also we employ Akagawa et al.’s [17] Eq. (23) and for 𝑅 = 2.54 cm, Eq. (28) becomes the
following
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𝛼=

(4⁄9)𝐿𝑔 + 0.2509
[𝐿𝑔 + (1.0⁄(0.001𝐿𝑔 0.55 + 0.093𝐿𝑔 −0.52 ))]

(30)

We apply Eq. (16) to get 𝐶𝐷 as function of 𝛼 as follows
𝐿
(8⁄81) − 𝛼 ( 𝑓 )
𝑅
𝐶𝐷 = 8.16 (
) − 3.628
𝛼 − (4⁄9)

(31)

Values of 𝛼 are obtained from Eq. (25) and plugged into this equation to get 𝐶𝐷 as shown by the
red curve in Figure 5. Notice the smaller values of 𝐶𝐷 for the stream-lined round-ended bubble as
compared to those of the flat-ended ones.
3. Discussion
The case of the rise of Taylor bubble in pipe is akin to the rise of the spherical-cap bubble in
liquids under gravity. In both cases the bubble rise velocity is independent of liquid viscosity. For
Reynolds number >100, the drag coefficient value approaches CD = 2.7, a value was obtained by
many authors (e.g. Wegener and Parlange [19] and Joseph [20]).
Both the present results of the drag coefficient and that of Ishii and Mishima [5] are independent
of liquid viscosity. There is a fundamental difference between the present results and that of Ishii
and Mishima [5]. In the present results, the drag coefficient increases with the volume fraction
contrary to that of Ishii and Mishima [5]. They attributed the decrease of the drag coefficient with
respect to void fraction (See their Equation (2) above) as due to the entrainment of the small
spherical bubbles in the wake of Taylor bubble. The present author did not consider the drag on
these small bubbles, simply because their number is an ambiguity.
Kawaji et al. [21] and Tudose [22] obtained experimental drag data on a 23.4 mm diameter
simulated flat-ended Taylor bubble made up from solid plastic and placed in a 25.6 mm inside
diameter tube. Load cells were used to measure the drag forces on the surfaces of the solid
simulated Taylor bubble. Two different lengths of 7.5 cm and 15 cm simulated Taylor bubbles were
used. From the above data we calculated a liquid layer thickness of 0.11 cm, hence we get
(𝑅 − 𝑚) = 0.9141𝑅. By following the method of calculation shown in section 2.5 we get the CD
results shown by Table 1. We should not expect close agreement due to the fact that the drag on a
solid surface used by Tudose [22] is certainly greater than that on a bubble surface, but an
agreement is existed when both Tudose [22] and us got greater 𝐶𝐷 for larger bubble length.
Table 1 Comparison with the experimental data of Tudose [22].
𝐿𝑔 , cm

𝐿𝑔
𝑅

Calculated 𝐶𝐷

Experimental 𝐶𝐷

7.5
15

5.86
11.72

36.33
77.8

66.7 (Figure 5.2.5)
137 (Figure A.1.4)
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Delfos et al. [18] produced a stationary Taylor bubble by introducing controlled amount of air
into a down flow of water in pipe. They used two different grids to control the turbulence in the
liquid flow. Grid B is at higher Reynolds number than grid A. Our results are compared with Delfos
et al.’s [18] in Figure 6 where the agreement was not close but the trend is there, may be due to the
indirect prediction of the volume fraction rather than direct measurement.

Figure 6 Comparison with the experimental data of Delfos et al. [18]. The continuous
line is the present prediction.
4. Conclusions
Analytical solutions were obtained for the drag coefficients of a Taylor bubble rising in stagnant
liquid in cylindrical pipes. The solution was based on a drag-buoyancy equality model. The derived
drag coefficient equations were independent of liquid viscosity, but there are borders of
applicability with viscosity dependence shown by the ranges of the capillary numbers used. The
derived drag coefficient equations were functions of the geometry of the Taylor bubble and the gas
volume fraction. The solutions were applicable at a wide range of Capillary numbers. The solution
was validated by comparison with experimental data of other investigators.
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Abstract
There is growing concern for the contamination of our soils and waters worldwide with heavy
metals (HMs), as a result of indiscriminate use of agrochemicals for feeding growing
population which require optimal use of resources and sustainable agricultural strategies. This
can be simultaneously achieved by using microbes as bio-fertilizers, bio-protectants, and biostimulants, and suitable phytoremediation- plant capable of removing heavy metals
contaminants from contaminated sites. There is a growing need to adopt such
environmentally safe, attractive, and economical techniques that can remove most HMs
contaminants as well as yield high biomass for bioenergy production. Phytoremediation and
the microbes associated with the roots and inhabiting rhizospheres of the plants used for this
purpose, has emerged as an alternative strategy. This article reviews the principles and
application of this strategy, and provides an overview of the use of fast growing, non-food
bioenergy plants, like Vetiver grass and industrial hemp, and their root-associated microbiota
such as Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF), Mycorrhiza Helping Bacteria (MHB), and Plant–
Growth–Promoting-Rhizobia (PGPR) that can both tolerate and immobilize HMs in the roots,
i.e. sequestrate contaminant HMs thereby protecting plants from metal toxicity. This mini© 2021 by the author. This is an open access article distributed under the
conditions of the Creative Commons by Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium or format,
provided the original work is correctly cited.
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review also focuses on other phytoextraction strategies involving rhizosphere microbes, such
as (1) inoculating plants used for phytoremediation of HMs contaminated soil and water with
rhizobial microflora, and (2) managing their population in the rhizospheres by using a
consortium of site specific AMF, PGPR, and MHB, and N-fixing rhizobia as biofertilizers to
Phyto-remediate derelict contaminated sites. Various crop management strategies such as
Crop Sequencing and Intercropping or Co-cropping of, for example, mycorrhizal and nonmycorrhizal crops, or leguminous and non-leguminous crops, etc., can be employed for
improved plant growth. Another possible strategy to exploit soil microbes is to employ precropping with mycotrophic crops to exploit AMF for mycorrhizo-remediation strategy.
Keywords
In situ phytoremediation; arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi; phyto-management; crop rotation;
co-cropping; nano-phytoremediation; Nano-Mycorrhizo-Phytoremediation (NMPR);
bioenergy crops; cannabis sativa; vetiver grass

1. Introduction
Soil and water are integral part of our successful agriculture and is a source of nutrients for our,
including animals, food. Their health is of paramount importance to mankind who benefit from a
healthy soil and clean water, but unfortunately their health has declined over time due to many
reasons such as soil degradation caused by erosion, toxic chemical spills, use of agrochemicals to
produce more food for increasing human population, mining and industrial activities resulting in
heavy metal and radioactive contaminated waste materials.
Many soil microbes have their origin in the soil or are closely associated with the roots of plants,
i.e. rhizosphere. These microbes interact with plant roots and mediate nutrient availability, forming
symbiotic associations with plant roots and have a substantial impact on humans. The rhizosphereassociated microflora of plants, including the plant beneficial growth promoting microbiota such as
plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) and universal and ubiquitous symbiotic arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), can be used as bioresources for sustainable agriculture such as
biofertilizers, bioprotectant against soil/root phytopathogens, bioformulations, etc. [1]. These
microbes can colonize plant root cortices, survive endophytically, and their mutualistic activities are
known to improve and enhance plant growth and health, i.e. increasing plant productivity in a
sustainable way [2, 3]. Based on the relationship these PGPR develop with the plant roots, they have
been divided into two groups, symbiotic and free-living [4]. The implications of these root
rhizosphere associated symbionts such as mycorrhizal fungi, nitrogen- fixing rhizobia and free-living
rhizosphere microbial populations, that enhance plant growth, need to be fully exploited and
encouraged by inoculating nutrient poor or abiotically stressed agricultural soils with appropriate
microbes [4]. Cultivation of non-agricultural plants to restore derelict and contaminated ecosystems
through bioenergy plantation and associated microbes to stimulate plant growth and biomass
production for generating bioenergy offers a practical solution for restoring degraded and
contaminated derelict ecosystems [5].
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This mini review focusses on how to enhance the plant-based remediation, i.e. phytoremediation
technology, by discussing the diversity of rhizosphere-associated microbes and their important role
in combating impact of abiotic stresses caused by heavy metals contamination of agricultural soils
via agricultural chemicals such as fertilizers, pesticides, etc., drought, floods, salinity, waterlogging,
etc. caused by climate changes and biotic stresses caused by root disease causing pests, and plant
pathogens etc. Large scale production of these microbes, specifically AMF, and their field
inoculation strategies, will also be discussed. Biotechnological strategies using PGPR and AMF
involved in remediation biotechnology such as (1) field inoculation of plants used for
phytoremediation by using rhizosphere HM-adaptive microbiota for phytoremediation, (2)
intercropping mycorrhizal crops with non-mycorrhizal crops, (3) co-cropping strategy, (4) precropping with mycorrhizal crops, etc., will also be reviewed. This review will also discuss the major
challenges facing the Mycorrhizo-Phyto-Remediation technology assisted by the root-associated
microbes, AMF and PGPR. Biotechnological mechanisms involved in In-Situ HM-phytoremediation
by merging Nanotechnology, Phytoremediation and rhizosphere microbes, using noon-agricultural
bioenergy crops like hemp and Vetiver grass, against abiotic environmental stresses, i.e. coupling of
phytoremediation and bioenergy production, will also be addressed.
2. Phytoremediation Strategies to Decontamination--Merits and Demerits
Plants and their root-associated native rhizosphere microbiota, including AMF and PGPR, are
capable of absorbing, accumulating, biodegrading, or immobilising the contaminants in soil and
water through biological, physical, and chemical processes, promoting plant growth, enhancing soil
fertility and health [6]. It is critical to know more about the mechanisms of microbe-assisted
phytoremediation to understand the complex processes involved and the role of these microbes [79]. Nano molecules, such as low molecular organic acids, are naturally produced by plants under
environmentally stressed abiotic conditions [10]. Symbiotic AM fungi also secrete phytochelatingHm-affinity transporter nanomaterials which immobilize (translocate) HMs into root cells, i.e. nanomycorrhizo-phytoremediation [11]. For an illustrated account of the concept of nano-mycorrhizophytoremediation (NMPR) readers are referred to Khan [11, 12].
Depending upon the nature and properties of the contaminant, and the substrate characteristics,
many strategies are used by the plants for phytoremediation, as below:
1. Phytodegradation or Phyto-transformation or Phyto-metabolization or Mineralization of the
contaminant inside plant cells by specific enzymes (nanoparticles)
2. Phytovolatilization of certain metals/metalloids contaminants, primarily organic
compounds, by the plant roots, converted into non-toxic forms, translocate them through
the aerial parts of plant, and released into the atmosphere as vapours.
3. Phyto-mobilization or Phyto-stabilization or Phyto-immobilization of the contaminants into
the plant root cells by the nanomaterials secreted by the plant root cells and inhibiting their
release and diffusion into the soil
4. Phytoextraction or Phytoaccumulation or Phyto-absorption, or Phyto-sequestration of the
contaminants by the plant roots and their translocation in the above ground parts of the
hyperaccumulator plants
5. Phyto-filtration of the contaminants from an aqueous medium by the fully or partially
submerged aquatic plant root system/rhizome
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6. Rhizo-degradation of the contaminants by the heterogenous rhizosphere microbial
community including universal myco-symbiont Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF), and
stimulating plant growth by Plant Growth Promoting Rhizobial Microbes (PGPR), which
utilize plant metabolites for carbon and energy and exude enzymes (nano-molecules) to
degrade the contaminants and stimulate plant growth
This mini review will discuss the role of plants and their rhizosphere-associated microbiota in
phytoremediation (Rhizo-degradation, Phyto-sequestration, and Phyto-stabilization, etc.) of the soil
and water Heavy Metals (HMs) contaminants, i.e. in Situ Nano-Mycorrhizo-Phytoremediation
(NMPR) [11, 13].
Phytoremediation strategy to decontaminate contaminated air, water, and soil, has several
advantages as well as limitations, which should be considered when applying this nanotechnology
[7]. Advantages include low cost, in situ technique using solar energy, aesthetically green, reducing
surface runoff, leaching, and mobilization of contaminants, producing easily harvestable biomass
produced for bioenergy production as well as for recovery of valuable metals (biomining), etc. On
the contrary, it can only be applied to shallow soils, it is still under-developed and requires many
environmentally imposed restrictions by regulatory authorities, it may cause spread of the
contaminants to animals, including human, through food chain, and it is a slow process requiring
longer time to treat as compared to the traditional physico-chemical techniques, etc. Also, the
plants to be used for phytoremediation purposes need be fast growing, producing large biomass,
tolerant to multiple contaminants, with profuse root system, easy to cultivate and harvest, etc.
Phytoremediation potential of the indigenous and adaptive to HM-contaminated conditions
weeds/plants growing on the contaminated site, and their rhizosphere-associated symbiotic (AMF,
PGPR) and free living N fixing and P solubilizing microbiota should be selected, screened and
evaluated for their use in the application in the nano- phytoremediation strategy and technology
3. Role and Significance of Plants and Their Root Associated Micrbiota in Enhancing HM-uptake
There is growing evidence that diverse microbial populations in the rhizospheres of plants
growing on HM-contaminated sites play a significant role in phytoremediation. Recent researchers
have found that nanoparticles (NPs), naturally produced by plants under environmentally stressed
abiotic soil conditions, play a very important role in the contaminant’s remediation [11]. Roots of
plants growing in contaminated soils and water produce nano-molecules (NPs) (exudates) such as
enzymes, phytochelators, organic acids, etc. which cause the formation of complexes of HMs
through chelation, which decreases the toxicity of pollutants [6, 14]. Soil microbiota especially AM
fungal communities, mycorrhiza-helping bacteria (MHB), and PGPR, associated with them, also play
an important role in the decontamination by producing nano-sized NPs which enhance the process
of nano-phytoremediation [15]. Mycorrhizal communities are recognised as powerful microbes
enhancing nutrition, health, and growth of plant growing on HM-contaminated soils [6]. Phosphorus
as the essential macronutrient occurs in natural soils in limited quantity and in unavailable forms.
Most of the P- fertilisers applied in soils is precipitated and only a small fraction of it is available for
absorption by plants. To promote plant growth on HM-contaminated soils for higher biomass
production, to tolerate HM-induced stress, and to overcome P-deficiency, P-solubilizing bacteria
(PSB) as biofertilizer provide an alternative to enhance plant growth on metal-stressed soil through
biosynthesising nano molecules such as antibiotics supressing soil phytopathogens (biocontrol),
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enzymes and siderophores to solubilize P, assisting nano-phytoremediation of metalliferous soils
[16-18]. Recently Rubin and Gorres [19] reviewed the potential for mycorrhiza assisted
phytoremediation by plants to mitigate nutrient pollution in different landscape and land-use
contexts for reduced P-fertilizer amendments. The literature surveyed by these authors offers
promising insight into how mycorrhizae can assist ecological restoration of derelict soil and water.
Surprisingly little research has been conducted on the mycorrhiza-assisted phytoremediation
strategies for P-mitigation of aquatic ecosystems for improved water quality. Khan and Mohammad
[13] discussed the application of waterlogging tolerant root-associated microbiota (AMF, PGPR, Nfixing rhizobia, etc.) in constructed-wetlands for in situ nano-mycorrhizo-phytoremediation (NMPR)
of heavy metal contaminated wetlands and aquatic ecosystems and facilitating their recovery.
Role of PGPR (rhizobacteria) in bioremediation of HM-contaminated soils is gaining importance
in enhancing microbe-assisted nano-phytoremediation and phyto-management of contaminated
soils [5, 20, 21]. These microbes play a multitude of roles in environmental protection, and research
efforts in this direction have received renewed interest worldwide [22]. In combination with PGPRs
biological system, microbial symbionts like N-fixing rhizobia and AMF, are emerging as an
inexpensive decontamination alternative and ideal for efficient microbe-assisted nanophytoremediation of HMs contaminated soils and waters [17, 23]. Chaudhry and Khan [24] studied
the role of AMF and PGPR N-fixing symbionts in sustainable pant growth on nutrient- poor HMcontaminated industrial soils and found that the plants surviving on such sites were associated with
N-fixing rhizobacteria and had a higher AM infection, i.e. a cumulative and synergistic effect of PlantAMF-PGPR. The rhizobacterial microbiota effects the bacterial community structure in the
ecosystem [25]. Another group of PGPR bacteria which are associated with mycorrhizal roots and
AMF, known as mycorrhiza-helping microbes (MHB), is also collectively promote establishment of
mycorrhizal symbiosis [26]. They are of great significance in the practical solution of the
environmental problems in agriculture.
Soil and water in situ microbiota, of which PGPR and AMF are integral components, associated
with the plants growing on contaminated sites, are also known to synthesise and secret HM-affinity
transporter nanomaterials, NPs, which are capable to bind and transport the bioavailable HMs from
contaminated soil/water into root cells, i.e. microbially assisted nano-phytoremediation [6]. Studies
to utilize the mutual activities by plants and their associated PGPR/AMF, are promising areas in need
of further research, and strategies like crop rotations, specific crop combination, intercropping
legumes with grains, etc. (discussed below), offer additional microbe assisted nanophytoremediation strategies.
4. Factors Influencing Microbe-assisted Nano Phytoremediation in Abiotically Stressed HM
Contaminated soil and Water Environments
The microbial population in the rhizosphere of the plants growing on the HM-contaminated soils,
such as fungi, bacteria, actinomycetes, protozoa and algae, can promote plant growth and facilitate
its development by protecting and preventing attack by soil phytopathogens, and producing plant
growth promoting nano-molecules such as auxins, gibberellins, cytokinin, etc., and solubilizing
unavailable nutrients like P and N. Gusain and Bhandari [27] reviewed the key mechanisms
employed by PGPR involved in enhanced plant growth and productivity. Roots of plants growing on
HMs contaminated soils exudates a variety of chemical compounds (nano materials) like enzymes,
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and secondary metabolites which play a significant role in determining the microbial populations in
their rhizospheres and their symbiotic and protective associations between plant-roots and their
rhizosphere associated PGPR, P-solubilizing bacteria, mycorrhizal-helping bacteria (MHB), and
Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF), which not only produce stress hormone Ethylene (nano
molecules) in response to biotic and abiotic stresses, but also maintain soil fertility. These rootexudates exert direct effect on plant growth through N-fixation, P solubilization, and siderophores
production; and indirectly by producing phytohormones (Indole Acetic Acid), secondary
metabolites, and lytic enzymes. When a particular population of these PGPR is achieved, i.e.
Quorum Sensing, then these PGPR initiate a concerted action [4].
AMF propagules in the rhizosphere of plants growing on HM-contaminated soils also recognise
their host by signals released by host roots, allowing a functioning symbiosis. AM fungi produce
nano molecules, i.e. an insoluble glycoprotein (Glomalin) which sequester HMs (phytostabilization)
leading to bioremediation of contaminated soil. This process of phytoremediation can be enhanced
by using fast-growing plants with extensive root system and large biomass producing nonagricultural plants such as Vetiver grass and industrial cannabis , or by increasing the bioavailability
of HMs to enhance metal uptake by contaminated soil amendments with metal chelating agents
such as EDTA, HEDTA, DTPA, EGTA, NTA, etc., to make HMs bioavailable and absorbed by plant roots
have shown promises [28], or by enhancing plant growth to produce greater biomass by using plant
growth regulators to increase HM uptake [29].
5. Other Microbe-assisted Nano-phytoremediation Stretegies
Managing the site adaptative rhizosphere microbial populations, such as AMF, PGPR, MHB, Nfixing rhizobacteria, etc., in the roots of plants used for nano-phytoremediation of HMcontaminated sites, could provide plants with benefits crucial for nano-phytoremediation and
derelict ecosystem restorations. Roots of most of the plants growing on nutrient-poor HMcontaminated sites are often colonized by autochthonous and site-specific AMF and associated
rhizobial microflora strains which are HM-tolerant [28].
Various microbe-assisted phyto-management strategies have been proposed to employ
rhizosphere microbes for enhancing growth of plants used for nano-phytoremediation, increasing
their biomass for bioenergy production purposes and thereby stabilizing and remediating metalpolluted terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
5.1 Crop Rotation Strategy
It is the planting of different crops sequentially on the same land strategy which improves the
physicochemical properties of the soil. It is a vital component of organic farming which improves its
fertility, e.g. crop rotation using N-fixing leguminous crops such as soybean improve soil nitrogen
by fixing atmospheric N through microbes in its root nodules, which is available for subsequent nonleguminous crops like wheat, corn, oats, barley, etc., i.e. improving soil structure and its
physicochemical properties by returning leguminous crop residues in the field, resulting in increased
organic matter and N in soils and improved dynamics of microbial communities development in
their rhizospheres [30]. When a single crop is planted over and over in the same field for many years,
the soil health and structure, nutrient status and porosity slowly deteriorate. Crop rotation results
in healthy root system, a pre- requisite for phytoremediation of HM-contaminated soils. Yang et al.
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[31] used three types of income-generating oil crops i.e. rape, sunflower, and peanuts, in croprotation system for effective use and remediation of HM-contaminated agricultural soils under field
conditions and compared the phytoextraction efficiencies of Cd and Pb. The authors concluded that
the extraction under this crop-rotation system could be useful for local farmers to generate income
during otherwise sparse phytoremediation period. Zhou et al, [32] also suggested an oil-croprotation system, in addition to creating economic benefits, can be used to phyto-remediate
contaminated soils.
On the contrary to the positive effect, i.e. the increased biomass produced by using these phytomanagement strategies, which also results in producing contaminated biomass due to enhanced
translocation of HMs from the roots to the shoots of mycorrhizal bioenergy plants like industrial
Cannabis [33]. Recently, Zhang et al. [34] also reported that AM mycorrhizal infection significantly
promoted shoot phytoextraction of HMs such as Pb and Zn in sunflower. The bioaccumulation of
HMs by mycorrhizal bioenergy plants growing on contaminated sites seems to be useful for
phytoremediation, it does pose a human health threat to the consumers, It is recommended that
the products of such bioenergy plants used for phytoremediation of contaminated soils and waters
should not be offered for human and animal consumption.
5.2 Phyto-management Strategy
To combat the limitations of phytoremediation such as longer time required and the disposal of
contaminated biomass, phyto-management strategies, such as use of chelation in soil extraction of
HMs was suggested by some researchers [28], but use of such mostly persistent sequestrants can
be toxic to useful microbiota such as PGPR and AMF. Fang et al. [35], on the other hand, found that
the chelated enhanced soil microbial community structure and improve phytoextraction efficiency
in the soil-plant system in contaminated soils.
Exploiting PGPR and N-fixing microbes in crop rotation scenario offers an efficient, cost effective
alternative to improve reclamation of HM-contaminated soils [17]. PGPR (Rhizobia) in the nodules
of leguminous plants produce Nod Factors (NFs) in response to root exudates which stimulate
nodulation. Inside the leguminous nodules, the symbiotic N-fixation (SNF) process takes place.
Rhizobacteria such as free-living in the soil or symbiotic N-fixing microbes in the root nodules of
legumes, PGPR and MHB are closely associated and adaptive living with AMF in the symbiotic organs
[26]. They assist AMF in colonising the plant root, enhancing P solubilization by producing enzymes
(nano molecules) [36]. Plants growing under nutritionally poor condition in soils, such as HMcontaminated soils, are found by various researchers to be mycorrhizal and their mycorrhizospheres
harbour PGPR [23]. Like AMF, PGPR are also ubiquitous members of the soil microbial community
and exert beneficial effects on plants by suppressing soilborne phytopathogens. Using mixed
inoculum of AMF and PGPR has a potential to form a useful component of a sustainable phytomanagement system for reclaiming derelict land through Nano-Mycorrhizo-Phyto -Remediation
(NMPR) strategy.
5.3 Co-cropping or Mixed Cropping or Inter-cropping Strategy
Mixed cropping, also known as co-cropping, involves planting two or more crops simultaneously
in the same field to increase productivity and maximum use of land resources including their
rhizosphere microbiome community. Recently, Brereton et al., [37] compared, using 16SrRNA gene
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amplification, sequencing and differential abundance analysis, three crops with complementary
functions, namely Festuca arundinacea, Salix miyabeana and Medicago sativa, on contaminated
soils, and compared to rhizosphere biomes of each crop in monoculture and in co-cropping, These
authors found that the majority of differentially abundant rhizosphere-associated bacterial species
were maintained in co culturing pairs, with pairs having higher number of differentially abundant
taxa than monocultures in all cases, i.e. co-cropped pairs had more rhizosphere-associated bacteria
than their monocultures. These findings suggest that co-cropping strategies could improve
phytoremediation of contaminated soils. Fuksova et al., [38] investigated the effects of co-cropping
of hyperaccumulator (Thlaspi caerulescens) and non-hyperaccumulator (Salix dasyclados) on
bioaccumulation of trace elements in moderately and highly HMs (As, Cd, and Pb) contaminated
soils and found that co-cropping enhanced bioaccumulation (phytoextraction) of Zn in T.
caerulescens shoots. When phytoextraction potential of a co-planting system was evaluated, in a
greenhouse experiment, using a shrub (Salix interior) and a herbaceous species (Trifolium pratense),
and compared with monocultures, by Lachapelle et al., [39] it was found that co-planting increased
the phytoextraction potential than monoculture, although no AMF/PGPR effects were investigated
by the these authors.
Although, intercropping has been considered as a sustainable agricultural practice that can
reduce the impact of pollution of agricultural soils, its potential benefits in phytoremediation of HM
contaminated agricultural farms has rarely been examined [40]. These authors recommended a
nationwide adoption of maize-soybean co-culturing system in China and demonstrated the cobenefits of intercropping as a sustainable farming method in terms of simulated gain on crop
production, decrease in fertilizer application, and reduction in ammonia emission as a result of
below ground mutualistic interactions between intercropped crops and their rhizosphere microbes
involved in denitrification, decomposition, etc. However, as pointed out by the authors, although
intercropping is a labour-intensive practice, it involves greater cost in terms of machinery and the
layout, its benefits in terms of alleviating air pollution reduction in external environmental and
health costs, and safeguarding a sustainable food supply justifies adoption of this strategy.
5.4 Cropping with Native HM-adapted AMF/PGPR-inoculated Plants for in Situ Nano-MycorrhizoPhytoremediation (NMPR)
The plant-based remediation, i.e. phytoremediation, can further be enhanced with the use of
both plants and rhizosphere microbiota (PGPR, AMF, MHB, etc.). The integration of the three
components, i.e. high biomass producing bioenergy crops, soil, and plant growth-promoting
rhizobial (PGPR) microbiota, particularly AMF, will synergistically further improve the process of
nano phytoremediation of HM-contaminated habitats, i.e. nano-mycorrhizo-phytoremediation –
NMPR [6]. The role of native microbes (AMF/PGPR) is essential for nano-remediation of
contaminated soil and water assisted by microbes. The role they play in the biodiversity and
sustainability of these ecosystems is not fully explored and exploited for enhanced nanophytoaccumulation, nano-phytostabilization, nano-rhizodegradation and nano-phytodegradation
[11, 41].
6. Mass Production of Native HM-adaptive Microbes
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Mass production of inoculum of these microbes and their inoculation strategies are being
reviewed by Adholeya et al., [42] Mass production of AMF spores/propagules is possible by using
conventional modes of pot-culture, aeroponic or hydroponic, ultrasonic biotechnological
techniques [13, 43-50]. These technologies involve the extraction of viable and indigenous AMF
propagules from the HM-contaminated soils, establishing their pot cultures using
seeds/seedlings/vegetatively propagated plants like Vetiver grass, etc., followed by their transfer to
hydroponic/aeroponic chambers for mass production of mycorrhizal roots which are then sheared
and dried to produce the end product, i.e. AMF/PGPR inoculum. This powdered inoculum product
can be applied to the polluted site for in situ NMPR by using various inoculation strategies such as
broad casting, root-dipping, seed coting, in-furrow applications, seedling inoculation, tablet,
granules or pellets formulations [42]. This in Situ microbe assisted nanotechnology can be applied
for in-Situ NMPR of HMs contaminated wetlands and aquatic ecosystems by using floating
Constructed Wetland using waterlogging-tolerant plant and root-associated microbiota [12].
7. Concluding Remarks & Major Challenges
Global issue of Heavy Metal contamination of our soils, water, and air is affecting human health
and diminishing our food and energy resources, and the World is facing crisis. There is an urgent
need to address these problems by reclaiming the wasted/degraded/contaminated and derelict
land and water for food and energy production. HM-contaminant- resisting plants and their rootassociated indigenous microbes can assist us in this regard but unfortunately the future prospects
of happening this in agricultural industry has many limitations. As pointed out by Gusain and
Bhandari [27], the successful application of NMPR technology is dependent on the survival of these
introduced PGPR microbial inoculants in the contaminated sites, their compatibility with the crops
and the indigenous rhizosphere microbiota, and the site environmental factors. A cumulative effect
of Plant-Soil- AMF/PGPR Consortium, and environmental factors influencing these parameters
results in nano-remediation of contaminated soil, which is a very complex process. Exploiting these
microbes, as biofertilizers, bioprotectants against soil and root pathogens, bio-formulators, etc., in
various scenarios of crop rotation, pre-cropping, co-cropping, etc. strategies [51] and for improving
plant productivity in a sustainable way [3], requires more data before adopting the NMPR strategy
for nano-phytoremediation of contaminated soils [6, 11]. As Gamalera et al., [51] pointed out that,
eventual successful phytoremediation of HMs contaminated soils is likely to include a more
complete understanding of the role of PGPR and AMF in this process to exploit their synergistic
mechanisms for promoting nano-remediation of contaminated soils and water. NMPR technology
needs to be commercially exploited for degraded/contaminated ecosystem management and
restoration, and sustainability. The NMPR technology is an emerging technology providing an
alternative option to be employed to remediate HM-contaminated agricultural, mining and
industrial soils and water by using fast growing and yielding high biomass plants which could be
used for production of bioenergy [52-55]. Future of AMF/PGPR assisted nano-phytoremediation,
using indigenous microbes, mass produced inoculum rather than commercial culture collections
isolates, is still in research and development phase and it requires field-based studies before
commercially adopting it [6]. The potential of using engineered nanoparticles (NPs) and their role in
NMPR of contaminated air, water and soil environments will revolutionize, as pointed by Khan [6],
world environment by novelty, fast growth to meet global food demand, and protection of our soil,
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air and water environments from pollution [56, 57]. Recent interests in NMPR technology is evident
by many books, book chapters, review articles and research findings, etc. being published during
the last 5 years dedicated to plant-microbe interactions, indicate the significance of the role played
by the rhizosphere microbiota assisting nano-remediation of our resources [19, 58-63].
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Abstract
To store CO2 in geological reservoirs, expansion valves have been used to intentionally release
supercritical CO2 from high-pressure containers at a source point to lower-pressure pipelines
and transport to a selected injection site. Using expansion valves, however, has some
shortcomings: (i) the fluid potential, in the form of kinetic energy and pressure which can
produce mechanical work or electricity, is wasted, and (ii) due to the Joule-Thomson cooling
effect, the reduction in the temperature of the released CO2 stream might be so dramatic that
it can induce thermal contraction of the injection well causing fracture instability in the
storage formation. To avoid these problems, it has been suggested that before injection, CO2,
should be heated to a temperature slightly higher than that of the reservoir. However, heating
could increase the cost of CO2 injection. This work explores the use of a Tesla Turbine, instead
of an expansion valve, to harvest the potential of CO2, in the form of its pressure and kinetics,
to generate mechanical work when it is released from a high-pressure container to a lowerpressure transport pipeline. The goal is to avoid throttling losses and to produce useful power
because of the expansion process. In addition, due to the friction between the gas and the
© 2021 by the author. This is an open access article distributed under the
conditions of the Creative Commons by Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium or format,
provided the original work is correctly cited.
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turbine disks, the expanded gas temperature reduction is not as dramatic as in the case when
an expansion valve is used. Thus, as far as CO2 injection is concerned, the need for preheating
can be minimized.
Keywords
CO2 sequestration; tesla turbine; geological reservoirs

1. Introduction
Expansion valves, including regulators, throttling valves, capillary tubes, etc., have been used to
intentionally reduce the potential of a carrier fluid when it is delivered from a high-pressure
container to the consumers or to the utilization sites at low specified pressure levels. In carbon
capture and storage in formations beneath the earth surface, CO2 generated from the main point
source is stored in high-pressure containers. Expansion valves are usually used to release it to
carrying pipelines with lower pressure for transporting it to a selected geological reservoir for longterm storage. Before injecting, CO2 would need to be heated to a temperature slightly higher than
that of the reservoir to avoid CO2 condensation in the injection well and fracture instability in the
storage formation [1-4]. Using expansion valves, however, has some shortcomings: (i) the fluid
potential, in the form of kinetic energy and pressure, that can produce mechanical work or
electricity, is wasted. In fact, a great deal of energy has been wasted due to all kinds of expansion
valves that have been used to intentionally release and deliver natural gases from high-pressure
lines to the consumers at lower specified pressure levels [5]. And (ii) the expanded CO2 stream might
be significantly cooled down due to the Joule-Thomson cooling effect. For CO2 stored in a container
of 40 oC and pressures of 25 to 15 MPa, the Joule-Thomson cooling effect could generate a decrease
in the CO2 temperature by 8 oC to 11 oC, respectively, as it expands to enter a transport pipeline of
8 MPa. Since CO2 preheating consumes energy and expensive [6, 7], the Joule-Thomson cooling
effect would dramatically increase the energy cost of injecting CO2 in storage projects.
This work reports an exploratory study on the possibility of using a Tesla turbine, instead of a
throttling/expansion valve, for releasing and delivering CO2 from a high-pressure storage container
to a transport pipeline at a lower pressure. Thus, the Joule-Thomson cooling effect is eliminated.
Tesla turbines are simple, reliable, and bladeless (Figure 1). They are composed of flat, thin, and
parallel co-rotating disks arranged normal to a shaft. When a working fluid is flowing through the
gaps between the rotating disks, the shearing forces between the fluid and the rotating disks
generate torques about the shaft producing mechanical work. Thus, when CO2 is released through
the gaps of a Tesla turbine, instead of an expansion valve, its potential, in the form of pressure, can
be harvested to generate mechanical work. The novel concept of the present work is the use of a
Tesla turbine as an alternative to a conventional expansion valve of any kind to avoid throttling
losses and to produce useful power which can be used to generate electricity or to preheat CO 2
before injection. In addition, due to the friction between the gas and the turbine disks, the expanded
gas temperature reduction is not as dramatic as is the case when an expansion valve is used. Thus,
as far as CO2 injection is concerned, the energy cost of injecting CO2 can be minimized.
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Figure 1 A schematic of a Tesla turbine.
In summary, the use of a Tesla turbine as a high-pressure CO2 expansion device, its potential in
the form of pressure and kinetics can be harvested to generate work and heat to preheat CO2.
Hence, characterizing the performance of a Tesla turbine using CO2 as the working fluid is necessary.
Tesla turbines have been investigated using air or water as the working fluid. Only in the last few
years the Tesla turbine has been considered as a possible alternative to micro expanders for organic
Rankine cycles [8, 9]. Song et al. [9] developed a code to assess the thermodynamic efficiency, as
well as the power produced by a Tesla turbine working with different organic fluids. Aghagoli and
Sorin [10] proposed a new transcritical carbon dioxide heat pump cycle, where a Tesla turbine was
used to replace the expansion valve. They demonstrated that the coefficient of performance of the
cycle is up to 16.3% higher than the traditional cycle with an expansion valve. In addition, when the
rotor angular velocity is about 1000 rad/s, the turbine power is at its maximum; increasing the inlet
pressure leads to the higher torque and consequently higher turbine power. At lower inlet pressure,
the coefficient of performance of the heat pump cycle is higher. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no studies investigating the use of a Tesla turbine as an integral component
for CO2 expansion, transport, and injection for long-term storage. Therefore, the main objective of
this work is to estimate the Tesla turbine power output and its angular velocity when supercritical
CO2 of high pressure is released and delivered by a lower-pressure transport pipe. Such estimation
will be carried out under a wide range of inlet and outlet pressures to show that as high-pressure
CO2 is released through a Tesla turbine, instead of a throttling/expansion valve, its potential to
generate mechanical work is not wasted and can be harvested.
2. Simple Analysis
Conventional gas turbines expand the working fluid over the (aerodynamic) blades, producing a
lift force on each blade that induces torque about the rotating drive shaft. A Tesla turbine relies on
the fluid wall shear stress on the disks to convert the energy of the fluid to generate torque acting
on the shaft. Figure 2 shows the release of supercritical CO2 from a high-pressure container into a
lower-pressure transport pipe via a Tesla turbine. As it is released, supercritical CO2 enters the gap
between the two rotating disks and exits the turbine after circulating about 360 degrees around the
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shaft. While it flows between the disks, its momentum is reduced because part of it is used to
generate torque to rotate the disks. Comprehensive assessment of Tesla turbine performance can
be found in available literature [8, 11-13]. In these reports, the assessment was done through using
the Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates, under the assumptions of incompressible
steady flow and neglecting the body forces.

Figure 2 CO2 released from a high-pressure container to a low-pressure transport pipe
via a Tesla turbine; (Pin and Tin are the pressure and the temperature of CO2 leaving the
high pressure container and entering turbine. P, T, and V are the pressure, the
temperature, and velocity of the CO2 stream flowing through and leaving the turbine, T
is the tesla turbine).
Tamir et al. [14] reported, both experimentally and analytically, a study on Tesla stall torques
with air as the working fluid. By assuming laminar flow over a flat plate, an analytical model was
developed where the turbine disk is divided into four separate pieces (one-quarter of the disk for
each inlet port). Each piece has a length equal to a quarter of the disk’s circumference, and a width
equal to the difference between the outer and the inner disk radius. The shear force induced by the
flow over these four separate pieces was assumed to be the shear induced by the laminar flow over
a flat plate acting at the center of each plate. Comparing with the measured results, the model was
seen to overpredict the measured Tesla turbine stall torques for inlet velocities up to 100 m/s, and
under-predict the measured values for inlet velocities higher than 100 m/s. With considerations
given to the uncertainties in the experimental data, the model predictions were in good agreement
with the measured values, especially in the regime of high inlet flow velocities. In our present work,
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we simply estimate the power harvested by CO2 expansion using the pressure of the container, the
pressure of the transport pipelines and the external torques as the parameters. Thus, this simple
approach appears to be reasonable enough for the present calculations. The shear force induced by
the flow is given as
⁄2

𝐹𝑡 = 5.312𝑈 3⁄2 𝑅𝑜3

(1 −

𝑅𝑖
𝜋𝜌𝜇
𝑅𝑖
)√
(1 + )
𝑅𝑜
4
𝑅𝑜

(1)

Where 𝑅𝑖 and 𝑅𝑜 are the rotating disk inner and outer radius, respectively, 𝑈 is the velocity of CO2
flowing through the gap between the disks, 𝜌 and 𝜇 are the CO2 density and viscosity respectively,
and the linear velocity 𝑈 is
(2)

𝑈 = 𝑉 − 𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉 − 𝑅𝑜 𝜔

Where 𝑉 (m/s) is the velocity of CO2 flowing through the gap and 𝑉𝐷 (m/s) and 𝜔 (rad/s) are the
tangential and the angular velocities of the rotating disks, respectively. The resulting torque, 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑠 ,
is calculated by multiplying the shear forces by a lever arm equal to the distance from the disk’s
center to half the disk’s width
⁄2

𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑠 = 10.624𝑈 3⁄2 𝑅𝑜5

(1 −

𝑅𝑖
𝑅𝑖
𝜋𝜌𝜇
𝑅𝑖
) (1 + ) √
(1 + )
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑜
4
𝑅𝑜

(3)

And the power, 𝑃𝑤 (W), is calculated as
(4)

𝑃𝑤 = 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑠 𝜔
The power per unit mass, 𝑝𝑤 (J/kg) is.
𝑝𝑤 =

𝑃𝑤
𝑃𝑤
=
(𝑅𝑜 − 𝑅𝑖 )𝛿𝜌𝐶𝑂2
𝑚̇

(5)

Where 𝑚̇ = (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑅𝑖 )𝛿𝜌𝐶𝑂2 is the CO2 mass flow rate, 𝛿 is the space between the rotors.
2.1 Turbine Angular Velocity, 𝜔 (rad/s)
As the working fluid enters and flows through the gap between the stationary disks, a velocity
gradient near the disk is developed; this is responsible for the generation of the shear stress which
in turn develops a torque, 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑠 , on the disk. When the turbine is not loaded, the resisting torque is
the frictional torque of the shaft. If the torque developed by the shear stress is greater than the
frictional torque, 𝜏𝑓𝑟 , the disk will start rotating. If the turbine is loaded, the resisting torque is now
due to the load, 𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , and the frictional torque, 𝜏𝑓𝑟 . With the resistant torque 𝜏𝑟 = 𝜏𝑓𝑟 + 𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , the
angular speed is calculated as
𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑠 − 𝜏𝑟 = 𝐼

𝑑𝜔
𝑑𝑡

(6)
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Where 𝐼 is the moment of inertia of the rotating disks. With the disk thickness 𝛽, each channel has
two rotating disks, and if the turbine density is 𝜌𝑡 , then the turbine mass is approximated as the
mass of the channel 𝑚 = 2𝜋𝜌𝑡 𝑅𝑜2 𝛽; thus, the moment of inertia 𝐼 is
𝑚𝑅𝑜2
𝐼=
= 𝜋𝜌𝑡 𝑅𝑜4 𝛽
2

(7)

With Eqn. (7), the angular speed is determined as
𝑑𝜔 (𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑠 − 𝜏𝑟 )
=
𝑑𝑡
𝜋𝜌𝑡 𝑅𝑜4 𝛽

(8)

2.2 Calculating the Fluid Velocity V
The velocity of CO2 at the turbine inlet is assumed to be zero. However, the velocity of CO2 as it
passes through the turbine is not negligible. Referring to Figure 2, the momentum conservation
across the turbine can be written as
Momentum: 𝑃1 −

𝐹𝑡
= 𝑃 + 𝜌𝑉 2
𝐴𝑡

(9)

The CO2 velocity entering the rotors is calculated from Eqn. (9) as
⁄2

𝑃1 −
𝑉=(

1
𝐹𝑡
−𝑃
𝐴𝑡
)
𝜌

(10)

Where 𝐴𝑡 is the cross sectional area of the gap. With 𝛿 as the gap space, 𝐴𝑡 is approximated as
𝐴𝑡 = (𝑅𝑜 − 𝑅𝑖 )𝛿

(11)

2.3 Thermophysical Properties of CO2
Fundamental equations for calculating the thermodynamic properties of CO2 have been reported
in literature [15-17]. These equations were expressed in terms of the dimensionless Helmholtz free
energy (A/RT) which depends on density and temperature and they are applicable for the
temperature range from the Triple-Point to 1100 K and pressures up to 800 MPa. For the transport
properties, the correlations developed by Vesovic et al [18] and Fenghour et al. [19] for the transport
properties of CO2 are used in our analysis. We then compare the results with those obtained from
NIST database [20]. It was found that the average deviation is about 0.2% for CO2 density and less
than 0.1% for all other properties.
3. Results and Discussions
In this section we will present our results for the estimated turbine output power using the
analytical equations presented in Section 2; the power output is a function of the external torques,
the pressures of the container and of the transport pipelines. For a given load, the performance of
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a Tesla turbine depends on the geometric parameters of the turbine (for example, the main
geometric parameters are the ratio between the inlet and the outlet disk radius, the external
diameter of the space between the disks, the thickness of the disks, etc.) and the operating
conditions (inlet/outlet pressures, inlet/outlet temperatures). The turbine material influences its
angular speed as shown by Eqn. (8). The heat transfer between the fluid and the turbine can affect
the CO2 exhaust temperature as mentioned in the introduction. Thus, both turbine material and
heat transfer might have some effects on the numerical values of the calculated output power. Their
roles, however, on the manner by which the output power can depend on the external torques, the
pressures of the container and the transport pipelines are insignificant. Therefore, in this work, we
did not include the heat transfer effect and we only looked at the effects of the operating conditions
while the turbine geometric parameters as well as its material were kept unchanged. The operating
conditions here are mainly the pressures and the temperatures of the high-pressure container and
of the transport pipelines. Since CO2 remains supercritical for the conditions of pressure and
temperature of many geological reservoirs, its state during the injection process must be
supercritical. Thus, the pressures in the transport pipelines are chosen from 8 to 12 MPa and the
pressures of the high-pressure container are from 15 MPa to 25 MPa.
In a Tesla turbine, as the fluid enters at a high velocity, a velocity gradient near the disks is
developed, generating the shear stress which in turn develops the torque, 𝜏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑠 , on the disks. When
the turbine is not loaded the resisting torque is the frictional torque of the shaft. If the torque
developed by the shear stress is greater than the frictional torque, 𝜏𝑓𝑟 , the disk will start rotating.
As the disk rotating speed increases, the relative velocity of the fluid with respect to the disk, (Eqn.
(2)), decreases and so is the shear stress causing the torque. Eventually, the torque due to the shear
stress is balanced by the frictional torque and a steady-state condition is reached; the disk is rotating
at a constant angular velocity. For the same inlet/outlet conditions, if the turbine is loaded, the
resisting torque is due to the load and the frictional torques, and the rotational speed at steady
state will be less than that of the steady rotational speed at no load. Thus, using steady-state
condition, the performance of a Tesla turbine in terms of its angular velocity and the power output
under various load conditions are determined.
Examples of such steady-state conditions are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. Figure 3
shows the results on the angular velocity, 𝜔, and the relative velocity, 𝑈, as a function of time due
to the effect of the external loads while the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure are kept constant
at 20 MPa and 8 MPa, respectively. The results indicate that for a given load, the angular velocity
increases rapidly and levels off to a constant value after a short time. The values of the angular
velocity are seen to increase as the load decreases. For example, when the load is 0.1 N-m, the
angular velocity increases rapidly and reaches the steady state condition at 2382 rad/s after about
3 s. When the load is 2.5 N-m, the steady state condition is reached just after 2.1 s and the angular
velocity is 278 rad/s. The effects of the external load on the relative velocity 𝑈 as a function of time
can be seen from Figure 3(b). For a fixed condition of the inlet and the outlet pressures, the
magnitude of the relative velocity at steady state increases with the external load. In the range of
the external loads and the operational pressures reported here, the relative velocity of about 180
m/s is achievable with the external load of 2.5 N-m when the operating condition is kept at 25 MPa
inlet pressure and 8 MP outlet pressure.
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Figure 3 (a) Angular velocity, 𝜔, and (b) the relative Velocity, 𝑈, as a function of time.
The effect of the load, (Inlet pressure = 20 MPa; Outlet pressure = 8 MPa; 𝑇0 = 311 K, 𝑅𝑖
= 40 mm, 𝑅𝑜 = 80 mm, gap, 𝛿 = 0.8 mm, disk thickness, 𝛽 = 0.8 mm, and the turbine
density, 𝜌𝑡 = 2500 kg/m3).

Figure 4 Angular velocity and the relative velocity as a function of time: (a) Effect of the
outlet pressure, (b) effect of inlet pressure; (typical conditions: 𝑇0 = 311 K, 𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 1.5 Nm, 𝑅𝑖 = 40 mm, 𝑅𝑜 = 80 mm, gap, 𝛿 = 0.8 mm, disk thickness, 𝛽 = 0.8 mm, and the
turbine density, 𝜌𝑡 = 2500 kg/m3).
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Figure 5 Torque as a function of time, (a) the effect of the inlet pressure and (b) the
effect of the outlet pressure (Load = 1.5 N-m, 𝑇0 = 311 K, 𝑅𝑖 = 40 mm, 𝑅𝑜 = 80 mm, gap,
𝛿 = 0.8 mm, disk thickness, 𝛽 = 0.8 mm, and the turbine density, 𝜌𝑡 = 2500 kg/m3).
For a fixed external load, the angular velocity increases with the inlet pressure but decreases as
the outlet pressure increases as shown in Figure 4 where results on the angular velocity and the
relative velocity as a function of time under different operating conditions when the external load
is kept constant at 1.5 N-m are presented. For the case with the inlet pressure of 25 MPa, the angular
velocity levels off to 1715 rad/s after 2.36 s when the outlet pressure is 8 MPa and it decreases to
437 rad/s after 2.09 s when the outlet pressure increases to 12 MPa. Figure 4(b) shows the results
when the outlet pressure is kept at 8 MPa and the inlet pressures are 15, 20, and 25 MPa. The
turbine reaches a constant angular velocity of 427 rad/s in 2.42 s and to 1715 rad/s in 2.36 s as the
inlet pressure increases from 15 MPa to 25 MPa. The effects of the inlet pressures and the outlet
pressures on the relative velocity 𝑈 as a function of time are shown in Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d).
The results indicate that, for a given external load, the relative velocity is independent of the outlet
pressure when the inlet pressure is kept constant, but it decreases as the inlet pressure increases if
the outlet pressure is kept unchanged. The decrease in the relative velocity at higher inlet pressures
is due to the fact that the momentum transfer between the working fluid and the rotating disks
depends on both the relative velocity and the fluid density and viscosity. Since both the fluid density
and its viscosity are higher at higher pressures, the relative velocity must be lower for the torque to
be balanced by the same external load.
The effects of the inlet pressures and the outlet pressures on the torque due to the shear stress
as a function of time are shown in Figure 5. The results indicate that as the steady state condition is
reached, all the torques level off at the external load, independent of the operating conditions in
terms of the inlet and the outlet pressures. The operating conditions, however, determine the initial
value of the torque and hence they determine the maximum external load that the turbine is
operational. Figure 6 shows the effects of the operating condition in terms of the inlet and the outlet
pressures on the steady-state torque as a function of the eternal loads. Using supercritical CO2 as
the working fluid, the range of the external loads that a turbine can be operated is seen to increase
with higher inlet pressures and lower outlet pressures. For example, for the outlet pressure of 8
MPa, the turbine can operate with an external load of 1.7 N-m at the inlet pressure of 15 MPa and
with an external load up to 3.2 N-m when the inlet pressure is up to 25 MPa. For a constant inlet
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pressure at 20 MPa, the turbine with the outlet pressure of about 8 MPa can operate with an
external load of 2.5 N-m while with an outlet pressure of 12 MPa the external load is up to 1.3 N-m.
The increase of the torque with the external load, shown in Figure 6, can be explained in terms of
the turbine angular velocity. This is shown in Figure 7 where the angular and the relative velocities
as a function of the external load are presented. As the load increases, the angular velocity
decreases, and the relative velocity increases. Since the working fluid transfers more momentum to
the disks at higher relative velocity as shown by Eqn. (1), a higher torque is developed.

Figure 6 Torque as a function of load, (a) the effect of the outlet pressure and (b) the
effect of the inlet pressure (𝑇0 = 311 K, 𝑅𝑖 = 40 mm, 𝑅𝑜 = 80 mm, gap, 𝛿 = 0.8 mm, disk
thickness, 𝛽 = 0.8 mm, and the turbine density, 𝜌𝑡 = 2500 kg/m3).

Figure 7 Angular velocity and the relative velocity as a function of load, Figures a and c:
the effect of the outlet pressure; Figures b and d: the effect of the inlet pressure; (𝑇0 =
311 K, 𝑅𝑖 = 40 mm, 𝑅𝑜 = 80 mm, gap, 𝛿 = 0.8 mm, disk thickness, 𝛽 = 0.8 mm, and the
turbine density, 𝜌𝑡 = 2500 kg/m3).
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Figure 8 shows the effects of the inlet and the outlet pressures on the outlet power as a function
of the external loads. The operational range of the external load increases as either the inlet
pressure increases, or as the outlet pressure decreases. The power outlet depends on the inlet and
the outlet enthalpies and the kinetic energies; it can be calculated using Eq. 4, 𝑃𝑤 = 𝜏𝜔, which
describes the increase of the power outlet as the angular velocity increases. Increasing the angular
velocity results in a decrease of the relative velocity reducing the momentum transfer from the fluid
to the disks and hence, increasing the outlet velocity. Increasing the outlet velocity, however, has a
negative effect on the power output of the turbine. Thus, since the angular velocity depends on the
operational torque, increasing/decreasing the operational load has both positive and negative
effects on the power output. At first, the turbine power increases with the increase in the external
load until a maximum point and then the turbine power decreases as the load continues to increase.
For a fixed inlet pressure, both the maximum point and the operational range of the external loads
decrease as the outlet pressure increases. For a fixed outlet pressure, the maximum point and the
operational range of the external loads increase as the inlet pressure increases. Operating with
supercritical CO2 as the working fluid, when the inlet pressure is 20 MPa, the maximum power
output of 1739 W and the angular velocity of about 1241 rad/s are obtained at the external load of
1.4 N-m for the outlet pressure of 8 MPa, and the inlet pressure of 20 MPa. The range of the
operational external load is up to 2.5 N-m. For the outlet pressure of 8 MPa, the operational range
of the external load is up to 3.1 N-m, the maximum power of 2646 W occurs at the external load of
1.8 N-m (1469 rad/s) for the inlet pressure of 25 MPa. This power is calculated for one channel. For
a turbine having 100 channels, a power output of 0.2646 MW could be harvested instead of being
wasted if conventional throttling expansion valves of any kinds are used. To roughly estimate the
energy required to increase the temperature of CO2 transported in an 8 MPa pipeline, we use the
following equation 𝑄̇ = 𝑚̇𝐶𝑂2 𝑐𝑝,𝐶𝑂2 ∆𝑇. If this power is used to preheat the transported CO2 to
increase its temperature by 10 oC, (∆𝑇 = 10), before injection, it is sufficient to heat an amount 0.8
Mt of CO2 per year. Goodarzi et al. [7] estimated the cost of heating to avoid cooling the reservoir
to be about $0.75 per cubic meter; thus, a heating cost of about a million dollars per year would be
saved.

Figure 8 Power outlet as a function of load; (a): the effect of the outlet pressure, (b): the
effect of the inlet pressure; (𝑇0 = 311 K, friction torque, 𝑅𝑖 = 40 mm, 𝑅𝑜 = 80 mm, gap,
𝛿 = 0.8 mm, disk thickness, 𝛽 = 0.8 mm, and the turbine density, 𝜌𝑡 = 2500 kg/m3).
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4. Conclusion
This study presents a simple analysis to look at the performance of a Tesla turbine, in terms of
its angular velocity and power, while using supercritical CO2 as the working fluid. The work is based
on the simple analytical model developed by Tamir et al. [14]. Keeping the turbine geometric
parameters unchanged, while the inlet temperature, the inlet pressures, and the outlet pressures
are used as the operating conditions. The results show that using a Tesla turbine instead of a
conventional expansion valve of any kinds, to expand and deliver supercritical CO2 from a highpressure container to a lower-pressure transport pipelines, throttling losses can be avoided and its
potential to generate useful mechanical work can be harvested. In addition, due to the friction
between the expanded CO2 and the turbine disks, its temperature reduction is not as dramatic as is
the case when an expansion valve is used. Thus, as far as CO2 injection is concerned, the need for
preheating can be minimized.
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